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FOREWORD 

This study was derived from a historical survey of thirteen 

historical black communities in Montgomery County, Maryland, 

located north of Washington, D.C. in the piedmont region. The 

survey area was the upper western portion of the county, the 

principal area of research and operation of Sugarloaf Regional 

Trails, the local historical preservation and planning organi-

zation. Since its creation in 1974, it has worked for the preser-

vation of Montgomery County's cultural landscape and for environ-

mental education through activities such as conferences, historical 

theme trails guides, and historical research. 

Supported by grants from the Maryland Historical Trust, the 

Montgomery County Office of Community Development, and the Maryland 

Committee. for the Humanities, Inc., Sugarloaf Regional Trails 

conducted this historibal survey from April, 1978 - June, 1979. 

George McDaniel was hired as historian and surveyor. The communi-

ties to be researched were designated by local black people through 

their community organization, the Western Upper Montgomery Citizens 

Organization. Its members in each community led the surveyor to 

important sites and informants. Howard Lyles, President, initiated 

much of this community cooperation, and his support is especially 

appreciated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1895  Booker P. Washington advised an audience of blacks 
and whites to "cast down your buckets where you are". By this he 

meant for them to start where they were, to take advantage of what 
was at hand, to use the resources around them. This study in 

local history is in keeping with that advice and is an attempt to 
utilize local communities and resources as a means of understanding 

and conveying a history shared by many Americans. 
Historically many Americans have lived out their lives in 

a local setting, going through their daily routines either in 
or close by the home. For many, farm life has been a part of 
their heritage, especially for blacks. For example, as late as 
1910, three out of four b1acks1ived in rural areas. 2  The lives 

of these people may not have been "great" or "exciting", but it is 
perhaps their everyday quality that gives them universality and 

connects them to us. That connection is made all the more real 
by the physical vestiges of that past that still remain with us --

the old houses, schools, churches, photographs, artifacts, and 
the elderly people who knew them. 

The social history of America is one of p]ualism of the 
ongoing dialectic between separation and integration of ethnic 
groups. Of special importance in Maryland and the South is the 
social history of blacks and whites. The history of each is 

interconnected, aLthough most histories have focused on the white 
perspective. It is therefore essential to hear the voices of the 

many anonymous blacks -- in this case, black Marylanders -- without 

whose contributions the .story of the state would have been radi-
cally different. This study is an attempt to do so. In addition, 
it is intended to serve as an example to show the advantages of 

combining a variety of approabhes -- such as oral history, archi-

tectural history, photography, and social history -- to hear and 

convey their voices more completely. 



Throughout their experience in America, blacks have been 

circumscribed by a society fundamentally hostile to the ful-

fillment of their rights. During slavery and afterwards, laws 

and social customs confined their educational, social, political, 

and economic opportunities. Until the second half of the 20th 

century, segregation remained firmly entrenched. Furthermore, 

blacks had little control over the ways in which their part in 

the American history was conveyed, and their historical character 

became stereotyped as that of a comical and pliable "sambo". As 

late as the 1950's and 1960's sociologists typically portrayed the 

black family as disorganized and "matriarchal", and black culture 

as deprived. 3 

This study of black culture in Montgomery County, Maryland 

examines in detail the world in which blacks lived from their 

perspective, more or less, and presents an alternative view. While 

never escaping the circle of white supremacy of the surrounding 

society, many blacks here were able to buy land after Emancipation 

unlike most blacks further south who remained landless farm tenants. 

These landowning black families in Montgomery County were able to 

establish a more autonomous way of life and strove towards self-
sufficiency. In addition to cultivating their own land, they 

frequently worked as farm laborers, and some rented farm land or 

worked as artisans, quarrymen, sawyers, canalmen, or on the rail-

road. Contrary to the still popular image of a "broken family", 

the vast majority of these black families were headed by two 

parents and were not matriarchal. Most of the marriages were life-

long. After Emancipation almost all the freed men and women in 

Montgomery County established their own identities by selecting 

surnames different from their former owners. They founded their 

own communities, built their own houses, organized churches, 

schools and mutual aid societies. As has been commonly described 

in white history, there was a strong element of individual and 

collective resourcefulness in these black communities as well, an 

important corrective to the stereotypical view of blacks as "im-

provident", "shiftless", or "Samboes". 
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In order to understand black communities today, it is 

necessary to see them as part of a continuum with traditions 

stretching back into the past. What are these traditions? What, 

for example, were the compositions of historical black communi-

ties, who founded them, and how did they develop over time? What 

practices of self help and mutual assistance were developed, and 

what were the responsibilities of kinship and Christian faith 

in regard to one's neighbor? What were the connections between 

one black community and another? Was there a unifying view that 

perceived them as one entity, as "one people"? What were the 

principal institutions, and what were their roles in the coxmnuni-

ty and beyond? What has been their fate in recent years? These 

are some of the questions addressed throughout this study. 

This study also portrays the daily routines of traditional 

black family life and describes the buildings, artifacts, and 

places related to those activities:in understanding the everyday 

world of these people, the heritage of many Americans is more 

c1ear1y revealed. In order for us to see the physical world of 

these families more completely, there are descriptions of the types 

of houses in which they lived, the methods used to construct them, 

and their layout, including furnishings plans of some interiors 

and descriptions of the manufacture and uses of artifacts. Since 

all of the homestead was essential to the life of these farm 

families, the outbuildings, animal yards, orchards, and gardens 

are also discussed, as are the activities related to them. Sketches 

of the layout of some of the homesteads and the historical communi-

ties show how the land was thoroughly utilized by these resource-

ful families. 

Unlike southern Maryland, which was clearly part of the South, 

Montgomery County was a part of Maryland that contributed to its 

historical experience as a border state. However, these rural 

communities in Montgomery County like those in southern Maryland 

and elsewhere in the South, with their o1d houses, churches and 



schools constitute the collective memory of "home" for thousands 

of blacks. Some. have elected to stay in the old communities 

because of economic concerns. As land prices sky-rocket in 

Montgomery county and elsewhere in the nation, it becomes in- 

creasingly difficult for low and middle income families to find 

suitable land and housing. These ancestral communities of blacks 

can provide not only land and houses, but a connection to their 

cultural heritage. As Bill Lyles explained upon returning to his 

family's community in Montgomery county .after 25 years in the 

Army, "This is home to me. That's all. I've always wanted to 

have and keep on having a piece of this land." LI. 
It is hoped that studies such as this will help preserve the 

important landmarks and other historical resources of these 

communities so that connections from one generation to the next 

may be sustained. However, most of those resources have already 

perished. The less powerful the social group, the less preserved 

is its history, and the vast majority of black historical resources -- 

like those of white tenants -- are irretrievably lost. Poverty, 

migration, lack of education or historical pride, neglect, and 

disregard by conventional scholars and archivists have been the 

principal causes. 
The magnitude of the loss is illustrated in Montgomery county. 

After Emancipation blacks built over 200 houses in the survey 

area, but as with many other everyday communities, less than a third 

remain, though many are in deteriorating condition. In some 

communities there is scarce visible evidence. For example, in Sugarland, 

29 or more houses had been built by the late 1890's, but only one 

survives. 

As the older people have passed on, they have taken with them 

the history of their family, community, and state. Often old 

photographs and family documents have been lost, misplaced or 

burned. one example among many was the fire that destroyed the 

old house of a freed slave in Martinsburg, which contained many 

pictures of his relatives, including one of the founders of the 

black community, photographed in his utiiform of the Union Army. 



Lost too were the soldier's sword and musket, rare artifacts in 

the state's -- or natión',s -- museum collections of black history. 

What can be done? Howcàn these resources be located and 

recorded before they are lost? Equally important, what can be 

learned frâni them? This study attempts tà provide some answeré.. 
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PART I 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF BLACK COMMUNITY LIFE 

Chapter 1. HISTORICAL SETTING 

Let us begin with a brief description of the county in which 

these communities are located, for it has substantially shaped 

their development. Montgomery County is in the piedmont region 

of the state and is bordered by the Potomac River, a mile or so 

north of its fall line. The land, especially the upper western 

portion where these communities are located, still consists of 

open swaths of fields, with clusters of hardwood forests, criss-

±ssed by streams, all providing a natural bounty utilized by 

residents since the days of the Indians. Historically the economy 

of the county has been predominantly agricultural with small towns 

located at crossroads. The early white culture was Southern in 

character, but by the 19th century it had become more mixed, 

resembling that of a border area. 
Since the 18th century enslaved black workers, along with 

free labor, had tilled the land, and most lived on small farms with 

nine or less slaves. Bondsmen on other farms lived close by. 

The most famous was Josiah Henson, the runaway slave upon whose 

autobiography Harriet Beecher Stowe based her novel, Uncle Tom's 

Cabin. Free blacks comprised more than a fourth of the black 

population by 1860 and had founded two of the surveyed communities 

by the early 18001 s. During the Civil War, many whites sympathized 

with the South, but many did not, and as a result, blacks in the 

county were spared the racial vendettas that occurred in the 

South after the war.  la 

In the 1870's the construction of the Metropolitan branch 

of the B & 0 Railroad from Washington, D.C. through Montgomery 

County revived the sagging agricultural economy and promoted a 

profitable dairy industry. The C & 0 Canal, which paralleled the 

Potomac, remained a major route of transportation and trade until 



the early 20th century. Several stone quarries in the county pros- 

pered, providing building materials for Washington, D.C. and 

other cities in the mid-Atlantic region. The labor demands 

and cash pay of these local industries and farms along with 

the more progressive "civility" of race relations were important 

factors in enabling black workers to escape peonage as landless 

- sharecroppers and to establish their own landowning communities. lb 

At least eleven black communities were founded in upper 

western Montgomery County after Emancipation, and two, begun in 

the antebellumera, grew in size as freedmen and women settled 

there. All have continued in existence to the preent day with 

descendants of the original settlers still residing there, some 

being the fifth, even the seventh generation. Though most of the 

original houses are gone, eighteen remain from the first genera-

tion of the 1870's, and a few of them are still inhabited by 

descendants. 

AFRICAN HERITAGE 

The heritage of black communities in Montgomery County begins 

in the African homeland, yet this survey was undertaken too late 

in time to be able to interview any elderly persons who might 

have remembered accounts told by their ancestors of life in 

Africa, the passage over, or arrival in America. At -.this point 

historians have not begun to investigate for the African origins 

of the county's black populatian. Field research for 19th cen-

tury handmade artifacts which may show traditional designs or 

features have not been successful. 

12 & 
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Furthermore, Montgomery County was sufficiently "pro-

gressive" in terms of its ways of life that many of the very 

old traditions did not continue. By comparison, in the course 

of survey work in southern Maryland, elderly blacks were lo-

cated who recalled preparing and laying dirt floors or thatch-

ing roof s for log houses and outbuildings -- building techniques 

rerniniscient of African practices. Such methods were not re-

membered in Montgomery County. 

In more subtle, cross-cultural ways, however, traditions 

may well have continued. For example, historians have argued 

that the roots of the black church began in Africa and may be 

seen in call and response services, the character of the old-

time spirituals and hymns, and the strong, traditional proc-

livity of blacks toward a religion centered on faith in pre- 

ference to "" theology.1  As in Africa, religion con-

tinues to be at the heart of daily life for many blacks. 

FREE BLACK. COMMUNITIES 

Before emancipation in Montgomery County, as elsewhere in 

Maryland, there was a substantial population of free blacks. 

Two of the communities surveyed were founded quite. early by 

free black families. Big Woods and Mt. Ephraim were founded 

in 1813 and 18114, respectively. The first known black settler 



of the Big Woods community was James Spencer, who acquired 50 

acres in 1813 from the Thomas Morton family. He was followed 

in 1847 by Elijah Awkard who by the late 1850'  had acquired 

a total of 163 acres, making him one of the large8t black 

landowners in the county at the time. Near Sugarloaf Mountain, 

the black community at Mt. Ephrairn had its origins in 1814 

when the free black David Moody, a charcoal burner, acquired 

60 acres from Leonard Hays. Moody later, in 1833,  purchased 

54 acres for $107 from the Bank of the United States which had 

foreclosed on a mortgage of Roger Johnson. The holdings of 

these free blacks were adjacent to white farmers, illustrating 

the existence of bi-racial communities of landowners.2  

HISTORICAL RESOURCES FROM THE SLAVERY ERA 

In the antebellum era, the black population constituted 

a higher proportion of the county's population than it does 

today. According to the U.S. censuses from 1830-1860, blacks 

constituted about LO%  of the total county population,3  creating 

an influential black presence in the county. The number of 

slaves and free blacks remained relatively constant over the 

period from 1830 to 1860, not showing the results of natural 

increase.4  This suggests that slaves were either successfully 

running away, being sold to other slave states, moving to 
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farms of the same family in Other states (as with Josiah 

Henson), or being manumitted and moving away. After 1830, 

increasingly severe laws circumscribed the freedom of allegedly 

"free blacks", forcing many to leave the county and state. Since 

it would have been difficult to maintain stable family units 

under such pressure, it is likely that slave families were 

broken up. 

The sharp declines in the slave populations 1810-1820 

(from 7,572  to 6,396, or  -15.5) and 1530-1840 (6,4147 to 5,377, 

or -16.6%)probably  represent mainly sales South. One contem-

porary Baltimore Journal5  stated that the sale of slaves for 

southern markets checked the increase of slaves in Maryland. 

The number of free blacks changed comparatively little -- 677 

to 922 in 1810-1820, from 1,266 to 1,313  in 183018140. In 

the latter decade this probably reflected out-migration to 

Frederick and Washington Counties, where this fraction of 

the population increased dramatically. Many also must have 

gone to Baltimore and Washington, where there were more op-

portunities for them in industry, shops, and private homes, 

and (of course) to Pennsylvania and other northern states.6  

The few accounts written by former slaves provide glimpses 

into the daily life and caiditions of slaves. Two are helpful 

in relating to life in Montgomery County, and more particularly 
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to life in the survey area. In his autobiography, Josiah 

Benson recounted his experiences as a slave on the Riley family's 

• farm near Potomac, Maryland. His descriptions of small log 

houses and cramped and unhealthy living conditions reveal some 
4 

of the darkest aspects of bondage in the county.7  

The only former slave from the survey area about whom there 

are written descriptions was Phillip Johnson. He was one of 

.the founders of the Sugarland community where descendants still 

live. Interviewed by the Federal Writers Project of the W.P.A. 

In the late 1930,  Johnson recounted stories of the diet, cloth-

ing, and agricultural work on "Dr. White's" tarm near Edward's 

Ferry and of Confederate raids in Poolesville where he lived 

during the Civil War.8  (See Sugarland history, p. 272-2730 

The thin soils of the piedmont caused large slave plan-

tations similar to those in tidewater Maryland to fail. Equal-

ly important, crops other than tobacco were ill suited to the 

use of slave labor. When the bottom dropped out of the to-

bacco market after the Revolutionary War, slave-owning became 

less and less profitable. In all of Montgomery County in 

1790, only 36 planters owned 20 or more slaves and 80% 

had fewer than ten. The pattern of limited slave ownership 

continued to 1860. Of the 770 slave owners in the county 

in 1860, 586 owned nine slave or less. Only 12 individuals 
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owned between 30 and 40 . 

One result was that the small scale slave owners and non-

81ave owners opposed the efforts of the, Maryland Co1oniation, 

Society and of the state government Ito. 'send biack& to Liberi, 

since 'they needed free black agricultural labor. Another result 

was thatthe slave communIties were small, and slaves were housea 

In separate log dwellings, or perhaps in the planteret  houses 

themselves, rather than In long streets of slave quarters as, 

on the plantations' further south.' 

AFTER FREEDOM: ESTABLISHING IDENTITY 

Settlement Patterns, 

Like newly arrivednimigrants from the 17th  century on, 

the- f'.reed claves after emancipation sought to escape landlessness 

and further circumscriptions upon their lives by buying land 

themselveB and establishing.thetr:own homesteads. Rather than 

form collectively-owned communities (as they had knowntn Afrtca), 

they gathered- in comun1tiès where the land was owned by mdi-

vidual families, In' kééping with the American .tradit1ôñ 

Since most of the freed j1ave:had little capital; !the 

could only buy small parcels of 1and ranging in èize from óné 

to ten acres, and often 1np1aces where land was not cleared 

or, the' 'so13. was less fertile or Ipoorly adrained.,  Since the 
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white-owned farms were relatively small,aftermanoipation it 

was possible for blacks to live on the edges of these farms 

and still walk to their work as farm laborers. It was on the 

edges of these farms that they were able to acquire land. Jones-

yule, for example, developed on land that was formerly part of 

the Aix-la-Chappelle plantation. In contrast, in the deep South, 

the white attitude against allowing a black landowning class 

to form was much stronger, partly because of the need for black 

labor on the large plantations, and partly because of the per-

ceived threat of black ownership to the racial status quo.10  

Naming Patterns 

After freedom, In Montgomery County as throughout the 

South, former slaves selected their own surnames, rather than 

taking the family name of their former owner, as is often be-

lieved. This more independent naming pattern is well illus-

trated In the 1867 census of freed slaves In Montgomery County 

which lists the owners and the names of their emancipated slaves. 

For instance, Albert Thompson (Figure 55) was the former slave 

of John S.T. Jones, and John Peters (Figure5) the former slave 

of Sarah A. Poole. In fact, examples of slaves taking the sur-

name of their former owners are rare, indicating the degree of 

control that the freed slaves assumed over their new identity)1 
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The historian Herbert Qutrnan found that black8 during 

slavery had kept the surnames of earlier owners from whom they 

had been sold, both in order to recognize their "homeplace' 

and to maintain their ties to their kin. On some plantations that 

Gutrnan studied these surnames were also used by the slave owner 

in the lists he kept of his slaves, while On other plantations 

they were used only within the slave community. Given the ab-

sence of slave lists in the survey area, the extent to which 

these surnames were used during slavery is not clear. However, 

the oral informant in the Sugarland community, Tilghman Lee, 

recalls that his father -- Samuel Lee, who was "just a kid" 

at Emancipation -- was the son of Daniel Lee, and that Lee was 

the name they had had during slavery. He does not know, however, 

how they had acquired that name. Mr. Lee's neighbor, Patrick 

Hebron, who was born in 1850 as a slave, was a "junior", Lee 

says, named after his father. According to the ex-slave census, 

"Patrick Hepburn" had been a slave of James N. Allnutt, and Lee 

adds that "I never knew any white Hebrons, all colored." Thus, 

these surnames after Emancipation were most likely derived from 

the black families heritage.12  

FAMILY STRUCTURE 

What types of families settled in these new communities? 

Were the households headed by two parents, or only one? How 
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large were they, what were the kin relationships within the 

communities and between communities? What were the occupations 

of their members? Answers to these questions can describe the 

patterns of historical black family ltfeattd fortunately such 

answers are available from oral informants and census manuscripts. 

Composition, 

First, the typical black family historically was a nuclear 

family -- that is, it usually consisted of parents and their 

children, without relatives lodging with them. Of the 126 black 

families examined in the Medley District in the 1900 census, 

only 29% had relatives living with them, and 12% had non-relatives 

lodging with them. Some families had both relatives and non-

relatives, so the respective percentages of each were lower in 

reality. Oral informants describing household composition in 

each community rarely cited grandparents, uncles, or other 

relatives or non-relatives. 

Two parent households were the rule; single parent families 

were by far the exception. Of the same sample of 126 black 

families in the Medley District in the 1900 census, the great 

majority (83%) was headed by two parents. Of the remaining 

families, the single parent households with only the father 

as parent almost always contained a mature female relative. 

For those households headed by a female, it was not unusual 
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for her older sons to be listed as laborers while their mother 

was not shown as having an occupation. In these cases, older 

eons served as bread wl.nners, the traditional role of the father, 

while the mothers maintained the household. As a result, almost 

all black families -- whether headed by two parents, single 

males, or single females -- had two adult, or almost adult, 

heads of households. Consequently, the high percentage of single 
I. 

parent, female-headed black families in contemporary society can-

not be regarded as the continuation of the traditional black 

family, but rather as a recent creation reflecting modern 

pressures. 13 

Size 

Due to the large size of families, the small houses (ty-

pically two rooms down/two up) were crowded. Of the same sample 

of households, most households (68%)  consisted of five members 

or more. Thirty percent had five or six members. The largest 

household consisted of 16 people. Pamily living space inside 

the houses had to be shared. Children shared a bedroom with 

siblings, or with their parents. The house therefore provided 

little privacy, in terms of spatial separation, for individuals 

within the family. It should be remembered, however, that 

much of their time was spent outdoors, engaged in farm work, 



household chores, children's play, or socializing in hot weather. 

Kin RelationshiDs 

Although most households were nuclear families, the surrounding 

community was composed of relatives, making the community itself an 

extended family. Grandparents, aunts uncles, and cousins lived on 

adjacent lots or "just down the road". Parents often allowed their 

children or grandchildren to build houses on their property, thus 

the homestead was shared by an extended family. As a result of their 

close proximity, the elderly could pass on their ideas, values, 

skills, and ways of life to the young. 

By the end of the 19th  century, separate communities had become 

linked by kinship. Members of one community moved or married into 

another. Creating family trees reveals the many family connections 

among these communities. Figure 1 illustrates a portion of the kin-
ship network that connected Clarksburg, Big Woods, Turnertown, Sugar- 

land, Jonesville, Jerusalem, Barnesvi].le, and White Grounds, to name 
a few. 

A case in point is the kinship network of Florence Hallman of 

Big Woods. Her maternal grandmother, Mary Harper, was the daughter 

of John Harper, born in 181+0, one of the principal founders of 

Jerusalem. John Harper's brother Thomas helped establish Jonesville. 

Florence Ha1].man's maternal grandfather was James Edward Hamilton, 

whose brother Dennis, born 181+2, was also one of the founders of 

Jerusalem. Dennis married Henrietta Duffin, born 1851, whose uncle 

and the person after whom she was named was Henry Duff in, a founder 

of White Grounds. One of Henry Duff in's daughters married Warner 

Weems of Clarksburg. 

For members of these historical communities, an important 

result was that these different communities were not perceived as 

separate, alien entities, but as integral components of a familiar 

world. This world view was best described by the eighty-three year 

old oral informant in Barnesville, Lawrence Hamilton, when in referring 

to members of the surveyed communities, he said, "They's all my 

people" • 15 
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FAI1ILY. AND COMMUNITY EC0NOM 

0ccupations 

From the years after Emancipation and throu
gh the first 

half of the 20th century, the majority of bl
ack males in 

these communities worked as laborers. In 
V the sample from the 

1900 U.S. census of the survey area, 60% of the male 
heads 

of households were identified as farm laborers, and lk% as 

day laborers. Only 12% were descx'ibed as f
armers (that is, 

earning their principal income from the land
 they owned and 

farmed). A limited variety of other occupat
ions were listed: 

undertaker, boatman, blacksmith, stone maso
n, "engineer trac-

tion", post and ratl maker, mail carrier, and carpenter. No 

blacks held professional occupations, such as lawyer, merchant, 

or doctor. Since blacks were forbidden by state law to prac-

tice law in state courts until 1885 and since educ
ational op-

portunities for blacks were severely limite
d, it is not sur-

prising to find no lawyers in these communi
ties. Even today 

there are no black doctors serving this are
a or many other 

areas of rural Maryland.16 

Though the majority of black males were classified as 

laborers, they were, by necessity, skilled 
In a variety of 

specialized activities. For example, many a
re remembered as 
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having been cobblers, broom-makers, fence-builders, well-diggers, 
railroad workers, quarry workers, barn builders, and/or ministers. 
Individual examples abound. For instance, Bene Ralirnan in Mt. 
Ephraim was listed as a 'day laborer' in the 1900 U.S. census 
manuscript but he was also a carpenter, housewright, and broom 
maker. Figures 2 and 3 show the tools that he used, 
Fgures 14 7 ehw his bom-making machine and its component'arta. H. sold 
his brooms to local families and to stores. 

Sarnuei Lee who lived in the Sugarj.and 

community was identified in the 1900 census as a "farmer", but 

his son Tilghman Lee recalls that he also worked as a stone 

cutter at the Seneca Stone Quarry, where he can be seen in a 

photograph of about 1900 in Figure 72 . Though Charles McPherson 

who lived near Jerusalem, was listed as a "laborer" in the 1900 

census, his daughter Ora Lyles says that he was also a "busi-

nessman" and travelled about the countryside whitewashing and 

calcimining houses (Calcimine is a lime-based paint usually in 

pastel colors.) Mrs. Lyles remembers: 

He'd get in that old horse and buggy with his 
buckets and brushes, and he'd go anywhere. Some-
times he'd ride all day to get there, and stay 
away two or three days.17 

In the late 1880'.s and early 19001s, many blacks left the 

survey area in search of jobs. Opportunities In Washington 

were especially attractive. For example, William Gibbs from 

White Grounds, born in 1855, helped to build the Washington 

Monument in the 1880's. William Foreman from Clarksburg worked 

on building construction sites in Washington and was killed in 

a cave-in while building nurses' units at Walter Reed Hospital 

in 1928. But if jobs were available on farms, many laborers 

preferred farm work near home. For examples  Richard Turner 



Photograph by George W. McDaniel 

Figure 2.- . Tools of Bene Hallman Mt. Ephraiin. Tools are in the 
possession of Hailman's grandson Paul Wilson. Foreground: clamp 
for holding a saw while sharpening; first row; carpenter's plane, 
tin snips, pinchers, pliers, awl, file, leather punch; top row; 
carpenters plane, augers, draw knife, and corn shucker. 

IE 
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Photograph by George W. McDaniel 

Figure 3 , Artifacts of the Hailman family, Mt. Ephraim. In 
the foreground is a portion of an ash sapling, cut by Hailman, 
which he was going to carve into a walking cane. The two irons 
were used by his wife Barbara Haliman. The whiskey jugs belongd 
to his brothers and label on one reads, "Mahoney, Dealer in Choice 
Liquors, Beers, and Groceries, Knoxville, Md." The lantern on 
the right served as Hailman's buggy lamp. 

:2:7 



Photograph by George W. McDaniel. 
Figure L/ . Broom-making machine of Berie Haliman, Mt. Ephraim. 
Now in the possession of Hailman's grandson, Paul Wilson. It 
consisted of three principal parts, which Haliman called his 
cutter, binder, and compressor-sewer. Haliman ordered the parts from 
George Harrman & Brothers factory in Baltimore, and they were 
shipped to nearby Dickerson, Maryland. Much of his production 
of brooms was a home industry. Hailman cultivated, harvested, 
and cured the broom corn. Gathering it in bundles, he cut one 
end with the large blade. Next he bound that end tightly to the 
broom handle with loops of thin wire. He then compressed it in the 
vice and stitched it with stout thread so that the circular bundle 
fanned out and was reinforced. Finally he evenly cut the opposite 
end of the broom corn with the large blade. Hailman sold his brooms 
for one to three dollars a piece to local farmers and stores. They 
were known to be strong and durable and were sought after by families 
in the region. 
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Drawing by Char1as Lincoln Hoewing 

Figure 5: The "cutter" component of Bene Haliman's broom-making machine. 
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Drawing by Charles- Lincoln Hoewing 

Figure 6rThe "binder" component of BeneHaliman's broom-making machine. 
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Drawing by Char1es Lincoln Hoewing 

Figure 7: The "compressor-sewer component of Bene Hailman's broom-
making machine. 
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from Turnertown who was a jack-of-all trades -- building barns 

and silos, shoeing horses, and farming the land -- had left 

to work in Union Station, according to his daughter 
-" 

Mabel Irvin. Me soon resigned and returned to Turnertown, he 

"because the job took me away from the things I like to do."
18  

The women of these historical communities are remembered as 

"industrious and hard-worki.ng." Most were identified in the 

1900 U.S. census as "housekeepers". Oral informants, such as 

Charlotte Ambush from Mt. Ephraim, agree that very few worked 

outside the house. "They had big families back then and stayed 

home with their children," she explains. Though their work did 

not bring in a cash income, it was essential to the family and 

community. These women made clothes, stitched quilts, washed 

clothes, tended the gardens, canned food, cooked meals, fed and 

cared for farm animals when necessary, cleaned the house, tended 

the sick, and reared the children. In each community one or 

two were midwives.19  

As a rule, in rearing children the women were strict disci-

plinarians. As Howard Lyles described his grandmother, Virginia 

Robinson from Jerusalem, "when children were asked to do a chore, 

it was not 'I'll do it later'. It was 'you do it now.'"  They 

were also quite strong in their religious faith because of "what 

they had come through as slaves." Today memory of their devotion 
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to family, community and church is still strong, and members of 

the surveyed communities have great respect for these women.20  

Wages 

Most black farm laborers in the survey area were paid a 

monthly wage, in comparison to the majority of blacks in southern 

Maryland and further south, who worked as sharecroppers.. Howard 

Lyles and William Moore from Jerusalem recall that in the early 

19001s wages were approximately ten dollars a month. Such  wages 

were common f or farm laborers throughout the county. For 

example, Hester Hamilton from Praitherstown in central Montgcmery 

County says that her father, a farm laborer, "raised nine children 

on twelve dollars a month" in the early 190s.  In addition to 

these wages, men were given a portion of the farm products --

corn, wheat, milk, and perhaps hay or even some hogs. For day 

jobs, such as yard work, which did not provide fringe benefits, 

men made a dollar a day for a ten hour day.21  

Children supplemented the family income by working on farms 

and in homes nearby, beginning about age ten with "light work". 

Among the chores for boys were feeding hogs, cleaning yards, and 

splitting and hauling wood. In Purdum, Arnold Hawkins, born in 

1905, remembers taking his brother's job of "driving cows when 

I was old enough, about nine. That was my thrill. And I got 

11 
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paid 500  a month." In Jonesvil].e, Joe Harper began working on 

farms at age eleven for eight dollars a month. Tilgtinan Lee 

recalls that when boys were twelve or. thirteen years old, they 

became field hands and usually stayed on the farms overnight, 

sleeping upstairs above the kitchen. In Jerusalem William Moore, 

born In 1910, thinned and out corn at age fourteen for 500  a 

day, and by age eighteen was a full-time farm laborer, making 

a dollar a day for a ten hour day. Until age seventeen, most 

boys had to return home to receive permission from their parents 

before being allowed to go to town or to ball games during their 

free time, Tilghman Lee recalls. 

For girls, "light work" included sweeping floors, washing 

dishes, looking after young children, and taking care of babies. 

Florence (Oni ey) Hallinan from Big Woods, an orphan, lived with 

a nearby white family from age seven to thirteen, and washed 

dishes, cleaned the yard, fed the chickens, and ran errands to 

the store. She was paid "board and clothes, plus a dollar or 

500, if I wanted to go somewhere." Bess.ie Lee, born In 1905  In 

Sugarland, says she began doing light work during summers while 

in grade school and afterw'ds, worked year round for five 
a, 

dollarsthe 1930's during their teen-age years, Evelyn (Moore) 

Harper and Ethel Foreman did housework for three to five dollars 

a week. Mrs. Foreman worked six days a week plus a half day on 



Sunday. During their teen-.age years, most girls began cooking 

in the kitchen, a skill that they had already learned at home. 

This necessity of children going out to work was a feature of 

life shared by working class families elsewhere in the nation 

and the world.22  

Recollections of these oral informants about their occu-

pations as children and teenagers reveal important moral values 

instilled by their parents. This is best illustrated in the 

interview with Hester (Praither) Hamilton from Prai.therstown 

and Idella (King) Craven from Big Woods: 

Craven: I started work when I was fifteen and I was 
getting three dollars a week. My mother 
would take the money and give me back a 
quarter. 

McDaniel: What would you do with that quarter? 

Craven: Lots of times I wouldn't even spend it. 
At the end of the month, I'd still have my 
dollar. 

McDaniel: Where did you work? 

Craven: I worked on a farm, cooking for about fifteen 
to twenty people.' Three meals. 

McDaniel: In looking back over those years, what was 
the more valuable lesson that you learned 
from the older people? 

Craven: My father always told me, whatever you do 
in life, tell the truth. Being honest to 
me is the most important thing. There have 



been times when I wanted to tell a wild 
tale, but I would think about what he said. 
Whether it hurt or not, I tried to tell the 
truth. I still do. I think I messed up some-
where along the line because I could have found 
a rich husband, but I made out all right. 

Hamilton: That's what my parents always told ne. You 
are going out to work now. If there's any-
thing, you want, you ask, you don't take nothing. 
They can only say yes or no. I remember that. 

Craven: And those things stuck with me. Later in life 
I've gone on Jobs and I have been cleaning and 
I saw hundred dollar bills laying around, or 
fifty dollar bills, and my father taught us 
that whever you see like money lying around, 
it's put there for a reason. 

McDaniel: When you say, "put there for a reason," was it 
like God is testing yQu? 

Hamilton: Yes, that's right. 

Craven: Yes, that happened an awful lot in those days.23  

Prices 

Though wages were low, prices were also low and many goods 

were bartered for. Ora Lyles says that "in those days (the 

early 1900' a dollar went a long way. Sugar was 50 a pound." 

Mrs. Lyles, Howard Lyles, and Tilghman Lee all remember exchanging 

eggs, milk, or garden produce with neighbors or even at stores)  

so that no cash was needed. Ethel Foreman and Inez McAbee from 

Damascus remember that during their youth in the 1920's and 19301s, 

hucksters travelling through the communities sold beef roasts 
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for 12$ to 15$ a pound, a steak for 25$ a pound, bananas for 

10$ a dozen, herring for 20$ a dozen. A ten or twelve pound 

bag of "Sunny Field Flour" (all-purpose) sold for 19$,  and a 

loaf of bread for 10$. A dozen eggs were 15$  to 20$, and per-

haps less. Material for dresses such as gingham or percale 

were sold by peddlers with "bundles on their backs" for 10$ 

to 15$ a yard, as was muslin, used for undergarments, pillow 

cases, and sheets. Today, Arnold Hawkins and his neighbor, 

Arthur Randolph, from Purdum recall what an income of six 

dollars a week would buy in 1930: 

Hawkins: I had money, more money than I have now. 
Six dollars a weeks You could fill a 
burlap bag full of groceries for three 
dollars. More than you could carry. 

Randolph: Now you can carry the money in a bag, and the 
groceries in your pocket 2  

Impact of Cost of Living. Upon Family and Community.  

Comparing these prices to family income indicates the cost 

of living which in turn helps to explain the changes in these 

communities in recent decades. If farm laborers were receiving 

wages of 10$ an hour or a dollar a day in the 1920's and 1930's, 

a pound of roast beef, a dozen bananas, a icaf of bread, or a 

yard of gingham equalled an hour's pay. Such food items were 

therefore expensive, relative to their income, hence not part 



of their everyday diet. This explains in part why it was neces. 

sary for the families to raise and preserve much of their food. 

In terms of clothing, two or three yards of the most ordinary 

cloth for a dress was equivalent to two or three hours of work, 

plus the time invested in sewing the dress. Thus, clothes were 

not plentiful, were typically utilitarian rather than stylish, and 

were handed down from one sibling to another, as shown by the assort- 
44,28, 8 

ment of clothes worn by the children in the school pictures, Figures! 

With costs of living such as these, it was necessary for 

children to enter the work force soon after elementary school 

and supplement the family income. To support a child in high 

school, who was not producing an Income, would have caused a 

strain on many families) to support a child through college 

was beyond question for most. 

Since a large portion of their income was spent on basics, 

blacks were not able to accumulate sufficient capital to acquire 

more land or machinery to keep abreast of changes in agriculture 

or to open local.businesses. As the farms were increasingly 

mechanized in the 1940's and 19501 8, farm laborers lost their 

jobs. As Evelyn Herbert from Martinsburg recalls, many men and 

women who wanted to "make a good living" for their family had 

to go elsewhere.25  As a result, instead of growing in the 193015, 

19401s, and 1950's, as would be expected from natural population 



increase, the communities were de-popu3ated. Over the years 

their abandoned houses have disappeared. Consequently, few 

houses of the historical communities remain. 

INSTITUTIONS 

The three major institutions of these rural black com- 

munities were the church, school, and lodge or benefit. society. 

Churches, 

The church was, and still is, the most important insti- 

tution in the black community. As with all traditional societies, 

throughout its existence, the church has offered its members 

what the outside world could not provide: release, redemption, 

revitalization. Indeed, a strong faith in Jesus as Lord and 

as personal, loving Savior was central to the system of values 

held by blacks. The church minister was viewed as the community 

leader, or shepherd. An outsider had difficulty approaching 

the black community without approval by the minister. He was 

the source of higher authority, derived from God and from the 

community as a collective. The church expressed the highest 

moral codes of the community and standards 1' or what one "ought" 

to do and believe.26  

Since almost all the black churches in the up-county 

survey area were Methodist -- rather than Baptist, Primitive 



Baptist, or other exclusively congregation-controlled denom-

nations -- there was some degree of administrative, financial, 

and personal control from the Methodist hierarchy of bishops.27  

However, key members of the historical communities surveyed 

here were quite active as trustees, deacons, deaconesses, and 

elders and thereby gave the Methodist churches strong community 

orientation. As is typical, church leaders were often 

leaders of other community institutions, such as lodges and 

SChOOlSe Through these personal carry-overs, the values and 

influence of the church permeated all community organizations. 

The church served a number of needs as a community center. 

Before the first school houses were built, churches were used 

as schools. For example, the Rocky Hill Church in Clarksburg 

(now John Wesley Church), the Pleasant Grove Church in Purdum, 

and the Mt. Zion Church in Big Woods all doubled as schools. 

In addition, the church was a musical center where the young 

learned traditional hymns and spirituals from the old and 

learned toplay musical instruments. It served educational 

functions as well, where young and old learned and practiced 

reading; and the Bible served as a common source of literature, 

read by families throughout the survey area. The church was 

also a meeting place f or organized groups such as benefit 

societies civic organizations, clubs, and political groups. 

I/o 



It was a gathering place for friends, neighbors, and kin from 

the community and for others returning home for visits or for 

special occasions such as tthomecomi.flg  day". Finally, its 

services -- baptisms, marriages, and funerals -- marked the 

passage of life. It welcomed new members into the community 

and bade farewell to older ones in their resting places in 

cemeteries near the church. In this sense, the church has 

been the agent of historical continuity from generation to 

generation. 

The church was the first institution to be established by 

the founders of black communities after emancipation. As through- 

out Maryland and the South, the freed slaves first gathered in 

the houses of community prayer leaders or ministers for worship. 

Later, depending upon the economic condition of the community, 

land was purchased for the church, or was sometimes donated by 

a white family nearby. A small church was then built either 

of log or frame construction, usually by the residents them- 

selves, in or near the center of the community. The log church 

at Bell's Chapel (Figure 68) is an example. This early church 

stood until its members could afford to contribute money to- 

wards the construction of a larger, more architecturally stylish 

building. As with the construction of frame houses, by the 

turn of the century the second church was more likely to be 



constructed by hired professional carpenters, rather than by 

volunteer labor. Designs were similar to other rural Methodist 

churches nearby. For example, the churches at Martlnsburg and 

Sugarland (F1gures7 and 14) were built in 1893 and  1903 

respectively, both by Scott Bell, a white carpenter from Pooles-

yule. Their frame construction and basic design (a principal 

one and a half story, three or four bay block with the facade 

at one gable end) resemble one another. While a few of these 

old churches remain, most have been torn down, or destroyed by 

fire, and replaced by buildings of modern desigfl.25  

The first church to buy land after emancipation was the 

Mt. Zion Methodist Episcopal Church in Big Woods. In 1867 

its trustees -- one of whom was Phillip Spencer, who had been 

a free black -- bought one acre and probably built a church 

soon thereafter. This one was replaced by a frame church in 

the 1860's on a new site nearby.29  

The oldest black church still standing in upper western 

Montgomery County is the Pleasant Grove Church in Purdum. It 

was built on land donated in 1868 by George T. White, a promi-

nent white landowner nearby, and constructed by the congregation 

in 1869 with money that they had raised themselves.30  

In the 1870's, the congregations in other black communities 

acquired an acre or two for their church and burying grounds. 
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The following list shows the dates of land purchase, though 

it should be remembered that the churches themselves may have 

been organized earlier and held serviceá in private homes 

Mt. Zion M.E. Church, Big Woods, 1867 
Pleasant Grove M.E. Church, Purduin, 1868 
Elijah's Rest M.E. Church, Jerusalem, 1871 
St. Paul's M.E. Church, Sugarland, 1871 
Bell's.M.E. Chapel, Mt. Ephra1n 1874 
Jerusalem Baptist Church, 18743  
Montgomery M.E. Chapel, Hyattetown, 1876 32 
Warren M.E. Church, Martinsburg, 1876 
John Wesley M.E. Church, Clarksburg, 1886 
St. Mark's M.E. Church, Boyds, 1892 

The congregations consisted of both landowners and land-

less farm tenants. Examples of the latter group include Major 

Graham from Martinsburg, member of Warren M.E. Church, and 

Thurston Thomas Wilson, member of Bell's Chapel. Leadership 

positions -- such as trustees, deacons, and elders -- were 

usually held by landowners. Nonetheless, the church was the 

gathering place for all blacks, regardless of social or economic 

class. 

The older churches that are still standing -- Pleasant 

Grove, Montgomery Chapel, Mt. Zion, St. Paul's, Bell's Chapel 

and Warren Methodist -- were built with more architectural style 

and decorative finish than were most houses in the communities. 

Since the families could not afford elaborate houses themselves, 

they contributed collectively to build a "better house" for God. 



In communities such as these, the church -- its buildings and 

accoutrements -- represented the highest form of investment 

made by the community as a collective entity. This practice 

of collective investment of wealth and 8tatu8 is to be found 

in all traditional societies in which religion is highly valued. 

It. was the church for which people were willing to make sacr-

fices, to contribute their own time and efforts, to give land 

and money. This can be said of no other institution This 

powerful object of loyalty,is unique, and its source is not 

In established religion or a professional ministry but in the 

community itself. 

Schools 

Like the church, the school was one of the principal 

centers of the community, though unlike the church not so 

much a part of the community since the community did not have 

control over its funding and operations. 

The saga of black education In Montgomery County has been 

a story of trying to make do with very little. Although public 

schools for blacks were opened in each  election district in 

1872 and provided with state funds, they were nonetheless 

deprived of significant local funds, even though black citizens 

paid property taxes. Until 1927,  there was not a high school 
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for blacks in the county -- or, for. that matter, anywhere in 

the state other than Baltimore.33  

Lack of funding, facilities, and supplies hampered the 

educational opportunities of young blacks. Former teacher 

Evelyn Herbert from Martinsburg recalls leaving the school 

system, moving to New York, and making more money doing house-

work. Like other teachers and students, she recalls that books 

were out-dated cast-offs from white schools. Classes were 

cramped with students of varying ages of all seven grades in 

one room, usually ill-heated and inadequately illuminated. Many 

students had to do farm work into the fall, sometimes until Christ-

mas, and leave at planting time in the spring. Mrs. Herbert 

recalls "a lot of young minds went to waste out here."34  

Even though students may have done well in school, cir-

cumstances beyond their control thwarted them. For example, 

Tilghman Lee had been an excellent student in the Sugarland 

School in the early 1900's and wanted to continue his education 

by attending the high school in Baltimore. His teacher made 

-. arrangements for him to live with a black family there, work in 

the house of a white family during the day, and attend school 

at night. However, his father died in the late spring, and 

"I had to go to work like a man" to support his mother and 

family.3 
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Despite the lack of educational opportunities, most 

teachers strove to teach as best they could, and most students 

finished elementary school -- if only for a few grades -- hiving 

mastered the three R's. Lentue3. Graham, for example, attended 

school in Martinsburg only through the fourth grade in the early 

19C0's because "I had to go to work", yet he can read and write 

at a level far beyond that. As Evelyn Herbert who taught in 

Martinsburg recalls, "except for the few who were very slow, 

no student went out the door at the end of his time without 

knowing how to read and write". 6  

From all accounts, one of the most important reasons for 

this mastery of the three R's was the interest that parents 

took in the education of their children. As with many whites, 

lessons were reviewed at home, either by parents or older 

siblings if the parents were unable, and they made sure that 

the student's work was done. If not, the teacher had only 

to report the student's lack of effort to his parents, and 

usually corrective action was taken. Though the administrative 

and financial structure of the school system was beyond the 

control of the community, the day-to-day discipline of learning 

was not, and through the combined efforts of family and school, 

the students acquired the basics of an education. 

In 1927,  a high school for blacks was established in 
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Rockville owing esp9lly, to the, efforts of Noah E. Clarke and 

Edward Taylor. In order for black students In the other areas 

of the county to attend school, the black families contributed 

their money to buy a school bus. The bus purchase enterprise 

was organized by Noah Clarke from Jerusalem,and the bus maintained 

under hisS responsibility. Early In the morning and late at 

night, the bus made its rounds In the up-county area. In the 

Jerusalem community, Howard Lyles recalls "going to school by 

the stars, and coming home by them". Of course, students whose 

parents needed help on the farms during the afternoons found it 

impossible to attend high school. 

Beginning In the first quarter of the 20th century, the one 

room schools were consolidated into larger schools In other com-

munities. Later, these too were consolidated so that none of 

the old schools are still In use, even as adjuncts to modern 

schools. Indeed, even the handsome brick elementary school 
£ 

building In the Boyds community, Edward TaylorASchool,  built 

In 1951-1952, was closed after the 1979 school year,37  and is 
open only on a temporary basis as a special learning center. 

Lodges/Benefit Societies 

Lodges, or benefit societies, constituted the third prin-

cipal social institution In the historical black community and 

provided needed services for the community. Since most blacks 
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in the late 1800's and early 1900's could not receive coverage 

from white-owned insurance companies, they formed their own. 

Though some were specifically incorporated as insurance companies, 

such as the North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance, Inc. (which 

remains today the largest black insurance company in the world), 

most blacks joined local or regional organizations. Some were 

associated with a church, while others were independent. Like 

insurance companies or governmental social security today, 

they paid sick benefits, cared for the widows and orphans, and 

paid for funeral expenses. Furthermore, they offered a social 

dividend, providing members the opportunity of selective member-

ship, pleasure and pride of secret rites, and organized parti-

cipation in the ideals, policy and procedures of the organiza- 

tton.38  

The building served community functions. In Poolesville, 

the hail of the Loving Charity Society, located behind the 

Elijah Methodist Church, served as the first Poolesville Elemen-

tary School in the absence of a county-built facility. Classes 

met downstairs, and the society upstairs (see Figure 48 ). Theat-

rical and musical performances and lectures were given in the 

halls, and.many older residents today recall the fun they had 

at dances held in lodge halls, such as Odd Fellows Lodge in 

White Grounds, and the summer picnics sponsored by the different 
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lodges or benefit societies. Entertainment at these lodges 

attracted young and old, not only from the loóal community, but 

from all parts of the county. Thus, these buildings were 

important social centers in the county's black history.39 

Within the lodges/societies, there were separate branches 

for men and women. Each had a different name, usually a 

heroic name with religious associations. For example, the men's 

division in the Odd Fellows Lodge in White Grounds was named "Gol-

den Crown Lodge" while the women's was "Isabella House of 

Ruth". The lodges had juvenile branches as well, so all ages 

of the community could be included. The names of the leaders 

were usually ritualized titles such as "Worthy Superior", 

according to Lemuel. Graham, a former member of the Loving Charity 

Society in Martinsburg. These high sounding names, titles, 

and rites created an aura of exotic mystery, endowed positions 

of leadership with high status, and kindled the imagination of 

people in these isolated rural communities. In a sense, the 

societies furnished entertainment, as do television and theatres 

today, except the performances were produced, acted, and con-

trolled by the community. 

In a larger sense, these lodges served the important social 

functions of bringing together families that were quite widely 

separated; of structuring social life, by roles and classes and 
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identities; of insuring continuity froth on generation :to 

another; where boy meets girl -- unde±' the arentà1 eye'. 

In recent years these lodges have lo their commuriity 

function; none of the three lodge halls remains in use as lodge 

halls. The Sellman Lodge in. Big WOOd8 has been converted into 

a residence and the other two lodges in Martinsburg and. White 

Grounds are abandoned and indeteribrating èondition. Blacks 

have now turned to state or national insu±'ance companies, called 

"street insurance" by Evelyn Herbert from Marti.nsbuz'g, since the 

companies have a collection man walking .the street from house 

to housewitha book. In the 1920's and'. 1930's, whenbiacks 

first started buying insurance in this way, she recalls her 

grandmother :(who was born during slavery) remar1ing with a 

rhyme: "White man used to run us with .a whup, and now iith 

a book. ti 
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Chapter 2 

HOUSE TYPES 

INTRODUCTION 

The design of the houses of black families in upper western 

Montgomery County may be described as folk architecture.1  They 

were based almost wholly on traditional methods and models, by 

contrast to the more formal styles of building adopted by the 

wealthy and which reflected the creative work of architects 

patronized by the American and European elites, designs which 

changed recognizably over datable periods of time. While it is 

possible to see faint echoes of formal architectural styles in 

these folk houses, especially from the late 1800's onwards, 

these were always adapted to fit the more limited resources of 

these families. 

Like other aspects of folk culture, folk houses are slow 

to change, and one form continues to be used even after new ones 

have been introduced and popularized. In folk houses this 

affinity for the familiar means that while some elements such 

as decorative features may change, alterations in more basic 

elements, such as room size and construction, are slower. The 

similarity in floor plans and dimensions of many log houses of 

the 19th century and frame houses of the early 20th in the survey 

area illustrates this slow degree of change as does the continu-

ation of log house construction into the 20th century. 



In studying the houses of black families in the 1800's and 

early 19001s,  it is Important to understand them in context. The 

hardships and deprivations of slavery, followed by the struggles 

of emancipation and nevfound freedom were the primary in].uences 

on the ways of life of these people -- and consequently on their 

material culture. Limited by their experience, education, capital 

and resources, their house types were usually simple and slow to 

change. 

Yet change they did, especially in the late 18001s. As new 

ways developed, they gradually spread to other regions, or were 

described in builders' manuals and were then copied by carpenters 

and contractors. In this way eventually the new style became 

the standard and supplanted the old.2  

HOUSE FORM, 

In their broadest outlines, the forms of the traditional 

houses of these black communities remained constant throughout 

much of the 19th  century and into the 20th. Essentially, they 

were rectangular blocks with gable roofs and with a front door 

located in the longest side of the rectangle, not in the gable 

end. Some had a one or two story wing on the rear length, 

creating an L, but the principal block remained rectangular. The 

houses were continuations of the basic Chesapeake Tidewater house 

type, brought to America from England in the 17th  century; that 

is, a single unit, one bay structure with gable chimney centered 

on one gable end. No examples of the variations of house types 

that developed further south, such as the dogtrot house (two single 

units on either side of an open passageway) or saddlebag (two 
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single wilts placed on either side of a central ch1iey) were 

found in the survey area. Except for two stone slave quarters, 

all of the houses surveyed were of log or frame construction, 

none of brick. They were one or two stories in height. The 

smallest had only one room down, and the largest, four down and 

four up. They were built by the residents and neighbors or by 

local carpenters, according to local housing traditions, the 

builders' abilities5  and the owners' pocketbook.3  

There were essentially three types: The earliest was the 

single wilt (or single pen) house with one room down and a loft. 

This was the typical "slave cabin". (See Figure 10  ) Usually 

these single pen houses were of log construction, though there 

are eight frame examples, the Genus-Davis house in Jonesville, 

(161 +" x 1+'211), being one. 

After emancipation, freed slaves built a second type: two 

room log houses in the hall/parlor or hall/ chamber tradition, 

with an upstairs of two rooms.(Fjg .s  555) The two room down-

stairs plan is English in origin. The tern "hail" does not in 

this case refer to a passageway, but to the 17th  century English 

meaning of the word: a multi-purpose room, which was more public 

than the parlor or chamber, and usually related to cooking, dining, 

or household work functions and was usually larger. The second 

room was the more private and formal and served as parlor or 

chamber (bedroom), or both. 

The last type was the two story frame house with two room 

floor plan, the standard vernacular house type of the period. It 
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had a three or five bay facade -- typically three in the survey 

area -- was one bay in depth, and usually had a central stairway. 

One might argue that the last two house types are the same since 

they share a two room plan, and there were three examples of the 

standard vernacular house type with a hall and parlor/chamber 

floor plan. But the majority of log houses had hail and 

parlor/chamber plans, while the majority of standard vernacular 

houses had two rooms of equal size. Furthermore, there were pro-

nouriced differences in construction and the kinds of stairways, 

windows, chimney placement, interior decorative features, and 

other elements so as to warrant a separate house type. Figures 10,60,61 

show the similarity and differences in the types. Yet the basic 

resemblance of all three house types, spanning more than a 

century, shows the strong adherence to traditional ways in these 

communities. 

Why was there such strong continuity in these house types? 

One reason was cultural. As with many folk or traditional soci-

eties, it was not highly valued to "individualize" a house by 

creating for it a unique style or appearance. The conformity 

among peasant houses in pre-Industrial West African, British, 

or Vietnamese villages or in Appalachia illustrates this. 

Another reason -- perhaps the most Influential -- was economic. 

Since most heads of black households in the survey area were 

farm laborers with a typical cash income of ten to twelve 

dollars a month in the first quarter of the 20th century, they 

did not have the surplus cash to invest in a house for purposes 
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much beyond that of shelter. Firther they could not afford 

dwellings with costly, manufactured materials or elaborate 

designs, or to alter their hones substantially in keeping with 

changing styles. Thus, their homes were built of the most common 

and inexpensive building material -- wood -- and were "all more 

or less of the same order", according to Tilghman Lee of Sugar-

land. Paul Wilson of the Mt. Ephraim community, and Florence 

Hailman from Big Woods, both agree that most old-time houses 

were the same: "log cabins, with two down and two up.115  

COMPARISON OF FOLK HOUSES OF WHITE AND BLACK FAMILIES 

Not just blacks, but manr whites in Montgomery County --

perhaps the majority -- lived in similar, simply designed houses 

of log or frame construction. Among these folk houses there 

were no structural or stylistic characteristics that identified 

one as uniquely a home of one race or the other. Their rectan-

gular forms, the symmetrical arrangement of door and window 

openings, the methods of framing and roofing, the methods of 

hewing and cornering with V notches, and their floor plans were, 

in general, in keeping with those found in the mainstream of folk 
and 6 houses in Maryland/the mid-Atlantic regions in the 19th century. 

The dimensions of the log houses of both races were similar: 

approximately 18' x 23'  x  13'  to 161. There was no unique re-

petition in dimensions in the houses of either race. In facts  

some of the log houses of black families -- such as those of 



William Taylor in Sugarland and of Lewis Brown in Big Woods --

were larger than the two log houses of white families that 

were measured in the survey area. The former measured 

26'3" x 16'7"  and 2 1 " x 201 2" respectively while the latter 

(the homes of the Horine family on Peachtree Road and of the 

Ruble family in White Grounds) were 2510" x 16?711  and 1919"  x 

15181t. All four were originally of hall/parlor floor plans. 

The standard vernacular houses built near the turn, of the 

century also show no distinguishable difference among those of 

white and black families of the same period and of similar 

economic means in the survey area. Homes occupied by both races 

over the years demonstrate the similarity in house form. For 

example, the Wood-Boyle and Naylor'log houses in Mt. Ephraim, 

the Stivers-HawkIns house in White Grounds, and the Luckett house 

in Blocktovn were all first owned by whites, then by blacks, and 

resembled other houses of both races in the area. Unless oral 

informants can be found to give the racial Identity of the former 

owners or occupants of these simply designed folk houses, there 

is no way to do so by structural or stylistic evidence alone. 

Folk houses in this survey area are indeed bi-racial. 

PBEDOMINANCE OF LOG HOUSES 

Throughout the 19th  century the log house remained the most 

common type of housing for black families, yet fewest of them 

remain. In the antebellum era, slaves were housed in them, and 

given the number of slaves in Montgomery County (,+21 in 1860), 
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log houses occupied by blacks probably numbered in the hundreds, 

If not thousands. After emancipation, blacks continued to live 

in them either as tenants on white owned farms or as new land-

owners. A few families continue to live in them today in the 

survey area. 

The widespread presence of log houses throughout the 19th 

century and Into the 20th was due to the fact that the residents 

could build them from local materials at a low cost. As slaves, 

tenants or fledgling landowners, black families could hardly 

afford to buy building material, and logs were readily available 

from the nearby forests, or from the land being cleared for the 

house and fields. The only tools required were two types of axes: 

the broad ax and pole ax. Most builders used an adze to smooth 

the hewn logs; such tools were commonly available in farming 

neighborhoods. 

Another reason for the popularity of log houses was that the 

techniques could be handed down from generation to generation. 

Experience rather than book learning was the best teacher and 

was part of a boy's growing up since hewn logs were frequently 

needed for timber frames in houses, outbuildings, barns, churches, 

and other buildings, as well as for the walls of log houses.7  

METHODS OF LOG CONSTRUCTION 

The methods used to build log houses in the survey area 

were similar to those found elsewhere in Maryland and the mid-

Atlantic region: that is, the logs were hewn, notched at the 

corners, raised into place, and the openings cut for windows 



and doos. The first log houses built in the communities in the 

1870's and 180's had massive logs, as much as twelve to six.. 

teen inches wide, since very old trees were still readily 

available. In the 20th century the size diminished sharply, 

as evidenced in the David and Susie Turner house whose logs 

were approximately seven to nine inches wide. As in most log 

houses in the mid-Atlantic region and the South, the logs were 

hewn on the sides, but. not the top and bottom. The open spaces 

between the logs were filled with blocks of wood, stone or 

brickbats -.. and daubed inside and out with a mixture of clay, 

sand, lime and water to form a plaster. 

Although most surviving examples of log houses are con-

structed of pine or oak, chestnut was preferred, since it would 

"last so long" and "was easy to work," according to Paul Wilson. 

Because the pine, logs were the hewn heartwood of old trees, 

they too would last, unlike the softer pine from young trees. 

Massive oak logs measured as much as seventeen inches wide in 

the Fred Hamilton house in Big Woods, for example. Oak was also 

used to build outbuildings. For instance, all of the outbuildings 

built by Bane Hal]nan in Mt. Ephraim had oak frames, and according 

to his grandson Paul Wilson, "they will stand here forever."8  

Although none of the present informants had seen hewn log 

houses built during their lifetime in the 20th century, they had 

heard from the older people how they were built. Almost without excep-

tion, the informants spoke of the log houses as testimonies to the abi].ia 

ties and strength of the older men. Said Tilghman Lee, "Them old 
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people handled everything by hand. That's how 

they got tough" • Paul Wilson explains, "They 

did everything the hard way, but that's all they had. No 

machinery." His grandfather had told him that it took about 

eight to tenmen to build the "pen of logs", or log shell. Once 

that was up, only tio or three were needed. In later years, 

Wilson saw his grandfather build a log stable by himself,  

using a block and tackle to raise the logs, but Wilson believed 

that in earlier years, building a house alone would have been 

uncommon since they needed "a lot of man power.119  

Describing the raising of the walls of a log house, Tilghman 

Lee said that the logs were first hewn and notched at the corners. 

Then the lower level logs were lifted by hand and set into place 

so the logs were locked into place at the notched corners. To 

build the walls higher than shoulder height, first the men built 

a scaffold of planks or "tressles" inside the log shell. Men 

standing on this tressle guided the logs into place as they were 

lifted on "spike poles" by other men outside. As a youth, Lee 

had seen the men raising barn frames in this way and was told 

that log houses had been constructed likewise. Some of the spike 

poles were shorts  others long, he said. Into one end was driven 

a steel spike no longer than two and a half inches. If longer, 

it would bend under the weight of the log. This spiked end was 

then wrapped by an iron band to keep it from splitting. Lee 

explains that the men drove the spike into the log, and other 



men lifted the log to shoulder height. The men with the poles 

then raised it on up against the side of the log wall, resting 

the end of the spike pole on the ground for support. Lee 

remembers that as they raised the log, they slid the ends along 

the ground, chanting at each push, "let's go, let's go, let's 

go." Once it was raised above the top log, the men on the 

scaffold guided it into place with their hands q  making sure that 

the notched corners fit property.10  

Paul. Wilson tells the following story of how his grandfather 

raised log walls: 

"I wanted to take out and replace some of the bad 
logs in my grandfather's house, but I wondered how 
you get them back up to that height. My grandfather 
said, 'you carry them up,' I said "you can't do that, 
I don't see.how you can." 'Oh, yes you canP, he said. 

He then explained to Wilson that they used to carry the logs by 

hand while climbing extension ladders propped up against the log 

wall. About four men were needed to haul the log up, his grand-

father said. Wilson surmised that "that's why all those old-time 

men who used to work on log houses had extension ladders, even 

though they must have cost a lot of money back then." There 

may have been men with ropes on a scaffold inside the pen, 

helping to hoist the logs while the men climbed the ladders. 

Neither of these informants had ever heard of using skids laid 

against the log wall and raising the logs along them as described 

in texts on log construction, such as BulldinE the Hewn Lo 

House.-1 
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Notching andPAgstu&  

Further similiarities between these log houses and others 

in the mid-Atlantic region Include the use of V-notches at the 
(Figure 8) 

corners.! No examples of houses with dovetailed, half dovetailed, 

or saddle notches were found. Only one house had square-notched 

corners, the Ruble house in White Grounds, but that was owned 

and built by German immigrants, not local blacks. Like other 

folk houses in the region, they stood on low stone piers, per-

haps a foot or less above the ground. None of them were raised 

two or three feet !iigh, as were folk houses in the deep South, 

probably because of the colder weather. 

In other areas of Maryland, such as Cecil County and 

southern Maryland, log houses were frequently built with post 

buttresses along the sides or in the corners, pegged Into the 

log walls. No examples of this method of construction were 

found in these Montgomery County houses. Of the fourteen log 

houses whose walls could be at least partially Inspected, 

only two used pegs in their construction, and even in them, the 

use was minimal. In southern Maryland and elsewhere, log walls 

of houses and outbuildings were often joined by pegs, either in 

the corners, the mid sections of logs, or at their ends where 

they abutted against door and window frames. In one example in 

the survey area, the slave house at Rock Hall, the upright timbers 

framing the firebox opening are fastened to the logs by .tr'unnels, 

or tree nails, and in the William Taylor house in Sugarland, the 

door jambs of the front door were also secured in this fashion. 
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Figure 8. V-NOTCHED CORNERS OF LOG HOUSE 



In that house, the trunnels can be closely examined. The trun-

nels were split and wedges driven into them, as in an ax handle. 

Tilghman Lees  who grew upnear Taylor's house, recalls that 

this method of making trunnels was commonplace: 

"They'd auger out a hole, split the peg  just a 
little, and drive it in. Then they'd drive in 
that wedge and saw it off4  No way that peg 
was coming out of there.1 -2  

All other door and window jambs inspected were joined by nails; 

even in the William Taylor house, large nails secured the jambs 

of the upstairs windows, whereas the downstairs door jambs were 

fastened by trunnels. 

The mastery of log building techniques brought respect 

from family and community. Describing the work of his grand-

father who was a recognized master, Paul Wilson says: "Prettiest 

thing you ever seen. They make them things just as smooth as 

they can get. Like you got them from the mill. It's a pretty 

thing to watch them do."3  

If well built, a log house could provide secure and corn-

fortable living conditions. With the open spaces between the 

logs properly sealed with chinking and daubing, the thick log 

walls could adequately insulate the interior. Furthermore, 

log houses could be quite sturdy, as Paul Wilson learned when 

he tried to pull down the house built by his grandfather: 

"I tried to pull that house down with a tractor 
and you talk about a job...They wanted to tear 
down the house and I put a nylon rope on it and 
hooked the tractor to it, so we figured it was going 
to flop right down, so we could burn it. I took 
that Ford tractor and just jerked and yanked and 

'7 



and carried on terrible. I finally just took a 
sledge hammer and went down and kept on beating 
on it till I got one log almost out and then I 
could yank it out with the tractor. I yankpd 
that one out and the house just crunbled."-' 

METHODS OF FRA1E CONSTRUCTION 

Beginning in the mid-19th century, many houses throughout 

the nation were constructed by the increasingly popular 

"balloon frame" method, a type of construction in which 

numerous lightweight timbers were framed together, instead of 

relatively few but large ones as in traditional frames. Sawn 

lumber of standard dimensions was used, and lightweight 2" x  1+11 

studs ascended from the sills up to the second story plate. 

There was no first story plate to support the joists; instead 

they were simply nailed to the sides of the studs, the joint 

strengthened underneath by stringers, small strips of wood 

spanning the space between the studs.15  ( 
Frame houses built in the later 1800's and early 1900's  in 

the survey area combined the new techniques of balloon framing 

with the traditional platform frame. In keeping with the past, 

the corner posts were buttressed by angle braces, and each story 

had its own set of studs, fastened to the sill at the bottom and 

to the plate above. Though some houses had hewn sills, in most 

all of the lumber was cut at the saw mill. As in balloon framing, 

the lumber was lightweight (2" x +"s, ii-" x 411 s ,  and 2" x 611s) and 

was nailed into place. No houses of this period were found with 

mortise and tenon joints, nor do informants recall any, except 

in the large frame barns they saw constructed. 



Photograph by George W. McDaniel 

Figure Balloon frame house, Seneca, Maryland. The tall, 
2" x +" studs, ascending from the sill to the second story plate 
without interruption, illustrate the principal characteristics 
of balloon frame construction. The house was constructed in the 
1920s as a farm tenant house. 
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A variety of factors influenced the builders towards the 

new, lightweight frames. Local saw mills produced abundant 

lumber, mass-produced wire nails were Inexpensive, and these 

frames required less time and labor to construct than did the 

traditional log walls or platform frames. The strength of 

these thin frames lay in the high tensile strength of even 

thin sticks of wood combined properly, as in a bundle of match-

sticks. The local carpenters may well have been persuaded by 

such plaudits of the balloon frame as found in Woodwardts 

Country Houses of 1867 or similar publications for house-

wrights: 

A Balloon Frame looks light, and its name was given 
in contempt by those old fogy mechanics who had been 
brought up to rob a stick of timber of all its 
strength and durability, by cutting it full of 
rnortices, tenons and augur holes, and then supposing 
it to be stronger than a far lighter stick differ-
ently applied, and with all its capabilities 
unimpaired. 

That which has hitherto called out a whole neigh-
borhood, and required a vast expenditure of labor, 
time, and noise, can, by the adoption of the balloon 
frames  be done with all the quietness and security 
of an ordinary day!  s work. A man and a boy can 
now attain the same results with eas that twenty 
men could on an old fashioned frame, 

Now that the form, design and construction of these houses 

have been examined in general terms, they will be discussed in 

chronological order from slavery to the early 20th century. 

SLAVE HOUSES 

By examining the houses of slaves from the few remaining pieces 
historical 

of evidences  the origins of the houses of these/commiities emerges. 

IFE 



There may have been a variety of houses, some perhaps more 

primitive than log houses, such as wigwam shacks (see Tigure 

10 ) but all of those have long since disappeared, and no 

writti records remain of them. Only a few examples of log 

slave houses are still standing, and all have been radically 

modified since the antebellum era. 

As on other farms throughout the Maryland and the South, 

slaves may well have Inhabited log, frame, or stone dwellings, 

chambers in the main house, or even lofts in outbuildings. For 

example, the former slave 3osiah Henson, upon whose autobiography 

Harriet Beecher Stowe based her novel, Uncle Tom's Cabin, wrote 

of sleeping in the loft of the log kitchen of the Riley farm 

after returning from a long trip to Georgetown. That log kitchen 

is still standing near Potomac, Maryland. (It is listed on the 

National Register of Historic Places.) Probably the log house 

was the most typical slave house since it was inexpensive, and 

slaves were skilled in constructing them, as the log houses that 

they built after emancipation attest. The slaves in the survey 

area did not live in long "slave streets", as did many in the 

deep South since the majority lived on farms with fifteen slaves 

or less. 

The only written description of slave quarters is from the 

autobiography of TosIah Henson, and he portrays probably the 

worst extreme of slave housing: 

"We'lodged.in, log huts, and on the bare ground.... 
In a single room were huddled, like cattle ten or 
a dozen persons, men women, and children...."-7 
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Figure 10 . Waterco1ory Benjamin Henry Latrobe. Co11ier& family on the Sugarloaf Mounta 
Nov.3, 183.6." Three tigures of Mountaineers and conical shack. 
bófleetiôh of Maryland Historical Society 
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While some may argue that his descrition is exaggerated for 

an abolitionist audience, it is nonetheless quite possible 

that such conditions existed, since blacks were chattel slaves 

and could be treated like animals, if the owner saw fit. 

The recollections of Ora Lyles from Jerusalem support 

the possibility of many slave houses being "little hovels." 

She remembers George Dorsey, a former slave born in 1853,  saying 

that at Terusalem there used to be numerous "little cabins," 

which were most likely slave houses. These houses were so 

small that "they thought they were in a palace when they built 

their (new) cabins after emancipat1on.118  

AN EXMINATION OF TIEE SLAVE HOUSES 

Rock Hall Slave Quarters 

Surviving examples of slave houses are larger and better 

built. The slave house at Rock Hall is perhaps representative. 

(Figure 11 ) It is a one and a half story log dwelling with a 

massive stone chimney outside one gable end. It is located 

roughly fifteen yards from the original main house. It is 

certainly larger than the "little cabins" inhabited by other 

slaves, measuring 19'8"  x  17110",  thereby equalling in size the 

houses built by freed slaves after emancipation. Like most other 

log houses in the survey area, it is without structural adornment 

and Its logs are exposed and had been whitewashed earlier. Like 

most slave houses, it has no front porch, only steps leading to 

the front door. Just below the false plate (the top log) of the 

front length, the date 181 is inscribed above the door in the 
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Figure 11, Log slave house at Rock Hall, near Dickerson, Maryland. This one and a half story log house consist ed of one room down and one up and is probably representative of the type inhabited by many slaves in the 19th century. The double hung sash window is probably an enlargement of the type seen on the right. Below the eave maybe seen the inscription etched in the daubing, 'July l (?), 1851," 
t 
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weathered chinking. This is Probably the date of construction, 

though the inscription itself is not original. 

Today the facade consists of three bays, a door centrally 

located, flanked by a large window and a small one. Since the 

original window frames have been removed and replaced by modern 

ones it cannot be determined whether the openings are original 

but almost certainly the larger window is an enlargement or a 

new addition. The smaller window openings may well be original. 

The gable end opposite the chimney also contains a small single 

sash window. It is Impossible to tell if these small openings 

were present during slavery or cut afterwards. This is unfor-

tunate since the presence of windows is a sign of improved 

living conditions. 

Like the houses built after emancipation, the logs are oak 

and V-notched at the corners. They were hewn only on the sides 

and are rather thick, measuring roughly 10" x 811. No posts or 

pegs are evident in construction, except for the trunnols which 

fasten the fireplace frame to the ends of the logs in the wall. 

The sills rest on low stone piers, and there is no cellar. The 

eaves are not boxed, and the hewn rafters are half-lapped and 

pegged, reinforced by collar braces, which are half-lapped and 

nailed with machine cut nails. 

The Interior consists of one room down and one up, as did 

most slave houses. The log walls are exposed and whitewashed, 

and the only decorative woodwork is the beaded joists with open 

mortises at each ends  showing that the joists had been removed 
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from an earlier building. Unlike the slave house described 

by Josiah Henson and others found in southern Maryland and 

elsewhere, this one has a raised plank floor Instead of an 

earthern one. The most striking feature of the interior Is the 

large fireplace. While it was an Improvement over the log 

chimneys found on slave houses in many parts of the South, its 

great size would have caused it to consume quantities of wood1  

and much of the heat must have been lost up the chimney. The 

wood burning stoves found in the houses of black landowners 

after emancipation would have been a much appreciated 

Improvement)9  

Inverness Slave Ouarter 

Another log house, similar to this one, still stands in a 

line of outbuildings behind the main house at Inverness farm 

on Route 28 a few miles from Rock Hall. According to farm 

tradition, it was a slave cabin, and this account is most 

likely true. It Is one and a half stories in helght,measuring 

,
js 

logs are sheathed with board and 

batten. They are V-notched at the corner. Originally there 

was an external stone fireplace with a free-standing brick stack, 

but &•; v stone building, also used as slave quarters, (Z4" 

) was added to this gable end. Both have central doors 

with flanking windows. 'Both contain one room down and a loft 

above. They have since been renovated as living quarters. 

4 
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Mount Carmel Slave Quarters, 

At Mount Carmel farm on Route 28 about a mile north of 

Inverness is another stone slave dwelling, and there may have 

been more. (Figure i ) Like the other surviving slave 

houses, it is located a short distance from the main house and 

'orobably housed slaves who worked as cooks or house servants. 
..  

It was a double quarter, consisting of twoidentical units,eac I 

a front door and windows  and a stone chimney on each gable 

end. Large sandstone blocks were laid In a random ashlar 

pattern. With walls 2211  thick, the interior is well insulated, 

and the large windows, I+I311  x 214" provided adequate ventila- 

tion and sunlight. Since the current residents were not at 

home, the interior could not be investigated, but according to 

farm tradition, each unit had consisted of one room down and 

one up, and the'two units were divided by a partition with no 

door opening between them. There is no way to. ascertain this, 

since the interior has been thoroughly renovated recently. 

Before renovation, it had been abandoned for years, many of the 

original features of the interior were lost, and a tree had 

grown up inside it. 

These different extremes of slave houses, ranging from the 

hovels described by Josiah Henson to these stone examples, re- 

present the variety of housing conditions for slaves in the 

survey area. 
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POST EMANCIPATION LOG HOUSES 

After emancipation, many of the slaves bought land for 

themselves and built houses for their families as part of 

establishing their own identity. The first houses they con-

structed were log, the type that they could afford to build 

themselves. A total of eighteen log houses were surveyed. 

Most are abandoned and in deteriorating condition, while a few 

have been substantially modernized. 

Basically these log houses built after emancipation re-

sembled the log slave houses, except they were larger. The 

earlier examoles -- such as the Lewis Brown and Isaac Owens 

houses in Big Woods and the William Taylor house in Sugarland --

were constructed in the 1870's.  Others continued to be built 

until the early 1900's.  All of them stood at least one and .a 

half stories in height, and usually two (e.g., the Isaac Owens, 

and William Taylor houses). Their walls were left exposed, and, 

like Bene Haliman's house in Figure 64 , were whitewashed each 

year, according to Florence Hal].man. Fw of them had front 

porches. In later years porches may haFc been added as was the 

case of William and Rachel Proctor house in Mt. Ephraim. The 

logs were V-notched. The roofs were covered by wood shingles. 20  

Of the 65 log houses that were recorded in this survey (the 

majority of which no longer stand), 46 had two rooms down and two 

up. Eleven had one down and one up, six had two rooms down and 

two had one room down and two up. Of the twelve whose interiors 

could be meisured, half had two room floor, plans arranged in a 

hall/parlor or hall/chamber fashion. Two had two rooms down and 

two up of equal size. Three had one room down and two up. The 
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smallest -- Frank Dors ey' s house, Figure 49 -- had one down and 

one up. However, the small frame. kitchen attached to the back 

length may have been original, giving the house a two down, one - 

up plan. Eight of the twelve measured houses, and +6 of the 

total had two rooms downs  and two up, which gave the residents 

more privacy than the one room houses built during slavery. The 

photographs of the log housesof David Proctor and of Bene and 

Barbara Hallman (Figure 63 & 61+ ) are examples. They are among 

the earliest photographs found of log houses in the survey area 

during the period of their occupancy. Recent photographs of log 

houses may be seen in Figure, 49, 53 and6ô. 

Though plain in style, the houses did adopt the balanced 

symmetry that was popular in that period. That is, their 

facades consisted of a door centrally located, flanked by a 

window on each side. In addition to being in style, this design 

was also a very practical response to the need for light and 

ventilation inside each room. 

The windows themselves were double hung sashes with small, 

six-over-six panes. According to Florence Hallman the residents 

could afford these smaller types whereas the larger, two-over-two 

windows were tao expensive. These windows were a marked improve-

ment over the small, windowless or wood shuttered slave houses.21  

Almost all of the houses were heated with wood burning stoves 

instead of fireplaces. In perhaps half the houses, the stove 

flue was located in the center of the house with openings for 

stove pipes on each side, so that. both rooms were heated. In some 

at 



log houses the upstairs was heated (e.g. the Dennis Hamilton 

houses  Jerusalem). This substantially improved the living 

conditions and made those rooms more serviceable in the winter 

for household functions other than sleeping and storage. 

In the early 1900's  log houses continued to be constructed, 

but most traditional methods were no longer used. The abandoned, 

two story log house of David and Susie Turner in Turnertown, 

built in c. 1908, is an example. The logs (9" x 811) were smaller 

than in the older houses and were only lightly hewn. They were 

almost left in the round. While they were joined by traditional 

V-notches, all of the window and door frames were attached to 

them by wire nails. The rafters were simply 2" x +"s, toed into 

1ace and nailed with wire nails. In general appearance, the 

house resembled a simply designed frame house of the period, 

especially since the logs on the front and two sides of the house 
!tttJ Iy, 

had been covered with German sidinj 
A 

door and window trims, .0 

which were probably added not long after construction. This 
rh  i!_J'  

house marks the end ofThf log house construction in the 

survey area xcept for its log shell, it could just as well 

have been a frame house. 

POST EMANCIPATION FPAME HOUSFS 

Beginning in the 1880's and especially after the turn of the 

century, two story frame houses in the standard vernacular style 

replaced log houses. They were rectangular bàxes, one and a half 

to two stories in height, with syrnretrical facades, (Figure 14 ). 
Frame houses were more in keeping with current house styles 

and were a sign of upward mobility, while 



Photograph by George W. McDaniel 

Figure P1 . Henry T. Onley, Jr. House, Big Woods. This two story 
frame house was constructed c. 1915 by the son of one of the founders 
of the post Clvii War community. Its frame construction, box-like 
appearance, gable roof, symmetrical facade of three bays, and its 
salute to the Gothic Revival style (i.e. the cross gable pediment) 
are representative of the tyoes of houses built by the more prosperous 
black landomers from the l8Os through the 1920s. 



log houses were symbolic of the hard times of the past. Since 

most of the materials for a frame house were purchased, rather 

than hand-made, and the house built by hired carpenters, rather 

than by the residents and volunteer labor, frame houses were a 

signal of relative affluence. Covered with weatherboards and 

with trim at the corners windows and doors, they were considered 

more attractive in appearance. They did not have that "rough 

look" of log houses. Many had front porches supported by columns 

suggesting slightly the Greek Revival style or by turned posts 

decorated with brackets. In contrast to log houses the roof 

lines of many frame houses were accented by broad, boxed eaves 

with short returns at the gable ends and fre.quently incorporated 
simple motifs from the earlier Gothic Revival style, such as a 
cross gablepediment, which usually contained small decorative 
windows of rectangular, square, or diamond designs. Many of these 
were plainer versions 0f the "country houses" popularized by 

I Andrew Jackson Downing and later by George Woodward and other 
architects.  Figures Ie',..61and 79 --.the Jones, Duffin, and Hood 
houses -- are examples. 

Significantly, most frame houses were not much larger than 

log houses. Of the 86 frame houses and 65 log houses that were 

surveyed, 11% of the log houses and 10% of the frame houses had 

one room down and one up or only one room. Approximately three-

fourths had two room floor plans (71% of log houses and 79% of 

frame houses). Of the fourteen log and frame houses with origi-

nally two rooms down and two up that were measured, the ranking 

in size (exterior dimensions, length and width) alternated. The 

two smallest were log; four were at the mid-range, and two near 

the top of the scale. If the smallest house is given the number 

1 and the largest lkf,  the ranking in size of the total of 1+ log 
houses 

and frame/proceeds as follows for log houses: 11  29  49  69  79  91 



121 13.  The smallest was the log house of Martha Carter in 

White Gronnds, measuring 20'+" x 14'111, and the largest the 

Hood-Eerbert house in Martinsburg, 27'8"  x  161 5". 
0)14. 

important difference in floor plans was that no 

log houses were originally larger than two down and two up, 

while at least 8% of the frame houses were. They were con-

structed with two front rooms serving as parlor and dining 

room, and a kitchen in the L or T along the back length. The 

John Onley house in Big Woods and the St. Mark's Parsonage in 

White Grounds are examples of "L" houses, measuring 30'3"  x 

301 " and 30'7" x 301 +" respectively along the front length 

and the gable end with the L. 

Another difference in log and frame houses of two room 

floor plans was that when additions were made, one story shed 

kitchens tended to be attached to rear lengths of log houses, 

while two story L's (with kitchen) were added to frame houses. 

Thus, those families with the money to build a frame house were 

more likely later to improve more dramatically their housing 

conditions than were families in log houses. The frame dwellings 

of John Henry Wims in Clarksburg and of Thomas A. Jackson in 

Blockstown (Figure 59'  are examples. When a family was able to 

invest initially a substantial portion of their income in a 

houses  chances were that they would be able to continue to 

finance improvements. 



LOCAL CARPENTERS 

Some traditions did continue in frame house construction. 

As with log construction, members of the community continued 

to participate. Several houses were built by the owners them- 

selves. For example, Henry Du.ffln in the late 1870's and his 

son Addison Duf fin c. 1890  both built their own houses in 

White Grounds. In Clarksburg the two professional black car- 

penters, Henry Hackett and Arthur Gibson, built their own houses. 

Figure 6 shows the Arthur Gibson house. Gibson also constructed 

the addition on the log house of Zelma Foreman on Stringtown 

Road, as well as the home of James Green near John Wesley 

Methodist church in 19+7,  one of his last. Elmer Jones, a 

mason and carpenter, built his two story frame house in Jones- 

yule (Figure i1i). The jack-of-all-trades Richard Turner con- 

structed his own one and a half story frame house in Turnertown 

in the 1930's, replacing the earlier log house of his grandmother.22  

Blacks also hired whites to build houses. The Graham family 

in Martinsburg hired white carpenters to build a large two story 

frame addition to their house in the mid-1920's. Some homes, 

such as the Hood-Herbert House in Martinsburg, Figure .•i. built 

in 1904, were a joint enterprise of a white carpenter, assisted 

by the black owner.23 

Sawmills close by the communities supplied lumber for these 

houses. These sawmills were steam powered and were moved around 

to available stands of wood. Figure 67 shows the Sawmill in 

operation near Sugar].oaf Mountain. Arnold Hawkins from Purdum 



remembers that a large oak tree relied on his property was hauled 

to a local sawmill near Purduin and supplied the weatherboards for 

his family's new frame house in 1910. Arthur Randolph says that 

his uncle, ArthurGibson, built his frame house in 1918 from 

lumber cut at Howard Snider's sawmill about two miles from Gibson's 

house on Clarksburg Road. 2 

A. few houses contained some decorative features in the style 

of the period. An example is the Colonial Revival mantelpiece 

in the Johnson house in Jerusalem, but this mantelpiece is inside 

an otherwise plain house. Among the most decorative houses was the 

frame house of John Henry Wlins in Clarksburg that has boxed eaves 

with short returns, a front porch supported by turned posts with 

scrollwork brackets, and a mantelpiece with turned spool drops. 

Several homesteads today are living evidence of the changing 

house styles over the years. For example, the first house on the 

Thompson family's land in Hartinsburg, built in the early 1870's, 

was a log dwelling with the typical two room down and two up 

floor plan (see Figure 66). Its owner/occupant was Albert 

Thompson, one of the founders of the black community in Martins-

burg after emancipation (see Figure ). About 1916 his son 

Otho Thompson added to one gable end a two story frame block with 

two rooms downstairs and two up, and finished the outside with a 

porch having turned posts and scro].lwork brackets in the style 

of the early 20th century. In the 1950's  his son John Thompson 

built a brick, ranch style house whose construction, design, and 

furnishings are representative of the material culture of this 

period. 



THE FtJTURE OF TRADITIONAL HOUSE TYPES 

Increasingly the traditional log and frame houses in the 

survey area are giving way to the new homes. Many are too old 

and in need of serious repair so that it is more advantageous 

to tear them down and build new ones. Examples of frame houses 

in need of repair and perhaps on the endangered list especially 

upon the demise of present owners or occupants are: the Johnson 

house in Jerusalem; the Henry Onley and John Onley and James Onley 

houses in Big Woods; the Duffin-Hebron house in White Grounds; 

the Fisher-Diggs, Dorsey-Scott, Fairfax, and Thompson houses 

in Martinsburg, to name a few. 

If these houses are to be repaired and saved their owners 

need technical assistance, tax credits, loans, or grants. In 

particular, many families are in need of legal advice regarding 

heir property so that they can obtain clear titles and make the 

appropriate Improvements to their homes without fear of losing 

their investment. Too often many heirs have inherited the 

property, and as they move on to other towns no one can secure 

title to the house to support a home improvement loan, hence the 

house is not maintained. Gradually it deteriorates beyond 

reasonable costs of repair and must be torn down and the property 

must be sold by the heirs. Since there are usually a number of 

heirs, agreement on a market price is difficult, so that the 

property is frequently sold below market value. The Johnson home 

in Jerusalem built in 1896 by the community carpenter, George 

Dorsey, is now owned by "about 100 heirs", according to its 

present resident. It faces this fate.25  For this and other examples 



f historical house types to continue in US,. it js imperative 

that homeowners, community leaders, and county and state agencies 

develop more open lines of communicatiOn, learn from one another, 

and make concertea efforts toward their preservation today. Day 

by. day, tomorrow is becoming too late for, these houses. 
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Chapter 3 

FUfiNISHINGS AND HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITIES: THE LEE FAMILY HOME 

By examining these houses and the ways of life they 

represent we can see them as more than simply house types, 

and begin to understand how they were furnished and what 

activities took place In and around them. Like the houses, 

the furnishings did not show marked individual identity, were 

not designed according to formal styles., and their designs were 

Blow to change over time. Most pieces were purely uti11tar1an3 

informants described few purely decorative objects. This is 

not to say, however, that the homes were devoid of life, Indeed, 

an examination of the furnishings reveals the multitude of 

family activities that went on inside. 

To present a more complete picture of these furnishings, 

one case study -- the Lee family home -- will allow examination 

in depth. The discussion of this house will be supplemented 

by the recollections of other informants of the same period 

in the survey area. Ttlghman Lee grew up in this house in the 

Sugarland community and recalls vividly the life lived in and 

around it. Born in 1893,  the son of a freed slave, Lee says 

that he can remember his youth ("Just,  like it was yesterday") 



more clearly than events last year. He continues to live in 

the Sugarland community, having never travelled far from it: 

"I never took to the sporting life". ThUs his connections 

to the historical community remain strong.1  

Lee was the seventh of ten children of Samuel and Martha 

Virginia (Beander) Lee. She was the sister-in-law of Phillip 

Johnson, (the only ex-slave in Montgomery County interviewed 

by the Federal Writers' Project in the late 19308).2  Tilghman 

Lee's father was a farm laborer and a stone-cutter at the 

Seneca Quarry (Figure 12),  and worked his own land Intensively. 

Like many blacks and whites in pre-commerical societies, he was 

skilled at a number of practical crafts and made many things 

for his family. He was a strong model for his son, who says 

"I always wanted to do everything my father could do."3  

The Lee family house was a frame dwelling of one room down 

and one up on a seven acre tract that his parents had purchased 

in 1884.4  The house was built soon the!.7 

t1he facade consisted of 

three bays with the centrally located door flanked by windows. 

On the back length were two windows, but no door, and there 

were no openings along the gable ends. The house faced south, 

and in the west gable end was a wood burning stove. Instead 

of a brick chimney-like stove flue as was common in houses of 



this period, there was only a tin pipe which passed through 

the upstairs and out the roof. It warmed the upper chamber. 

In other houses with a two room (hall/parlor) floor plan, 

the stove in the kitchen served as the cook range1  while the 

parlor usually had a smaller stove, used almost exclusively 

for heating. "They might put a kettle on it," Ora Lyles says. 

Joshua Hamilton from Jerusalem and Mary Turner from Turnertown 

both recall that a model known as a  "King Heater" was commonly 

used in the parlor.5 

THE DOWNSTAIRS 

Since there was only one room downstairs in the Lee house, 

It served a number of purposes: kitchen, parlor, dining room, 

bathing room, laundry room, and parents' bedroom. It was fur-

nished with objects common to other folk houses of the early 

19001 3. (Figure i) 

A plank table in the center of the room served as a work 

table and dining table. Like Joshua and Fanny Hamilton who 

lived in a log house in Jerusalem, Tilghman Lee remembers 

that the table was the only flat surface for work purposes 

and therefore served a number of uses. Food was prepared 

and served on it. Dishes were washed on it in a pan. Children 

used it as a desk when they had lessons to do. On Sunday 

mornings before breakfast, families gathered around it for 

.1 
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prayer and a Bible reading. Thus, few objects stayed on the 

table on a permanent basis: Lee remembers only salt and pepper 

shakers and a kerosene lamp. The work table was covered with 

an oil cloth.6  

Around the table were wooden, ladder-back chairs • Ora 

Lyles, born in 1894 near Jerusalem, remembers that families 

had cane-bottomed chairs with straight backs. Howard Lyles in 

Jerusalem still has the chairs of this type that belonged to 

his grandmother, Virginia Robinson. According to Lee, when 

the bottoms wore out, they were replaced either by store-bought 

wooden bottoms which were nailed into place or by white oak 

splints. Lee recalls that his father and "Uncle Bill Taylor" 

were both skilled at this craft, and also wove baskets of 

white oak splints, such as bushel baskets for corn. 

Lee recalls that for young children there was a homemade 

bench, which Lee described as made from broad boards cut into 

V shapes for legs with a plank nailed across them and braced. 

Children also sat on wooden boxes. Lee emphasizes that the 

chairs, bench, and boxes were moved about the room to suit 

the needs of the family and did not remain in one place. "One 

day a chair may be by the table, and the next day by the stove."7  

The most prominent chair was the rocker. When asked if 

it belonged to anyone special, Lee replied "no", but then 
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went on to recall, "Mama used to sit in there most of the time, 

sewing. Or sometimes they'd put a pillow in there, and lay .a 

baby there and rock it."8  

Washing and Bathing 

Another family activity that went on in the kitchen area 

was washing and bathing. Lee recalls that his family used to 

pull the bench over by the door, place the wash basin on it, 

fill it with water from buckets, and wash their hands and face 

there so they could toss the waste water out the door. Ora Lyles 

says her family had a wash basin, along with a pitcher, bowl, 

"and another little pitcher", and a soap dish. There was one 

toilet set for the entire family. 

Baths were also taken downstairs. The downstairs room 

was preferred over the upstairs since "it was more convenient, 

your water was boiling down there." Water was heated on the 

wood stove in "tea kettles and tin buckets", Tilghman Lee 

remembers, while Mrs. Lyles recalls that a "boiler" was used 

especially for the purpose. The hot water was then poured in 

a large washtub and tempered by cool water. The washtub was 

stored outside, hung on the side of an outbuilding or down in 

the cellar. Mrs. Lyles remembers that her family had a wooden 

washtub and used a bath cloth and homemade lye soap. Lee 

remembers that his family bought their bath soap or used laundry 



soap. Since every member of the family used different water, 

many trips had to be made hauling water from the spring or 

well. "But they didn't mind", Ora Lyles explains, "people had 

to work, they didn't have time to look at no television."9  

During the winter months, laundry was done in the room 

instead of outside by the spring or well. Ora Lyles remembers 

that "they used to hang them on a clothes horse" (drying rack) 

or from clothes lines strung up in the room. ° 

Storage Space 

Along the west wall near the stove was the wood box. The 

wash pan was stored behind the stove. Lee remembers that un-

like many rural poor families who lacked storage space, pots 

and pans were not hung on the walls, but instead were stored 

in the closet under the stairs. The dishes and "left-over 

food" were stored in a cupboard which stood in the northwest 

corner. Some cupboards were finer than others. For example, 

Ora Lyles says that her mother's cupboards had two wooden 

doors, a marble top, and a drawer pull in the form of grape 

clusters 11 

There was only one shelf in the downstairs room, and it 

was on the wall between the wood stove and the cupboards. On 

it stood the "winding clock", a cabinet clock which "Mama 

wound every night before she went to bed." When asked why 
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this was his mother's responsibility, Lee replied, "She Just 

tended to that." Mrs. Lyles also remembered that most families 

kept a clock on a shelf. In two-room dwellings, it was usually 

in the parlor, but "some had them in the kitchen too."12  

Lee's mother's sewing basket, in which she kept "buttons, 

thread, needles, scissors, and things like that" could be found 

either pushed in a corner or under the bed. Lee also remembered 

that they always had the current Hagerstown Almanac. He was not 

specific about where it was kept, but just remembered that it 

hung on the wall.13  

Both dishes and flatware were stored in the cupboard. Some 

dishes in the Lee household were china, while others were granite 

ware, "gray stuff (enamel) with white dots that chipped off and 

showed the tin underneath." The flatware was steel utensils with 

wood handles. Unlike some rural poor families, they had no extra 

set of dinnerware for special occasions. "We used the same things 

all the time. We'd only buy a dish when one broke. We dn't 

have special things like they do today." On the other hand, 

Ora Lyles, whose father was also a farm laborer, recalls that 

her mother did have a set of fine china for special occasions. 

As in other houses of the rural poor, there was no piece 

of furniture specifically for the storage of clothes. For 

example, Lee's parent's clothes hung on nails or hooks along 

the wall above their bed. Shoes were stored under the bed or against the wall. 
Fanilies often repaired their own, using a shoe box such as the one in Figure 16. 



Photograph by George W. McDaniel 

Figure 1 . Shoe box of Richard King, Big Woods. 
Now in the possession of Kingts daughter, Idella 
Craven. It was purchased rather than homemade. 
Inside King stored his polishes, rags, and brushes. 
He was noted for his well kept appearance. 
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As in most small houses the space under the stairs was 

used for storage. The stairway was boxed in and was located 

in a corner where it would take up a minimum of space. Trpically, 

the only closet in the house was under the stairs, and cooking 

pans and staples such as barrels of flour, meal, and sugar were 

stored there. In the corner of the stairs, Samuel Lee kept 

his shotgun. Ora Lyles says that "practically everybody kept 

their shotgun over the front door. Never allowed nobody to 

play with it." It may seem risky in a house of many children 

that Lee would keep his shotgun so handy, but Tilghman Lee 

explains that it was always unloaded and that they were for- 

bidden to play with it. His father sternly taught him the 

rules of gun safety: "He told us when we got to the last 

fence to unload the gun. We never brought a loaded gun in 

the yard."15  

Floor, Wall, and Window Treatment 

Unlike many homes of black families in the survey area, 

plank floors in Lee's house were bare without rugs downstairs 

or upstairs. Ora Lyles recalls that some houses had carpets 

in the living room. Some were made at home, while others 

were purchased. She also recalls that the women used to scrub 

the "pine floors and make them shine. You'd get down on your 
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knees with that scrub rag, and a bucket of water and soap. We 

didn't have no brushes." In ways such as this, her mother, her 

aunt Henrietta Hamilton from Jerusalem, and the other women of 

the historical communities used to keep their houses "very, 

very clean. They were very industrious, hard-working women.t116 

The walls of Ti.lghman Lee's house were whitewashed, as 

they were in most houses, whether of log or frame. When 

questioned about what hung on the walls, Lee pointed to the 

many objects and pictures hanging on the walls of his living 

room today, and explained, "they didn't believe in all that 

stuff hanging on the walls like they do now. Just something 

important went up on the walls." Among those important things 

might have been one or two family pictures or perhaps a picture 

of Jesus, "if you had something nice like that."17  

Like the other objects in the house, the curtains over 

the  four downstairs windows were utilitarian, rather than decor-

ative. Lee recalls that some houses had pull shades and clearly 

remembers that in his house a string was stretched between two 

nails over the windows on which hung a "heavy piece of material, 

like what they made overalls out of (presumably denim) to keep 

people from seeing in at night." During the day the curtain 

could be pulled to either side or taken down. 

The sash windows held small six over six panes but were not 



held up by weights. Insteads, a "window stick" was placed 

upright under the lower sash when raised to keep it open. Since 

there were no locks on the windows, the window stick was placed 

upright above the lower sash to lock 1t.18  

Security however was rarely a concern unless "you went 

away for a long time." Though the doors did have locks on 

them, both Lee and Paul Wilson from Mt. Ephraim point out that 

"you could leave your house wide open and go anywhere, ..If you 

had whiskey or anything like that, you'd better keep that out 

of slght,....but anything else you could lay it around anywhere. 

Them old people's chicken houses never had no lock on them."19  

The Bed 

Opposite the cupboard in the northeast corner stood the 

parents' bed, which Lee described as a "wooden bed with a tall 

headboard. The footboard was a little above the level of the 

bed, and the feather and straw ticks were supported by slats." 

As in other small houses with limited privacy, Lee recalls that 

a "drapery" was hung from a string attached to nails in the walls. 

It was pulled around the bed for sleeping, and during the day 

was taken down or pushed to one side. 

The bed was covered with one sheet, which was slept on, 

with a blanket or quilt for cover. These blankets and quilts 

were homemade. When Tilghman Lee was asked if his mother attended 
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"quilting bees," both he and Ora Lyles remembered that the women 

used to get together in one house "after the woman had put it 

in the frame," and the final product was a community effort. 

According to Lee, there were summer quilts and winter quilts. 

Summer quilts were of light padding and material, and heavier 

ones for the winter. The women saved all the "cuttings from 

making dresses and also used old dresses, men's shirts, and 

suits for scraps.." On cold nights, when the heavy quilts were 

insufficient, coats were placed over the foot of the bed.20  

Two mattresses were used, one a tick filled with feathers 

and the other filled with straw. Lee says that the feather 

tick was kept on top of the straw since it was "softer." The 

straw, however, "didn't last like the feather tick" and 

wou1c become lumpy. Each fall the straw was therefore emptied 

out and the tick stuffed with fresh straw from recently threshed 

wheat. The old straw was added to the compost heap for the 

garden. The feather tick was filled with feathers from the 

chickens, ducks, turkeys, and/or geese the families raised. After 

killing the bird, they would save the feathers, dry them in a 

covered box outside in the sunshine or during the inclement 

weather in the kitchen near the stove. Probably once a year, 

the feathers were removed from the tick and washed in a tub 

with soap and water. They were then covered over and set out 

to dry on a sunny, windless day. The pillows were also made 

of feathers, preserved and washed in a similar way.21 



The ma1res sheets, and pillow cases were made by the families at 

first by hand and in the earlier' 20th century with sewing machines. 

Figure 17 shows Idella and Walter Craven in Big Woods with Mrs. 

Craven's mother's sewing machine that she acquired in 1918. 

Child birth 

Babies were born in this bed. According to Lee, there 

was no special bed or place for delivery; instead, the parents' 

"regular bed was used, and the children sent to another house." 

Lee explains that "they didn't use no doctors, they had midwives." 

Ora Lyles remembers that the midwife brought "a little bundle 

of cloth and the necessities that were needed." After delivery, 

"the mother stayed in bed about a week or more, no heavy food." 

In Big Woods, Florence Hailman says that women, including her- 

self, were bound around their girth after delivery and were 

told to stay in bed for almost two weeks, "and they hardly let 

us eat a thing. Now you almost see women walking home from 

the hospital." 2  

To their credit, the midwives must have been highly pro- 

ficlent, since neither Lee nor Ora Lyles recall any women dying 

in childbirth. Lee says that women did not begin going to 

hospitals for delivery until the late 1920's or early 1930's. 

His first two children, born in 1917  and  1919,  were delivered 

by midwives, while his last, born in 1932,  was born in a hospital.23  

Each community had its own midwives who were highly respected 



Photograph by George W. McDaniel 

Figure /7 . Walter and Idella Craven with treadle 
sewing machine, Big Woods community. This Singer 
sewing machine was patented in 1918 and purchased 
by Mrs. Craven's mother, Bertha King, in 1919.  The 
large bundle on the shelf is a mattress tick, sewn 
by Mrs. King on this machine. Mrs Craven is holding 
a dish towels  made by her mother from a bag of timothy 
grass seed and hemmed by hand. 
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and are remembered to this day. In Sugarland, they were Amelia 

Jackson, who delivered Lee, and Milly Hebron, wife of Patrick 

Hebron, one of the founders of Sugarland, and grandmother of Lee's wife 

Bessle. In Big Woods, Florence Hailman's aunt, Louisa Hutchinson, 

was the midwife in the early 1900's. In the second quarter of the cen.. 

tury, Bertha Ellen King and Alice Tibbs continued to practice 

midwifery. Figure 18 shows Mrs. King's licence. In Jerusalem, Ora 

Lyles' aunt Henrietta Hamilton (grandmother of Joshua Hamilton) 

and Virginia Robinson (grandmother of Howard Lyles) were midwives. 

In Purdurn, Joe and Arnold Hawkins recall that their mother was 

the midwife, having learned the craft from her mother, who had 

delivered them. During their youth, "Mama might be gone for 

two weeks, and that was the longest two weeks I ever had. When 

she came home, that was Joy. ,1
2 4 

 

When children "got to be old enough to ask where babies 

come from, they were told that the midwives brought them," 

Tilghman Lee and Ora Lyles say. "Just like they do with the 

stork today." As to sex education, "They didn't tell you nothing," 

Mrs. Lyles says. "They learn more things in school today than 

I ever heard of in those days." 25  

When asked if he remembered any baby furniture, he recalled 

that a cradle was kept near his parents' bed. According to Lee, 

new-born babies slept in the bed with the parents "but when they 

got big enough," they slept in the cradle, which was kept near 

the parents' bed in case the child needed to be fed or tended 
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Figure 1 8,  . Midwifery license of Bertha Ellen King, 
Big Woods. Mrs. King was a practicing midwife in the 
Big Woods community and elsewhere for many years. Her 
photograph appeared in a book on rural health conditions 
in Maryland. She is in the center and her neighbor Alice 
Tibbs is on her right. C0//-,4o'-  I  .d.-'I(& 



during the night. Ora Lyles also remembers that the.cradle 

was kept beside the parents' bed.26  

THE UPSTAIRS 

The upstairs room was used as sleeping quarters for the 

(Fi ure 19) 
children, and a curtain divided the boys from the girls Lee 

could not recall the specific kind of material used but simply 

referred to it as brown "curtain goods." There were only two 

beds and each was covered with homemade quilts. 

In many houses in the survey area, sleeping conditions 

for children were crowded. Charlotte Ambush from Mt. Ephraim 

tells how her husband, who was from the general vicinity, as 

a youth: 

...slept at the foot of the bed. I never did 
because there was only two of us kids. But heck, 
a lot of families had anywhere from eight to ten 
children or more, and not too many beds, so -- so 
many slept at the head and so many slept at the foot. 
I said I couldn't do that because somebody might kick 
me. 

In Jerusalem, Ora Lyles recalls that when guests came to visit 

or when her sister returned from Washington, "it was just like 

President Carter corning. We took to the floor and they'd get 

in bed. I like sleeping on the floor." Quilts were laid on 

the floor for the purpose.27  

Like the downstairs, the upstairs was lit by kerosene lamps. 

In the Lee family's house, they were kept on shelves above each 
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Figure 19. FURNISHINGS PLAN OF THE UPSTAIRS OF THE LEE HOUSE 
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bed. On the wall behind the lamp was a small reflector. The 

lamps upstairs had metal bases so that if "the children knocked 

one over, only the glass chimney would break," Lee explains. 

The downstairs lamps had more attractive glass bases. Lee recalls 

that kerosene, or "coal oil" as they called it, cost four cents a 

quart and was stored in a large can in one of the outbuildings 

away from the house. Just as his father forbade the children 

from playing with his gun, his mother prohibited the children 

from using the lamp "until they got grown." His mother carried 

the lamp upstairs for them, set it on the shelf, and the children 

were allowed to blow it out, but not to light, carry, or fill 

As with most families with little money in the early 1900's, 

there were few clothes for children and consequently only a few, 

if any, pieces of furniture to store them in. Ora Lyles recalls 

that "you couldn't afford to buy any made dresses" and that her 

mother and daughters made many of the family clothes. As a 

teen-ager she began to dress more stylishly and recognizes 

the clothes worn by black girls in the photograph of 1910 in 

Virginia (Figure 20 ) as similar to the clothes she wore. For 

storage of clothes, she remembers that her family had a wardrobe 

that was 'bluiSh" in color and that had a mirror on one of the 

doors. "If you had too many things, you had a box that you put 



FIgure 20 Youtha gathered at church picnic, near moOd, Virginia, c. 1905. Mrs. 0ra Lyles from the Jerua1em community, born in 1894, remembers tha log her teenage year's she and her friends wore clothes similar to these on special occsfos. (Phot h by Huestis Cooke, Cooke Col1ectIn. Vninti 
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your clothes in under the bed." Or, if "it was a big family, 

clothes hung on the walls." In the Lee family home, Tilghman 

Lee remembers a bureau upstairs which may have been for his 

parents' or out of season clothes, because he specifically 

remembered that children hung their clothes on nails and hooks 

on the walls. Their clothes were similar to the ones worn by 
children in Virginia seen in figure 21 • Large iooden boxes 
measuring approximately 3' x 21 , which Lee identified as "ginger 
snapboxes,weeal&o- used by the children for storage. They were 
covered with paper or painted "to make them look attractive". 
- In order to keep out moths,families added aromatic herbs such 
as tarisey orpinaroyal", according to Lee. They were also placed 
..oer the windows, doors, and around the edges of the floor to deter 

- ants and flies. Figure 22 shows Tilghman Lee picking tansey that . 

grows near his house. Next to him is a ginger snap box from the 
Although many rural families had a lot of chlldren,,there 

were few toys. Lee recalls that they were kept in a corner 

upstairs or under the bed. One of his favorites was a "little 

iron horse and wagon" to which they attached a string to pull 

the wagon. Christmas was a special time of year for the 

children. Arnold Hawkins remembers "one Christmas I got a 

milk wagon and horse, and another year we got a little armed 

man penny bank, and one time I got a dog, his name was Rover."30  

Most toys were homemade, produced either by fathers or 

children from odds and ends they collected. Tilghman Lee 

remembers that his father and the children made a wagon using 

worn out plow wheels and making the axles and chassis from 

whittled sticks. The wheels were fastened to Lhe axles with 

old thread sindles, and a wooden box attached to the chassis. 



 

Figure 21 Children in western Virginia, c. 1900 clothes of these children are indicative of 
the types worn by young blacks in the surveyed comm s in the early 1900s. Also, the rail fence 
Is renresentative of one type. (Photograph by Franc( ijamin Johnson, Library of Congress) 
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Figure . Tilghman Lee gathering tansey, Sugarland 
community. According to Lee, tansey was grown near houses 
and used inside to keep away flies, ants, moths, and other 
bothersome insects. Beside Lee is a ginger snap box with 
the label, t Maryland Biscuit Co." Wooden boxes, such as 
this one or larger, were frequently used to store clothes. 
The hinged top was added when it was converted for storage 
use. Lee says that tansey would have been placed inside 
such boxes to keep out moths. The box belongs to John 
N. Pearce of Washington, D.C. 
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A rope was attached to the front so that the wagon could be 

pulled. The homemade wagon was more than a toy, being also 

used to haul things. "We used to haul wood to the door in the 

wagon," Tilghman Lee recalls. Commenting about children's toys 

and other household things in general, Lee adds: 

"People used to make things themselves, back then. 
They used to make their own ax handles. They'd 
whittle the handle and smooth it down with a piece 
of glass so they'd wouldn't get splinters in their 
hands. But now they go down to the store and buy 
everything.31  

As in the downstairs, there were few decorative piece8 

on the floor or walls. There were neither rugs on the floor 

nor curtains over the windows. According to Lee, the absence 

of curtains was due to the fact that "people couldn't see in 

upstairs." Thus, curtains on the windows were not considered 

as decorative objects, but strictly utilitarian. As with the 

downstairs, Lee says there may have been a few pictures on the 

wall but did not remember them since they held no personal 

meaning to him.32  

THE CELLAR 

Unlike most rural black families in the deep South or in 

southern Maryland, many black families in the upper Montgomery 

County had cellars where they stored food throughout the year. 
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The most common items were their vegetables and fruits that they 

had, canned, "along with anything else you didn't want to (allow 

to) freeze" (outdoors). For example, pumpkins would "last a 

right while if they didn't freeze, usually till Christmas." 

Most cellars contained a potato bin. Lawrence Hamilton, a 

black farmer born in the 1890's  who lives near Barnesville, 

continues to store his potatoes in this traditional manner, and 

Tilghman Lee today stores them in a bin in his "root cellar," 

a short distance from his house (Map 12). Ethel Foreman from 

Clarksburg recalls that her family's cellar had a dirt floor 

and in addition to the canned goods and potatoes, her grandmother 

"kept a little starter of yeast in a jar for homemade bread, 

and she stored that in the cellar." In the spring Ethel 

Foreman and Howard Lyles recall families purchased Potomac 

herring from hucksters travelling through the communities, and 

after cleaning them, salted them down in crocks stored in the 

cellars. The fish would last throughout the year. In the 

winter, the crocks could be removed to the meathouse if space 

was needed since the "salt would keep them from freezing". Like 

the outbuildings around the house, the cellar at first glance 

may not be seen as another room of these small houses, but it 

served storage purposes essential to family survival and indeed 

contributed in use an important, additional room.33 
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Chapter Lf 

SKETC1S OF HOMESTE.AD  LIFE 

Although most houses of black communities in upper western 

Montgomery County were small the living space extended beyond 

the four walls of the house, making them in effect much larger. 

Much of daily life was lived outdoors. 

The space around the house was used to provide for the fami-

lies in their efforts towards self-sufficiency. With limited 

cash incomes from their jobs (ten or twelve dollars a month as 

an adult for a farm laborer in the first quarter of the 20th cen-

tury), the families had to make efficient use of their homestead 

land. The more they produced for themselves, the less they had to 

buy from the market. As a result, though they earned little 

money, the older members of the historical communities are gener-

ally recalled as having been "good providers" 

As the maps of the historical communities show, the 

homesteads were developed to maximize production. Typically they 

consisted of a dwelling house, vegetable garden, orchard, hog pen, 

privy, hen house. Some had a stable for horses or cows. A few 

larger ones had fields rotated in corn, wheat and pasture for 

stock. The front and back yards were usually small, since most of 

the available land was needed for producing and raising food. 

These families did not have the surplus wealth that would permit 

land to be simply planted in large grass lawns for decorative 

purposes. 



Homesteads were also cleared of trees, except those for 

shade near the house, since firewood was plentiful in forests 

not far from the communities. As a result one could see from 

one side of the community almost to the other. Howard Lyles' 

description of homesteads in Jerusalem tells us of the appear-

ance of other communities as well: 

"when I was a youngster (1920s),  each property owner 
had their land cleared off, put out their crops and 
garden, vegetables ana what not. In other words, it 
just was clear land." 

The layout of the homestead of Tilghman and Bessie Lee, seen In 
figure 2, illustrates the traditional plan. These outbuildings were 
constructed by Lee and are located within easy walking distance of his 
house. Among the modern features is the truck van, whose interior Lee 
uses for storage of vegetables, such as potatoes. The hog pen is no 
longer used, nor is the privy since the Lees now have indoor plumbing. 
The other outbuildings -- storage shed&, hen house, and root cellar --
are still in use. 

By combining oral Interviews with on site Investigations, the 
foUo:wing descriptlons of the specific units of traditional homesteads 
YARDS 

Sieiiiost of the land was used for the production or storage of 
food, only small acres were used as front orback yards. Fanny and 
Joshua Hamilton in Jerusalem recall what was probably typical: 
a front yard of grass, and a back yard of 
dirt, which was swept. Most families used a large brush broom 

for the purpose, sometimes made of dogwood branches. In Sugar-

land, Tilghman Lee says that most houses had small grass yards 

front and back, and that the chickens usually kept the grass 

down in the back yard 'ISO you didn't have to cut that."3 

The Hamiltons recall that around their log house grew run-

ning rose bushes and Easter lilies. In Big Woods rose bushes and 

jonquils are still blooming near the abandoned log house of Fred 

Hamilton. In Mt. Ephraim the irises and lilacs planted near the 

home of William and Rachel Proctor remain. But Tilghman Lee 

explains that while families may have had some flowers in the 
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Sketch by Charles L. Hoewing 

Figure 23 . Sketch of the row of outbuildings and yard of the Tilghman Lee homestead. These 
outbuildings indicate the types located on traditional homesteads of the small landowning communities 
of blacks and whites In the survey area. These were constructed by Tilghman Lee. The range of buildings 
and the artifacts indicates the types of activities integral to traditional rural life before the use 
of electricity, refrigeration, and Indoor plumbing. 
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yard, "they didn't fool with flowers much. They raised some-

thing to eat.114  Comments such as this illustrate the hard work 

that traditional black families put into cultivating their land 

and being "good providers" for their children. 

WOOD. PILES 

All of the houses in this survey were heated by burning 

wood, in either fireplaces or stoves, so the wood pile was an 

essential part of the homestead complex. It is analogous to 

the storage tank for fuel. Usually it was located a short dis-

tance from the kitchen door, since the stove in the kitchen con-

sumed the most wood. The logs were sawn on a saw horse and then 

split. There was also a chopping block to cut kindling. During 

the winter wood might be stacked inside a shed to keep off the 

snow, or even on the front porch, as at the home of Joshua and 

Fanny Hamilton in Jerusalem. 

As with so many other things that these families used, they 

did not have to pay cash for firewood. Instead, a barter system 

was arranged. Howard Lyles describes the typical process: 

You'd go to the farmers who owned woodland, and you'd 
cut wood. This was mostly done in the winter after all 
of the other farm work had slowed down, the crops was 
all in, so you'd go in the woods and you'd cut a cord o 
wood. So much for the farmer and so much for yourself. 

It was usually the men's responsibility to cut and haul the 

wood. For the children, their responsibility was to carry it 

into the house and to "pick up chips" used for kindling.6 



FENCES 

Fences divided one homestead from another. In Sugarland, 

Tilghman Lee remembers that a mixture of fencing material was 

used. The entire home lots were surrounded by wire fences in 

the early 20th century, while hog pens, barnyards, or other 

smaller enclosures for Livestock were usually surrounded by 

rail fences. Around the front yard, sometimes the back, either 
(Figure 64) 

rail or paling (picket) fences were used./Howard Lyles recalls 

that during his youth in the 1920's and. 1930's  in Jerusalem they 

were typically barbed wire. Stone walls were only found on the 

larger farms of white landowners. 

Lee's recollections of how farmers acquired rails provides 

insights into the relationships with the white community. 

Chestnut was preferred for rails since the tree grew straight 

and tall, was easy to split, and was durable. It was especially 

plentiful on Sugarloaf Mountain before being killed off by the 1923 

blight, Along John Wilson's property boundaries at the foot of 

Sugarloaf Mountain, there remain sections of the old rail fences, 

probably split out by his wife's father, Bene Hallman. Chestnut 

rail fences (modernized with concrete posts) also line Comus Road 

at Stronghold, at the base of the mountain. 

To get the rails, blacks sometimes bought them from white 

farmers who had them hauled down in wagons from the mountain to 

black communities. But the common practice involved no exchange 

of money: blacks supplied the labor, and whites the means of 

transportation. 
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The old-timers would go to the mountain, and maul 
out a bunch of logs for the farmers, (that is, split 
them with a maul and a wedge), and haul them down in 
wagons. They'd have worked out an arrangement with 
the farmers and would get a proportion of the rails 
for pay. That's the way they used to work things 
out back then,7  

VEGETABLE GARDENS 

Almost every homestead had a vegetable garden that supplied 

the family with food throughout the year. Some were seasonal, 

harvested during the late spring and summer, while other vege-

tables such as turnip or collard greens lasted throughout the 

fall and into the winter. Many vegetables were canned, dried, 

or stored in other ways for consumption during the winter. Thus 

the vegetable garden was a staple for these families, especially 

important because of their limited cash incomes. 

The families raised a wide variety of vegetables. Joshua 

and Fanny Hamilton from Jerusalem recall that in earlier years 

they grew "all kinds of vegetables", such as string beans, lima 

beans, tomatoes, cabbage. Ethel Foreman in Clarksburg recalls 

that her grandfather did "a lot of planting" and cultivated 

potatoes, sweet potatoes, squash, pumpkins, cabbage, string 

beans, and peanuts, to name a few. In Sugarland, Tilghm.an Lee 

says that his parents grew "cabbage, potatoes, corn, beans, peas 

and stuff like that". At age 86, Lee continues to cultivate a 

large, well-kept garden (see Map 12), and his wife Bessie still 

cans many of the vegetables each year. In Jerusalem, Howard 

Lyles recalls that on his parents' homestead different places 

were used for the cultivation of specific vegetables: 



We planted potatoes, corn, and sweet potatoes 
down on the upper side4 Down on the lower side 
we planted corn for the horses. But it (the 
land) was mostly put out in crops for human con-
sumption. Near the house used to be the garden 
spot (where we planted) squash and ... the general 
vegetables that are grown in gardens: cabbage, to-
matoes, beans, peas, onions. Just about what we 
grow today, we grew then. Across the creek is 
where my father used to plant his late potatoes, 
about late June or July. It was a good yield 
by the time they took them out around October".8 

A successful garden was a source of pride for the families. 

In Jerusalem, Joshua and Fanny Hamilton remember that one year 

they grew corn "as tall as them trees (scrub trees now growing 

on the home sites). Everybody came down here and said 'iat 

kind of corn is that?' , and it was sweet corn. And. good'. Tjmmm, 

umph.1119  

It was imperative that these families preserve and store 

the garden produce so that they could have an adequate diet 

during the winter. Since none of the families had iceboxes or 

other means of refrigeration, they had to put up the food them-

selves, using methods common to other traditional American corn-

niunities. Many vegetables -- such as tomatoes, beans, corns  and 

peas -- were canned. Cucumbers were pickled. Potatoes were 

stored in a "potato bin" in the cellar. Families living in 

houses without a cellar,stored potatoes in "potato holes" or 

"preserving kilns". Arnold and Toe Hawkins from Purd.um say that 

such kilns were made by digging a hole in the ground below the 

frost line, covering the bottom with straw, and adding the 

potatoes or other tuber vegetables such as turnips, parsnips, 



or firm fruits such as apples or pears. Only one type of vege-

table or fruit was put in each kiln. It was then covered with 

straw and with a mound of dirt, and a circle was dug around it 

to keep the water from it.1°  

ORCHLRDS 

Most families had fruit trees on their homesteads. In 

Big Woods, Florence Hailman remembers that her grandfather Henry 

T. Onley planted many fruit trees, among them sweet apples and 

peaches. The old apple and pear trees still remain on the 

homesteads of Lewis Brown and Jess Diggins in Big Woods, along 

with grape arbors, which were also common. In Mt. Ephraim, 

Charlotte Ambush recalls that her grandparents had numerous 

apple and peach trees as did other families. In Clarksburg, 

William Foreman's homestead had an apple orchard and peach 

orchard. The Hawkins' farm in Purdum had a large pear tree, 

cherry tree, and a variety of apple trees: crab apple, "smoke-

house apple", harvest, and lady birds. The fruit that was not 

made into delicious pies was preserved in the kilns or was 

canned. Apple butter was also made.11  

Families also gathered wild food. Blackberries, wineberries 

and other berries were picked and made into jams, jellies, and 

pies. Idella Craven in Big Woods recalls harvesting and cracking 

the black walnuts from the large tree on her grandparents', the 

Hacketts place. 



HEN HOUSES AND TRADITIONAL WAYS OF RAISING CHICKENS 

Almost all the families raised their own chickens, and 

among their outbuildings was the hen house. They were small, 

usually 8' x 10' or 10' x 121 , according to Tilghman Lee, and 

were "just high enough for you to stand in." They were of frame 

construction, loosely covered with boards. Lee had never heard 

of a log hen house, which would have been "too heavy" and un-

necessary since structural strength was not essential. The 

interior contained one or two horizontal poles about five to 

ten feet long, and about two feet apart on which the hens could 

roost at night. Some people put their poles at different heights, 

but Lee said he thought it best to keep them level so that the 

chickens would not fight to sit on the top pole. Along the 

walls were shelves on which small wooden boxes with straw were 

placed for the hens to lay. Lee remembers that most of the 

wooden boxes were throwaways from stores, now superseded by 

paper boxes that cannot be used. The hen house was cleaned 

at least once or twice a year, and the manure added to the 

garden. 

As in most rural communities, chickens were plentiful. 

"You didn.'t buy no eggs or chickens," Lee recalls. In Sugar-

land most families had about 25 or 30; some had more. In 

Clarksburg, Ethel Foreman's grandparents kept about 30 or 35. 

Extra eggs were taken to the store in Clarksburg and sold or 

bartered. "That's how the stores got their fresh eggs", she 

recalls. Leghorn hens (which are white) were small, but good 
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Photograph by George W. McDaniel 

Figure 2'f Bessie Lee feeding chickens, Sugarland community. She 
is standing inside the fenced chicken yard, behind the hen house built 
by her husband, Tilghman Lee. The small door into the house is closed 
at night to keep out possums, coons, or other predators. 
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layers, according to Tilghman Lee. Other breeds, such as 

Wyandotte, Rhode Island Red, Yellow Buff, or Plymouth Rock, 

were larger and also popular, Lee says.12  

With laying hens, the number of chickens was continually 

replenished. Lee explains that one hen could raise from 

twelve to fifteen chicks and since she did not lay that many 

eggs, some were removed from other nests and added to hers. 

One egg was always left in the iiest of the original mother 

so she would keep laying. After the eggs hatched in about 

three weeks, the hen and chicks were kept in a pen until the 

chicks were old enough to fly and fend for themselves. When 

the sex of the chicken became distinguishable, the pullets 

(young hens) were kept, while the young roosters were traded, 

sold to traveling hucksters, or killed and eaten. Some fanilies 

canned the capons, and sealed the tops with grease as they did 

with sausage. A rooster with especially favorable characteristics 

might be saved for breeding. Old hens were sold to hucksters, 

who sold them in Washington, D.C., which Lee says was the 

closest market for these communities. At that time "everybody 

raised chickens so there was not a market for them in. Pooles-. 

ville or Rockville. That's only come in my lifetime". 

After the chicks had matured, they were let out in the 

yard with the other chickens and did not wander far from the 

house. At that time dogs did not bother chickens, since they 

had been raised up around them, but now as Tilghman Lee laments, 

"dogs don't know chickens and will kill them, so I have to keep 
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them penned up." To prevent them from flying, one wing is 

clipped so the chicken cannot fly straight. 

The feed for the chickens was produced on the homestead. 

They were usually fed shelled corn. William and Cora Moore's 

family in Terusalem continue to use their old corn sheller 

for the chickens they raise (Figure 25 ). When families 

carried wheat to the mill, they had the miller save the bran, 

which was fed to chickens, Lee says. The miller also cracked 

corn for the chicks since they could not swallow whole kernels.13  

HOG PENS AND MEAT HOUSES 

As the maps of the historical communities show, almost 

every homestead had a hog pen and meat house. The meat and 

by-products from hogs were a principal source of protein 

to these families with limited incomes, and thus essential 

to their lives. Without refrigeration, they had to preserve 

the meat so it would last throughout the year. 

The meat house was usually located a short distance from 

the kitchen door. Typically the building was small and plain 

in appearance and had no openings other than the door. Tradi-

tionally they were built of logs, like the early dwelling 

houses, but their walls were not chinked. The log meat house 

at the abandoned Lewis Brown homestead in Big Woods, measuring 

ll'l" x 81711,  is one of the few that has survived and is pro
-

bably one of the largest. By the 20th century, frame meat 

houses became more commons  and examples may be seen in Figures 

75 and  75. 
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The meat houses stored cured hams, shoulders, side meat, 

and bacon, along with crocks of sausage, pudding, and souse 

meat. There were also bins of salt used to preserve the meat 

immediately after butchering. The aroma inside a meat house 

is always rich and for those who enjoy smoked meat, entering 

a meat house arouses memories of fine food. 

The hog pens were located further from the house. Their 

size ranged up to a quarter of an acres  depending upon the size 

of the farm. A low and moist place was usually preferred since 

hogs need a wallow to cool themselves during the summer. Be-

cause the farms were small and were located adjacent to other 

farms, the hogs were not given free range. Otherwise, they 

might root up a neighborts field. Furthermore, because the 

homesteads had been extensively cleared, there was little 

natural food available to hogs if they had been allowed to 

TRADITIONAl WAYS OF RAISING AND BCJTCIRING HOGS 

Today a few families in the surveyed communities continue 

to raise and butcher hogs and cure the meat in their own meat 

houses, but due to county health regulations and the increasing 

costs of feed, fewer and fewer families are doing so. Most of 

them are elderly, since the young do not have the time, economic 

need, or desire. John Sims from Jonesville, who has raised 

hogs all his life, is now going to quit raising hogs since he 

can buy meat already butchered and cure it himself cheaper than 

raising hogs himself. This is another loss of traditional 
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skill, by which rural families provided for th
emselves. 

The families tried to raise hogs with a lot of
 lean meat 

that provided a greater quantity of nutritious
 meat, instead 

of fat. Today Charles Moore raises Hampshire 
hogs and in 

earlier years raised Durock hogs because they 
had these qualities. 

But years ago, the older people, Moore says, "
used to raise any 

kind of hog that you could get." Tilghman Lee
 agrees, but 

explains, "If you feed him right, any hog can
 be good." Thus, raising 

their hogs correctly was a source of self-este
em and of status 

in the community. 

In order to procure hogs, some families kept b
rood sows 

and bred them with a boar on a neighboring fa
rm. In the fall, 

all of the litter were butchered, and the sow 
kept for the next 

year. Other families simply purchased piglet
s each spring. Lee 

recalls that weaned piglets (ten weeks old) so
ld for $1.50  each, 

when he was about 15 (1908).  In the fall all
 were butchered 

so that they wouldn't have to feed them over t
he winter. 

The feed was produced on the homestead. Tilgh
man Lee 

explains that hogs were given corn, table scra
ps, and any other 

surplus foodstuffs, such as weeds from the gar
den or unusuable 

vegetables, plants, or fruits. Some families 
put a ring in 

the hog's xse to keep it from rooting, thereb
y allowing grass 

to grow in the lot for the hog to eat. Since 
the grass was 

well manured, it was nutritious and facilitate
d the hog's growth. 

Beginning in late September, Lee says the hogs
 were penned in 

a corner of the lot and were "fed heavy", in o
rder to increase 

their weight before being slaughtered in the l
ate November or 
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December. There were of course variations in these methods of 

raising hogs, depending upon the choices of the individual fami-

lies. 15 

The Butchering 

The butchering itself was a festive community occasion 

in which men and women, old and young participated. There was 

much socializing among neighbors and relatives who came by to 

"help out", and good food and drink were provided. Sometimes 

there was a community butcher, who travelled from farm to farm 

to supervise the butchering and curing of the meat. Elsewhere 

the landowner himself presided. At the Sims farm in Jonesville 

and on Lee's farm in Sugarland, the owners themselves were the 

supervisors. It might be a cooperative venture, as at the hog 

butchering recorded in this survey in Jerusalem. There Clifton 

Robinson did the butchering and seasoned the sausage, and Charles 

Moore supervised the making of the pudding and lard. 

Very young children were kept away from the butchering, 

not to shield them from unpleasant sights, but because it was 

too dangerous f or them and adults were too busy to keep an eye 

on them. There were fires beneath large kettles in which the 

hot lard was boiled, and axes, saws and knives used in butch-

ering posed a danger. Charles Moore recalls one child whose 

skin was literally fried when a kettle of boiling lard was 

spilled. 

Teenage aales had the most aggressive and violent roles. 



Moore recalls that as a youth, he and other boys used to go 

from farm to farm, and their job was to kill the pigs. 

We didn't shoot them back then. Me and the other 
boys would go in the pen and tackle the hogs, and 
roll them on their backs. Of course, I was more of 
a man then, than I am now. And the hogs weighed 
3001  +00 pounds, sometimes heavier. Seems l

ike 
the heavier they were though, the easier they were 
to throw. Less fight in them. Only one hog I ever 
met I couldn't throw. Don't know why to this day. 
Only weighed about 20. 

It took three boys to kill the hog. One boy could 
throw him by himself ,but it took two more to hold 
him. One held his hind legs, the other his front 
legs, and the thir5. sat astraddle his belly. He 
was the one that stuck him. Used a knife about 
four or five inches long, and stuck him in the 
throat, and then raised the point just a bit to 
hit the jugular. If you did it right, you didn't 
need to cut his throat tQ bleed him, all that 
blood would come on out.-6  

The carcass was then hauled to a large tub of hot water 

ar'd scalded to loosen the skin so the hair could be scraped 

off Next the hog was hung by its heels from a long bar, 

disembowelled, and cleaned. The butcher then carefully cut 

the carcass into its different sections: hams, shoulders, 

head, feet, ribs, loins, chops( ) 

In the butcherings that were recorded in Jerusalem and 
(FA' 2L) 

Jonesville, the older men were the leaders and younger men 

acted as assistants especially in the heavy work of hauling 

the meat. They also helped in the butchering of the carcass, 

learning the techniques in the process. Both men and women 

did the lighter work, which required a lot of hand, and less 

skill than butchering, such as trimming the lean from the 

fat to make sausage, dicing the fat to make lard, or chopping 

the meat for the pudding. The older men seasoned the meat. 
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Figure 26. Hogs of the Sims Family in Jonesville on butchering day. Photograph by Elodie Holmes 



Photograph by George W. McDaniel 

Figure 7 . Members of the Sims family and Jonesville 
community at hog killing. After shooting the hog, they 
are dragging the carcass to the vat of hot water, where 
they will soak the hog. This loosens the hair, and then 
it is scraped off. 
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Figure 28. Paul Sims and Disebowel1ed Hog Carcass. The carcass is hung y its heels 
and its ribs spread open by a short piece of wood. 



They also supervised the production of the pudding and lard, but 

these may have been women's roles on other farms. The women 

cooked the sausage, packed it away, and had the noisome task 

of cleaning the small intestines to make chitlings. 

Cur'ing and easing 

As with rural families throughout the nation, families 

in these communities found uses for all of the parts of the 

hog. They had their own recipes for curing and seasoning the 

meats, but in general, their'methods differed only slightly 

from those commonly used. Tilghman Lee says that he "sugar 

cured" his hams, shoulders, and bacon. His methods were 

typical of most. He mixed molasses, brown sugar, salt, black 

pepper, and sometimes red pepper and rubbed the mixture all 

over and into the pieces of meat "like a plaster". Next he 

laidthem side by side along a shelf in the meat house. They 

were kept there for six to eight weeks, and were then hung on 

racks to let the salt drip off. when the meat was dry, it 

was smoked in the meat house for a few days. Lee built a small 

fire of hickory on the dirt floor of his meat house for the 

purpose. Some families, he said, used wood from apple trees, 

while a few even used corn cobs. The fire had to be watched, 

he explained, so that it did not become too hot. The meat 

was smoked one day at a time. Rainy days were the best, be- 

cause the "smoke would go in the meat better." 

After having been smoked two or three times, the meat was corn- 

pletely cured and was ready to eat. The Sims family in Jonesville and 
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Bill Lyles in Sugarland keep their smoked hams inside large paper 

bags hung from the racks, while the sides of bacon are left 

uncovered.17  

Curing the sausage was usually the women's role. There were 

essentially three methods of doing so Lee says. One was to stuff 

uncooked sausage into a cleaned intestine, seal both ends, and hang 

it in the meathouse. In Figure 29 a sausage grinder and sausage 

press may be seen. The intestine casing and the cold temperatures 

of winter prevented spoilage, but the sausage stored in this way had 

to be consumed before the warm weather of mid-spring. The second 

method was to fry the sausages  put it in a stone jar or crocks  and 

seal the top with grease. The third was to store the sausage in a 

crocks  alternating sausage with layers of salt. It would then "make" 

its own brine" and be preserved. The latter two methods allowed 

sausage to be kept throughout the summer season. 

The less choice portions of the hog were made into foods of 

different types, some of which could be tasty if seasoned properly. 

For example, the head, feet, heart, lungs, liver, and other organs 

were cooked in kettles, chopped up, seasoned and ground into "pudding". 
are shown in Figure 30. 

The kettles still used by the Hawkins family! Some families 

made souse meat from the head s  nose, and feet. To make chitlings, 

the small intestines were cleaned and soaked for a week in a salt 

waters  which was changed every two days. Afterwards, they were boiled 

and sometimes canned, for future consumption, but Tilghman Lee says 

that his family was so large that they were "eaten right up".18 



Photograph by George W. McDaniel 

Figure 29 
. Idella and Walter Craven with artifacts 

of the King family, Big Woods. The large press was 
used to compress lard from the cook rinds of fat, and 
was also used to stuff casings with sausage. The cy-
linder was filled with sausage and the casing attached 
to the opening at the bottom. The top was then sealed 
and the lid cranked down. On the right is the sausage 
grinder. Mr. Craven is holding the buggy whip, used by 
Richard King, his father-in-law. 
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kt 
rigure . Kettles used In hog butcherings, Purdum community. These kettles 
belong to Arnold Hawkins. They were used to cook the heads, feet, and Internal 
organs, which were later ground into puddIng, and used to boll diced pieces of 
fat Into lard. Kettles similar to these were commonplace on the traditional 
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Hogs provided in great quantities an essential ingredient 

for cooking -- lard. While today most families in the con-

mimitles buy lard from the store, a few persons, such as 

Madessa Snowden in Clarksburg, continue to use home-rendered 

lard and usually refuse to cook with store-bought substitutes. 

To make the lard, large pieces of fat were diced, boiled in a 

large kettle, and the fat dissolved into lard. The "rinds" 

that did not dissolve were squeezed in a specially designed 
' tZ3) 

presto force the lard out, and when dried, were known as 

"cracklins". "Cracklins" would be fried and eaten, or were 

usually crumbled up and added to cornbread mixture to make 

the rich "cracklin bread", which, according to Evelyn Herbert, 

could be "a meal by itself". She added that the skins were 

also used to season cabbageor greens. "They never wasted 

anything", she concluded.'9  

BARNS STABLES, DAIRY COWS AND HORSES 

Among the outbuildings found on farms, barns or stables 

were less likely to be found on these homesteads because most 

black families did not have horses or cows. None of the home 

steads had large, imposing barns. Many simply had crudely built 

lean-to shelters, made of upright poles covered with straw and 

fodder to keep the wind. out. According to Tilghman Lee, when 

they "come on up and were able, then they bought them some 

boards and built a frame barn." These were small, two level 

bank barns which are typically built into the side of a hill 

with the ground floor used as a stable and the second floor used 
homesteads 

for storage of hay, fodder, and feed. Examples may be seen on the) 
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Thonias Snowden in Clarksburg and Frank and Maggie Proctor in Mt. 

Ephraim. Both are replacements of original barns which 

burned, but they are built on the same foundations and are 

of the same design and size.20  

Since many families lacked either a horse or a cow, or 

both, the families shared them with others, or bartered. Horses 

were also owned and used on a cooperative basis. Tilghman Lee 

recalls that those without a horse might borrow one from the 

farm where they worked, to put in their garden, or use a 

neighbor's. In Clarksburg, Ethel Foreman recalls that her 

grandparents did have a horse, but no cows. In Sugarland, 

Tilghman Lee says that "not so many had cows", though most had 

a horse. In Jerusalem, Dra Lyles recalls that milk from her 

family's cow was given to other families. They would return 

such favors with vegetables from their garden or by helping 

out in other ways, Howard Lyles eiplains. "We didn't think 

about selling milk like they do today," Tilghman Lee remembers. 

Adult males who worked out as farm hands were also given milk 
7f ,ifl ti ,i-, tMnt1  Sfn f) 1 - 

as part of their pay., In Purdum, Arnold Hawkins recalls that 

his family got milk for three cents a quart from farms where 

his mother worked. However, Ethel Foreman recalls that 

for many black families in Clarksburg, who did not have cows, 

milk was a "now and then kind of thing." Many families, 

including her own, simply drank water with meals. In fact, 

all informants agree that milk was not as much a regular part 

of the diet as it is today.21 



Photograph by George W. McDaniel 

Figure 3/ . Idella and Walter Craven with milk cans, 
Jerusalem community. These were once used by families 
throughout Montgomery County and the nation to store and 
transport milk. Their sizes are a half gallon, one gallon, 
two gallons, three gallons, and five gallons. 
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Like the hogs, the cow or horse was fed corn raised on 

the homestead. Also, farm hands received corn and hay as part 

of their pay. This is another example of the cooperation 

commonly found in these rural communities. 

SPRINGS AND WELLS 

Though not located within the immediate complex of the home-

stead, the spring should be considered a part of it. Its essential 

function was as a source of water since most families did not hve 

wells. Ora Lyles recalls that during her youth "We didn't have any 

water, we had to go a half mile, quarter mile away to bring water. 

We hauled it in two cedar buckets with gold (presumably brass) bands 

around it and stacked water at night." Charlotte Ambush from Mt. 

Ephraim recalls that "all the people" in her community used the 

same spring. In Big Woods Idella Craven remembers that a daily 

chore for children was to fetch water. Not all springs were the 

same. Water from one might be cooler, and Tilghman Lee explains 

that those with a stone bottom could be used throughout the years  
t. 64es )ôt 

whereas those with mud -.-- - t -4-ee overgrown in the summertime had 
/ 

"bugs and things -- snakeYd everything crawling in itfgs." 

Those with wells were indeed fortunate. But some were better 

than others. In Jerusalem, Henrietta and Dennis Hamilton's home was 

the only one with a well in the early 20th century, and Ora Lyles 

recalls that "Aunt Hennie had the clearest, prettiest water." 

Without refrigeration, milk and butter were stored in a 

"cooler" place in a spring and cooled by water running through 



it. It was covered with a lid and secured to "keep ou
t dogs 

and any trash", Tilghman Lee explains. One cooler mig
ht be 

used cooperatively by several families.22  

PRILIES 

No families in the communities in the 19th or early 2
0th 

centuries had indoor plumbing. Instead, outdoor toile
ts served 

the purpose. They were located not far behind the ho
use and 

were typically small rectangular frame structures, co
vered by 

upright boards and sheltered by slanting roofs. For 
personal 

hygiene, "any kind of paper" was used. In some rural
 communi-

ties at that time, pages from Sears-Roebuck Catalogue
, or 

other trade catalogues were used. But Tilghman Lee re
calls 

that families did not start receiving such catalogues
 until 

more modern times, so "any kind of paper" was used. T
hose with-

out paper used corn cobs, as did many people in rural
 areas 

throughout AmeMca.23  

HUNTING AND FISHING 

Hunting and fishing were an essential part of the dai
ly 

life of these families, especially the men and boys.
 In add 

tion to being a sport, hunting and fishing put food o
n the 

table. In Terusalem, Howard Lyles remembers that thr
oughout 

the woods around the community, "you could hunt squir
rels, 

rabbits, whatever the season." Tilghman Lee says tha
t he and 

many of his friends used to hunt quail, duck, rabbits
, possums, 



and coons. They did not use bird dogs, but instead simply 

"walked up" the coveys of quail around the fields where they 

knew the quail lived. 

In the early morning, men and boys shot ducks as they 

flew into ponds near the Potomac River, where the ducks fed 

on acorns and other nuts. They also did some "pass shooting", 

as ducks flew up and down the Potomac, but did not use more 

elaborate techniques, such as building blinds, setting out 

decoys, and calling the ducks in. During the days they hunted 

rabbits, usually with dogs, and at night their hounds ran 

coons and possums. In Big Woods, Walter Craven still makes 

and uses rabbit traps from hollowed chestnut logs, a  skill 

he learned from his Lather in Virginia. He also makes plank rabbit trap 

as seen.in  Figure' 32; 
The 0 omac River, the many creeks leading into it, and 

the C & 0 Canal were abundant with fish, such as carp, catfish, 

bass, perch, eels, and. "suckers". The latter is a long, round 

fish, resembling an eel, yet with a small mouth like a carp. 

Unlike a bass or perch which "hits" the bait, this fish will 

gently suck and then swallow it, hence the name, according to 

Tilgbman Lee. It was commonly found in the Seneca Creek and 

elsewhere. Perch were the typical fish caught in the creeks 

further from the Potomac, while catfish and large carp were 

caught in the river. Lee recalls catching two types of catfish. 

One was the "channel catfish", that grew to about five pounds 

and was usually found in the creeks. The other, the "Mississippi 

catfish", was much larger, up to 19 pounds, and was found in 

/sU 



Photograph by George W. MöDanie1 

Figure 22 Walter Craven, his dog, and his 
rabbit traps. These rabbit boxes were maae by Craven 

and are still used by him. He also makes them from 
hollow logs. He learned these and other hunting and 
trapping skills from his father. 
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the Potomac. When the C & 0 canal was in operation and kept 

clear of trash, men used to seine it with a long net, up to 

100 feet, and catch 'tall sorts of fish's, Lee remembers Thel- 

also set out "dip nets", about nine feet square in the Potomac 

and in places where the river overflowed its banks in the 

spring. In ways such as this, families supplemented their 

farm diet and income.2 



FOOTNOTES FOPL STCHES OF HOMESTEAD LIFE 

1 Howard Lyles, interview by George McDaniel. Jerusalem 
community, Montgomery County, Maryland, January 26, 1979; 
Ora Lyles, interview by George McDaniel, Phil Mudd, Bill 
Kelly, Ann Fitzgerald. Jerusalem community, Montgomery 
County, Maryland. March 17, 1979. 

2 Howard Lyles, interview by George McDaniel and. Phil Mudd. 
Jerusalem community, Montgomery County, Maryland. May 12, 1979. 

3 Joshua and Fanny Hamilton, interview by George McDaniel 
Phil Mudd, and Mary Sue Nunn. Jerusalem community, Mon - 
gomery County, Maryland. May 5, 1979;  Tilghman Lee, 
telephone interview by George McDaniel. September 1, 1979. 

+ Joshua and Fanny Hamilton interview; Tilghman Lee, telephone 
interview. 

5 Joshua and. Fanny Hamilton interview; Howard Lyles interview. 

6 Idella Craven and Hester Hamilton, interview by George 
McDaniel, Sharyn Duff  in and Eula Odum. Rockville, Maryland. 
July 27, 1979. 

7 Tilghman Lee, telephone interview. 

8 Joshua and Fanny Hamilton interview; Ethel Foreman, interview 
by George McDaniel and Karen Sewell. Clarksburg, Maryland. 
February 1979;  Tilghman Lee, telephone interview; Howard 
Lyles,interview by George McDaniel and Phil Mudd, May 12, 1979. 

9 Joshua and Fanny Hamilton interview. 

10 Idella Craven and Hester Hamilton interview; Ethel Foreman 
interview; Arnold Hawkins and Joe Hawkins, Arthur Randolph 
and Ethel Foreman, interview by George McDaniel and Karen 
Sewell. Purdum community, Montgomery County, Maryland. 
February 1979. 

11 Florence Haliman, interview (not taped) by George McDaniel. 
Big Woods community, Montgomery County, Maryland. August 
1978; Charlotte Ambush and Folly Gutheim, interview by 
George McDaniel and Steve Doolittle. Mt. Ephraim. community, 
Frederick County, Maryland. June 1979;  Arnold Hawkins, 
Joe Hawkins,, Ethel Foreman and Arthur Randolph interview. 

12 Tilghman Lee, telephone interview; Ethel Foreman, interview 
by George McDaniel and Karen Sewell. 
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13 Tilghman Lee, telephone interview. 

J)-- Tilghman Lee, telephone interview. 

15 Charles Moore, interview (not taped) by George McDaniel, 
Jim Lane, and Michael Blade. Jerusalem community, Mont-
gomery County, Maryland. October 1978; Tilghman Lee, 
telephone interview. 

16 Charles Moore, telephone interview by George McDaniel. 
Sept. 1, 1979. 

17 Tilghman Lee, telephone interview. 

18 Ibid. 

19 Evelyn Herbert, telephone interview by George McDaniel. 
Sept. 1, 1979. 

20 Tilghman Lee, telephone interview. 

21 Ethel Foreman, telephone interview by George McDaniel. 
Sept. 11  1979; Ora Lyles, interview by George McDaniel, 
A.nn Fitzgerald, Phil Mudd, Bill Kelly and Ann Fitzgerald; 
Tilghman Lee, telephone interview; Arnold Hawkins Joe 
Hawkins, Arthur Randolph and Ethel Foreman interview. 

22 Charlotte Ambush and Polly Gutheim interview; Idella Craven 
and Hester Hamilton interview; Ora Lyles interview; 
Tilghman Lee, telephone interview. 

23 Tilghman Lee, telephone interview. 

2+ Howard Lyles, interview by George McDaniel and Phil Mudd; 
Tilghman Lee, telephone interview. 



Chapter 5 

SUMMARY PERSPECTIVE ON 19th CENTURY UP-COUNTY BLACK COMMUNITY LIFE 

All of the black communities surveyed in upper western 

Montgomery County except one were founded over a hundred years 

ago. Two were founded c. 1814 by free blacks, ten after the Civil 

War by freed slaves, and one in the late 1890's. All were founded 

by people who wanted to have their own land, work as a free people, 

and develop their own communities with churches and schools to 

educate their young. 

These founders could lay a solid foundation for the future, 

because unlike most blacks in rural Maryland and further south, 

they managed to escape tenancy by buying enough land -- two, 

five, ten acres --to constitute a homestead. By working their 

land, they provided the basic foodstuffs from garden produce, 

orchards, and animals so that their families could survive and 

perhaps come out a little ahead by bartering their surplus. 

As they had during slavery, the founders depended upon 

one another and upon themselves. They helped neighbors to 

build their own houses, clear their land, butcher animals, and 

preserve the meat. They worshipped together in the log homes 

in the communities and later together built churches. The layout 

of the homesteads reflects their efforts to provide for themselves. 
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As elderly informant Tilghman Lee explained in reference to 

these homesteads, "if there wasn't a building on the spot of 

land, they planted something: fruit trees, garden, or whatever. 

They had to, because they were providing for themselves". 

Of course, there were some remembered as "lazy bums", Of 

one in particular, it is said that 'he never worked a lick. 

Didn't keep a garden. If it wasn't for the animals on the 

mountain (Sugarloaf Mountain), he'd have starved." Since this 

man was the descendant of a half Indian,1  it may have been that 

he could not change to the daily routines of agricultural work 

and preferred the forests. 

But most of the men and women were remembered as hard 

workers. Usually the men were employed as farm laborers and 

were skilled at a variety of trades since they had to depend 

upon themselves to construct their own farm buildings, repair 

and sometimes make their own tools, and grow their own food. 

The women also worked the land, prepared, cooked, and preserved 

its produce; made clothes; washed laundry; prepared and administered 

home rernemdies; reared children; and cared for the elderly. 

Censuses show that these families in the historical com- 

munities consisted usually of two parents, rather than a single 

parent. And oral informants and property deeds show that they 



lived in close proximity to their kin. In many instances 

these communities were extended families, so that the title 

of "uncle" or "aunt't  for older members was not Just a title 

of respect, but one of blood relationship. 

The older generation lived in the log houses that they had 

built when founding the community, but by the last decade of 

the 19th century, the younger generation began constructing 

two story frame houses more in the style of the period -- houses 

that did not remind a person of "slavery-time days", as did log 

houses 2 

The first two generations developed institutions in the 

community -- churches, schools, and lodges. These institu-

tions served important religous, cultural, social and economic 

needs of the community. Of the three, the church was most 

central to their life, and the school furthest from their 

control since it was directed and financed by a school board 

and political system prejudiced against their needs. The 

lodges/benefit societies have been superseded by insurance 

companies and by the social security system of the government. 

Their social and entertainment functions have been replaced 

by discos, restaurants, schools, and bars in towns, and by 

television in the home. 

I" 



The land in most of these communities is no longer cleared 

and cultivated, but is now mostly residential lots with lawns 

and trees; some now unithabited lots have grown up in woods and 

thickets. In communities like Sugarland, little visible evi-

dence remains of the historical character. Three-fourths of 

the houses in the communities today are of relatively recent 

construction, ranging from brick or frame ramblers to mobile 

homes. 

Despite these changes, descendants of the original founders 

still live in the communities -- five, six, seven, or more 

generations removed. There also remain a number of significant 

buildings and houses of the 19th century communities, and some 

elderly, knowledgeable oral informants who can still recall their 

community founders, some of whom can be seen in the old photo-

graphs they keep (several are reproduced in the text). 

The historical communities were founded on faith, a faith 

that things would improve. Like black communities elsewhere 

in the nation, they grew to resemble both a prison and a fortress, 

pending those improved racial conditions. They can be considered 

a prison, in that the freedom of their citizens -- that is, 

their open access to jobs, schools, restaurants, and ideas --

was constrained by prejudices, laws, and customs of the society 

around them; they can be considered a fortress in that the 

// 



community was a haven for its members from the hostile en-

viroriment and provided opportunities for worship, leadership, 

social gatherings, and cultural expression. They never, how-

ever, developed sufficient capital, land or population to provide 

jobs for their own, unlike the black urban communities. This 

was a critical shortcoming, because eventually young members 

had to move in search of better jobs, especially as farm work 

and other occupations were mechanized. 

Nonetheless, many descendants continue to live in the 

communities. They want to stay and see them improved, so 

that their children can remain on or return to their ancestral 

land. Studies such as this one reveal the longevity and cultural 

heritage of these communities, and, it is hoped, the need for 

more recognition of this heritage in county policy. 

FOOTNOTES 

David Moody is identified in the History of Carrollton Manor 
by William Grove (1929), p. 14.07, as a half Itdian. 
Telephone interview with Tiigbman Lee, September 10, 1979; 
Telephone interview with Arnold Hawkins, September 19, 1979. 
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Part II 

COMMUNITY HISTORIES 

INTRODUCTION 
Thirteen black communities in upper western Montgomery 

County were surveyed as part of this project: Big Woods, 

Blocktown, Clarksburg, Hyattstown, Jerusalem 3onesv111e, 

Martinsburg, Mt, Ephraim, Seneca/Berryville, Sugarlazid, 

Thompson's Corners  Turnertown, and White Grounds. Map 1 shows 

these communities. Twos  Big Woods and Mt. Ephraim, had been founded 

early in the 19th century (c. 1814) by free blacks. Six were 

settled after the Civil War by freed slaves: Blocktown, Jeru-

salem Jonesville, Sugarland, Turnertown, and White Grounds. 

Two, Clarksburg and Martinsburg, were preexisting white com-

munities, around which freed slaves were able to acquire land 

after the Civil War. Little historical evidence remains of 

the black settlement of the other three communities -- Hyatts-

towns  Thompson's Corner and Seneca/Berryville -- (the latter 

considered as one community).* 

The communities Will be presented in alphabetical order 

covering the following topics: present descrIption of the com-

munity, its hIstory including its dates of establIshment and its 

founding families, the pace of development, the community's 

appearance in the first quarter of the 20th century, its major 

institutions, and sites of special significance. Maps re-

creating the layout of seven of the communities in the period 

between 1900 and  1925  were developed by student intern Steven 

*For documentation and detailed descriptions of each site discussed 
in these community histories, refer to its Maryland Historical 
Trust Inventory Form. 
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Doolittle with the assistance of community members, and are in-

cluded. These seven were selected because of their historical 

significance and because they were smaller in size than Clarksburg, 

Martinsburg, and Big Woods and therefore could be mapped more 

readily. These maps are based on current tax base maps, deeds, 

and oral recollections of current community residents about the 

layout of each parcel of land. Since 1925  these communities and 

family homesteads have changed drastically so that most bear little 

resemblance to the places that the founders and their immediate 

descendants created and lived in. The creation of these maps permits 

us to peer behind the curtain of time and perceive the physical 

world of these historical cornnnmities. 

The final part of each community profile is a list of the sur-

veyed sites, identifying the historical significance of each site. 

The list is based on the assumption that all standing historical sites 

(pre-1925) are significant, since comparatively few of the historical 

total have survived and even fewer will survive into the next 

decade. Definitions of significance of all historical sites were 

refined as follows: 

• "Site" means that the building is no longer standing 
but was surveyed because it was Important as part of 
the historical community. 

• "Historical Resource" means that the building is still 
standing and is important as existing evidence of a 
house type of the historical community, 

• "Significant Historical Resource" means that the building 
is still standing and is: 1) an example of a now rare 
building technique in the survey area or 2) is associ-
ated with a founding family of the community or 3) was, 
or still is, a center of the community. 



It is hoped that the list for each community will be helpful 

in establishing conservation priorities. A supplementary docu-

nient contains summary descriptions of every site surveyed. Full 

Maryland Historical Trust survey reports and photographs are on 

deposit at the Montgomery County Library, the Montgomery County 

Historical Society, the Park Historian's Office of the M-NCPPC, 

and the Maryland Historical Trust. 
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BIG WOODS 

Present Description 

The Big Woods community is located north of Beallsville 

over a larger area than the other communities surveyed. Today 

the community consists of approximately 50 houses located along 

Beallsville Road and Big Woods Road. The old road that ran 

east-west from Beallsville Road to Oakland Mills is now no 

longer a thoroughfare, yet still has some houses along it as 

well as a church cemetery, still in use. Most of the community 

now is wooded except for homesites. The houses today are of 

varying types of construction, most of them modern. However, 

some of the old log and frame houses remain. ct. Zion Methodist 
Church, recently remodelled, stands on the west side of Beallsville 
Road near its junction with the old Big Woods Road and continues to 
be the center of the community, as it has for almost a century. 

His tory 

Big Woods is the oldest black community in the sur'ey areas  

having been founded by two free black families in the antebellum 

era. In 1813, James Spencer acquired 50 acres from Thomas Morton. 

Identified in the deed of sale as a former servant, he may well 

have been a slave freed by Morton. Although the Spencer house is no 

longer standing, several families in the community -- such as the 

Orileys, Cravens, Hacketts, Hailmans, and Bells -- are descendants 

and have photographs of members of the Spencer family (Figure 33). 

The Spencer burying ground remains near the Spencer homesite along 

the old Big Woods Road (Figure 3)4). 



py by George McDaniel. Idella Craven collection. 

Figure .3 . Theresa Hackett Lewis, a descendant of 
the Spencer family, c. 1900, Big Woods. Mrs. Lewis 
was the maternal aunt of Idella Craven in Big Woods 
and the granddaughter of Sarah Catharine Spencer Hackett. 
Her clothes are indicative of those worn on special 
occasions in these communities near the turn of the 
century. 



(Lo'  
The cemetery contains wooden uninscribed grave 

markers surrounded by a rail fence. Oral informants, Idella 
and Walter Craven and Florence Hailman, remember 
that the markers were once painted white)  and the names painted 

brown. The site is now abandoned and grown up in woods. 

The other founding family of Big Woods was the Awkard 

family. In 18+6 Rev. Elijah Awkard purchased 37 acres along 

old Big Woods Road. By the Civil Ware  Awkard owned 163 acres 

having one of the largest holdings of land of any black in tke county. 

In the post-bellum era, Awkard was a Methodist minister in 

3erusalem; the modern Elijah Methodist Church in Jerusalem was 

named after him. As with the Spencer family, only the family 

burial ground remains near the Awkard home site with inscribed 

gravestones. Elijah Awkard's property is identified in the 

Hokins Atlas of 1879 (Map 2). 

Pace of Develooment 

In the 1870s  and 1880s black families began moving into 

the area and buying small parcels (one to five acres). They 

purchased land from the Hempstone estate, a large white-owned 

farm that was put up for sale in the 1870 a, and from other 

white families; later in the 1330s from the Awkard farm when it 

was divided. Among these settlers were the Onley, Brown, 

Owens Diggins, Hutchinson, Le and Mer -_ez families. 

After Emancipation, the new settlers built small two-story log 

houses with two rooms down and two up. The most prosperous 

early settlers and most of the first generation of descendants 

constructed two-story frame houses in the style common to 
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Figire31. The Spencer family cemetery, Big Woods. These wooden grave markers were painted white 
and names painted brom. The paint has since washed off. This land was purchased in 1814 by the 
Spencer family, (Figures 67-71). This is the earliest black grave yard in the survey area, and one 
of t idest in the state. photograph by Anne Le 
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the era. Three old log houses still remain (the Isaac Owens, 

Fred Hamilton, and Lewis Brown houses) but they are abandoned 

and in deteriorating condition. Figure 55 is the abandoned log 

house of Isaac Owens built in the late 180089. A half dozen or 

more frame houses remain, and some are still inhabited, the most 

handsome example of which is the John T. Onley house, built c. 1899. 
Like Jerusalem and Jonesville, the community that emerged by the 

late 19th  century was entirely black. 

Early 20th Century Community Appearance 

By the early 20th century the community was completely 

settled, consisting of adjacent small farmateads along all 

three roads. At this time the area was more lightly wooded 

than it is today. Life-long resident Florence Hailman recalls 

that she could see from one homestead to another, especially 

in the area north of the new Big Woods Road. The houses were 

surrounded by cleared yards, with outbuildings behind the 

houses such as a meat house, privy, hen house, and hog pen 

at a further distance. There were also vegetable gardens and 

fruit trees, the products of which were gathered and stored by 

families. Numerous community members, such as Ide1la Craven, Hester 
Hamilton, and Ida Hallman,,continue these practices and have passed 

t them on o their children.-'- 
Ccun.ity nstitutiors 

Big Woods was sufficiently large to have its own community 

institutions. In facts  the t. Zion M.E. Church in Big Woods, 

founded in 1867, was one of the first black churches founded in 

the county in the years aer enancipation. One of the church 

trustees was Philip Speie, descendant of the free black 
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Figure35. Owens-Diggins log houses  Big Wooda ThIs abandonc.d, two st;ory log house, built c. 1b/3 
represents the type built by freed slaves on the land they acquired in the last decades of the 
19th century in Montgomery County. Such houses were built from trees felled nearby, hewed, and 
raised into place by cooperative labor of the community. Photograph by Anne Lewis 
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founder of the community. In the 1880's that church was replaced 
(Fizure 36) 

on a nearby site by another ones  ,hich resembled small Methodist 

churches built later in other rural communities, such as Sugarland 

and Martinsburg., Florence Hailman, who was reared in Big Woods 

in the early 1900's,  recalls that after construction of the second 

church, the first one was used as the social gathering hail. It 

had been the schools  toot  and is shown on the 1879 Hopkins Atlas 

(Map 2) next to the Rev. Elijah Awkard's property. In the last 

decade, craftsmen in the congregation, such as William Bell, have 

extensively repaired and remodelled the church and covered the 

weatherboards with brick veneer so that today it is modern in 

appearance. C 
2- 

The old cemetery, which was located next to the first church, 

is still in use s  and the grounds well maintained by community 

residents. Many founders of the community and their descendants 

are buried there. 

Another community institution was the Seilman Lodge of the 

True Reformers1  organized in 1909 by founders of the community --

James and Florence Onley, Flora Anne Onley, Noah and Elizabeth Lee, 

Richard and Julia Mercer, to name a few. In 1915  it was reorganized 

as the Sellinan Council No. 9+7 of the Independent Order of St. Luke. 

The lodge hail was a small one story frame building with the entrance 

in a gable end. Inside was one open room with a stage. The hail 

is still standing, but was moved a short distance in 1949-1950 

and enlarged and converted into an attractive dwelling by the 

present owners William and Florence Bell. Mrs. Bell is a direct 

descendant of the Spencers who founded Big Woods. 
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Copy by George W. McDaniel. Collection of the Mt. Zion Methodist Church. 

Figure . Mt. Zion Methodist Church, Big Woods community. This 
frame church was built in the 1880s and resembled the other Methodist 
churches in the surveyed communities. Behind it is the recently 
constructed Sunday school. 
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Photograph by George W. McDaniel 
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Figure 37 . Remodelled Mt. Zion Methodist Church with members of 
Big Woods community. This is the same church seen in fiure after 
it was remodelled by members of Big Woods in the late 1960s and early 
1970s. Left to right are: Florence Bell, Jane Stearns, Ida Hailman, 
Idella King Craven, Walter Craven, and Florence Hailman. Each 
contributed to the survey. 
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Near the turn of the century a separate school house was 

built on the west side of Beallsville Roads  ending the use of 

the church as a school. Like the other black schools in the 

survey area, it consisted of one rooms  but was later doubled in 

size. The building no longer stands but former students who 

still reside in the community recall the school's history.3  Figure 
58 shows the 45 students with their teacher Hazel Green in 1929. 
Interest in education &ontinues in the community as exenlPlified—.\  
Historical Resources of Siecial Significance / 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to 

historical significance: 

• Lewis Brown house 

• Owens-Diggins house 

• Seilman Lodge of True Reformers 

• John T. Onley house 

• Mt. Zion Methodist Church cemetery 

• Mt. Zion Methodist Church 

• Spencer family cemetery 

• Awkard family cemetery 

• Gene Hackett house 

• Richard and Bertha King house 

Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization: 

The wooden grave markers at the Spencer family cemetery 

and the stone markers at the Awkard family lot should be moved 

for safe-keeping to the Mt. Zion cemetery and set up there as 

a memorial to the founders of the community. The log houses 

of Isaac Owens and Lewis Brown could perhaps be rehabilitated, 

by Ida Haliman, a community leader who has taught school for many 
vaar. 
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Copy by George McDaniel. 

Figure 3' Seilman School students, c. 1929,  Big Woods community. 
Among the present members of the Big Woods community seen in this 
photograph are: Florence King Bell, second row; fourth from left, 
Idella King Craven, third row; second from right. 



especially the former, if someone could be foind who needs a 

house. The Owens house is still in soimd condition, whereas 

the Brown house is beginning to deteriorate. 

The John T. Onley house is in need of minor repairs, 

especially,  along the gutters and eaves. Repairs need to be 

made quickly before water damage to this fine house becomes 

more severe. 

Florence Haliman, interview (not taped) by George McDaniel, 
Big Woods cominunity, July, 1978;  Rester Hamilton and Idella 
Craven, interview (not taped) by George McDaniel, Big Woods 
comnrnnity, July, 1979;  Hester Hami1ton and Ida Hailman, 
interview (not taped) by George McDaniel, Big Woods cornnunity, 
July, 1978  and August 1978. 

Florence Haliman, interview (not taped) by George McDaniel; 
William and Florence Bell, interview (not taped) by George 
McDaniel, Big Woods community, July, 1979. 

Persons to be consulted for a history of the Seilman School 
include Idella Craven, Florence Bell, Flavius Hackett, 
Hannah Tibbs Jones, Ida Haliman, and Evelyn Herbert, to 
name a few. 



WESTN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK. HISTORIC SITES SURVEY 

COUNITY: Eig Woods 

PRESTT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL STT ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTRUcTION SIGNMCANCr  

kTkard Family Significant 
Historical Cemetery CV 31 - . 378 Wooded c. 1880 
Resource 

Lewis Brown house Significant CV 31 - P. 500 Fair c. 1873 Historical 
Resource 

Tom Cr'mpton house 
(Site) CU 33 - P. 78 Destroyed late 1800s Site 
M-12J+2-3 

4-. Mt. Zion N.E. ChcI Significant Cemetery CV 4-1 - p. 155 Good c. 1867 Historical M_12_42_4- Resource 

Dan Diggins house - 

(Site) CV 31 - P. 336; Destroyed c. 1878 Site 333; 387 
 

- 

Owens-Diggins Fami1j 

M_12_L4-26 4-1-1 613; No house built on this site 

Awkard-Dig gins 
Property UV 31 - P. 730 No house built on this site 
iI-12-42-7 

3. Gene Hackett house 
U-12-+9-8 CV 31 - P. 109 Good 1880s-1890s Historical 

Resource 

Henry Hackett 
house (Site) CV 4-1 

- p. 65 Destroyed c. 1883 Site 
4-12-4-2 -9 

Fred Hamilton Historical house V 31 - P. 935 Deteriorated 1880s-1890s Resource M-12-4-2-10 
 

Lawrence Hamilton 
Historical house CU 52 - p. 90 Good c. 1927 Resource M-12-1-1-2-11 

Adoiphus Higgins 
house (Site) CV 41 - p. 14-9 Destroyed c.1872-1895 Site 14-12-1+2-12 



WE3TN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SURVEY 

COUNITY: Big Woods (cont.) 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL SITE ON TAX 4AP COIWITION CONSTRUCTION SIGNI'FICANCE 

13. Louisa Hutchinson 
house (Site) CV 41 - p. 258 Destroyed 1870s Site 

1+. Robert Vintcn 
Hutchinson house CV 41 - p. 202 Destroyed c. 1880s Site M-12-42-11+ 

 Elbert Johnson 
house (Site) 
Thomas Johnson hs. (Site) 
M-12-2-15 CU 33 - D. 21 

- 

Destroyed c. 1880s Site 
 Richard King 
house (Site) ]CV 31 - P. 11+ Poor 1880s-1890s Historical M12+216 Resource 

 Lee-Simms house 
(Site) CU 33 - p. 23 Destroyed C. 187+ Site M-12-1+2-17 

 Noah Lee house 
(Site) CV 31 - p. 909 Destroyed 1880-1900 Site 4-12-42-18 

 Richard Lee house 
(Site) CV 31 - p. 96+ Destroyed c. 1868 Site M-12-+2-19 

 Jarnes Lee house 
Hlatorical (Site) CV +i - p. 684 Good c. 1894 Resource M-12-+2-20 

 Richard Mercer 
house (Site) CV 31 - p. 906 Destroyed c. 1892 Site M-12-+2-2l 

 Mt. Zion M.E. 
Church CV 41 - p. 635; Excellent c. 1880s Historical 
M-12-+2-22 639 Resource 

 Henry T. Onley 
house (Site) Cv 31 - p. 551 Destroyed c. 1873 Site M-12-42-23 

24 Henry Thomas Onlev, 
Jr. house V 31 - P. 363 Fair c. 1915 Historical 
M-12-+2-2+ Resource 



WESTN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SRVEY * 
CO'NITY: Big Woods (cont.) 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL 

SITE ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTRUCTION SIGNI?ICANC 
 Janes Onley house 

Historical M-12-'+2-2 CU 33 - p. 509 Poor 1875-1895 Resource 

 John T. Onley 
Historical house CV 31 - p. 84+ Good c. 1899 Resource M-12-+2-26 

 Onley-Canbe11 Historical house CV +1 - p. 595 Good c. 1922 Resource 
I-12-+2-27 

 

 'Ted Onley house 
(Site) 
M-12-+2-28 CU 33 - P. 395 Destroyed c.1875-1895 Site 

 Owens-Diggins Significant house CV +1 - p •  50+ Fair c. 1873 Historical M-12-2-29 Resource 

 Payne house Historical M-12.J+2-30 CU 51 - P. 324 Fair C. 1913 Resource 

 Sellman Lodge 
Historical CV 31 - P. 775 Good c. 1915 Resource 

 Seilrnan School 
late 188s (Site) (Ti 1 - p. 689 Destroyed 1890 ' Site i-12-+2-32 

 Mary Smith. house 
M_J_L2_33 CV 61 - p• 777 Poor c.1875-1895 Historical 

Resource 

3+. Spencer Family Significant Cemetery CV 41 - p. 95 Wooded c. 181+ Historical M-12-~2-3+ Resource 

35. Mose Tibbs house 
(Site) CV +i - p 19 Destroyed c. 1872 Site 



BLOCXTOWN 

Present Description 

Blocktown is a small bi-racial community of modern, well 

kept houses on Slidell Road, just north of its junction with 

Rt. 117. (See Map 1) Two of the old frame houses of the nine-

teenth century remain, but both have been modernized over the 

years. 

Due to recent development along Slidell Road and Rt. 117, 

the boundaries of the historical community of Blocktown are no 

longer in evidence, and the community now seems to be an 

extension of Boyds. 

History 

According to the Inventory of Historical Sites in Western 

Montgomery County, Maryland,1  Blocktown was begun after the 

Civil War as a black counity, and houses were built on wooden 

blocks (portions of railroad crossties) instead of foundations 

to lover construction costs, hence the name, Blocktown. None 

of the residents of the community today recall this account, 

nor do descendants of the founding Jackson family. None of 

theme  however,  knew of another explanation for the name of the 
community. 

The patriarch and matriarch of the 20th century community 

were Thomas A. and Jennie Jackson, who in 1884 purchased 12 
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3. 'Ihoi,itts A. Jackson house, Blocktown. The original section is the two 
Davis 

fr It WUS probably built soon after Jackson's chase of land in 188+. Its overall form re- 
f' ni-hoi. nf h1.,rk and white Ia rners of modest means of the period. 



acres from John and Ellen Darby for $25 (Site #+ on Map 3, 
Blocktown Community). It is likely that their two 
story frame house was built soon thereafter. 
(Figure 3)Accord.ing to Thomas Jackson's great granddaughter 

Louise Onley,  he had been a slave, but she did not know where. 

The 1867 census of freed slaves shows that a Thomas Jackson 

had been a slave of Dr. Nicholas Brewer, and another Thomas 

Jackson had been a slave of Dr. William Brewer. Either person 

could have been Blocktown's Thomas Jackson. 
2 

Pace of DeveloDment 

The early poatbellum history of the community is unclear. 

Deeds do show that families who are known to have been white 

lived there so it was a mixed community, unlike Jerusalem and 

Joneaville. Some of the earlier blacks may have been tenants 

on the property owned by the Derby family along Slidell Road, 

and others may have been small landowners, who either died or 

moved before the time that present-day Jackson descendants can 

remember. For example, one Jackson descendant u.rcha.sed two 

acres for $1,000 in 1908, the high price indicating that a 

substantial house stood on the property. Whether its previous 

owners were vh±te or black is not remembered by oral informants 

and deeds as a rule do not give the race of the owner. 

Early 20th Century Community Auoearance 

In the first quarter of the 20th century, Thomas Jackson's 

descendants purchased tracts of land nearby and settled there 

as shown in Map 3. For example, his son Daniel Thomas Jackson and 
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his wife Mary Florence Bell Jackson bought land adjacent to his 
(Site #2a), 

home in 1908/ Their son Harry Jackson settled on land north of 
(Site #5) 

his grandfather's/and another son William lived on two acres 

that his father had purchased in 1913,  across Slidell Road from 
(Site #6). 

his brother Earry/ In 1923  a daughter of Daniel T. Jackson, 

Gladys Luckett, and her husband William Luckett purchased two 
(Site #1). 

acres a short distance south of her parents' homes  Thus by the 

1920s, Blocktown had become essentially a community of an 

extended family. Only one family of Jackson descendants (that 

of Dorothl Curtis) --remains in the community today, 

Cowmunity Institutions 

The community did not develop its own institutions because 

it was too small and located close to the White Grounds com-

munity in Boyds. Hence residents of this community took 

advantage of the institutions there: attending St. Mark's 

Church on White Grounds Road, Boyds' Negro School, and were 

perhaps members of the Odd. Fellows Lodge on White Grounds Road 

also. In fact, Thomas Jackson was one of the first trustees of 

St • Mark' a Church. 

Historical Resources of Secia1 SiEnificance 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to historical 

significance: 

• Thomas and enie Jackson house 

Sites recommended r abi1itation/stabilization: 

None 



MI 

The Thotas and Jennie .Iackson house was recently rehabili-

tated by a new owner and is in excellent condition. The other 

frame house remaining from the 19th  century -- the Luckett 

family house -- is rental property and is in need of repair. 

Sugarloaf Regional Trails, Inventory of Historical Sites in 
Western Montomery Coimt, ary1and, 1975-197. (Silver ring 
Maryland-National Capitai Park and Planning Commission, 1978), 
P. 33. 
Louise Onley, telephone interview by George McDaniel, 
February, 1979;  Slave Statistics of Montgomery County, 
Maryland, 1867-1868, Municipal Collection, Montgomery 
County Public Library, Rockville Maryland. 

Vz 



WESTN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SVEY 

COWITY: BLOCKTOWN 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL 

SITE ON TL MAP CONDITION C0NSTUCTT 
I. Dorsey,  and Julia 

Carroll house (Site ) 
-13-33-1 DY 51 - P. 919 Destroyed 1870 - 1900 Site 

2.. Daniel and Bell 
Jackson house (Site ) 
1-13-33-2 DY 51 - P. 970 Destroyed 1890 - 1908 Site 

3. Harry Jackson house  
(Site) 
M-13-33-3 DY 51 - P. 596 Destroyed C. 1900 Site 

--. Thornas A. 
Jackson house Significant 
M-13-33-4  DY 51 - P. 808 Very Good c. 188- Historical 

Resource 
 William Jackson 
house (Site) 
M-13-33-5 Dy 1+1- P. 458 Destroyed c. 1870 - 1885 Site 

 31ocktown Tenant 
house (Site) 
-13-33-6 DY 51 - P. 3 Destroyed 1875 - 1890 Site 

 Luckett Fani.iy 
house 
M-13-33-7 DIJ 53 - P. 57 Fair c. 1886 

Historical 
Resource 



CLARKSBURG 

Preaent Descrition 

Today as in the past, Clarksburg is a bi-racial coun1t7 

with pockets of blck homesteads along Rt. 35, Stringtown 

Road, Rt. 121, and east of Clarksburg in the Purdum community 

along Kingstead Road. The black enclaves today still retain a 

number of old log and frame houses some of which were built by 

black carpenters who lived in the coi!lmunity. 

The quality of houses, the brick church, and the impressive ,in- 

scribed,gravestonen reflect the fact that black families there were 

more prosperous than in the other communities. 

His torT 

In contrast to other communities such as Big Woods, Sugar-

land, Joneaville, Jerusalem, Martinsburg, and Mt. Ephraim, land 

ownership by blacks was relatively late here. It is possible 

that blacks owned small parcels of land soon after emancipation, 

but if so those sites do not have houses standing on them 

today, nor are they remembered by elderly informants. 

The oldest documented homesteads were begun in the 1880s 

by freed slaves who purchased land. Three of them were owned 

by brothers -- John Henry Wins, Warner Wins and Benjamin Wims. 

All built two story houses which still stand today. The houses 

of John Henry and Warner were of frame construction, and Ben-

jamin's was of log. All were originally of the same floor 
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plan: two rooms down and two up. According to informants, 

these houses are typical of other black landowners. 

According to Clarksburg oral informant Ethel Foreman, 

Benjamin Wims was a cobbler, and she remembers the workbench 

and tools that he used in his house on Brink Road. Another 

brother, John Henry Wims,  was a mail carrier on the Star Route 

from Clarksburg to Boyds with his two-horse team -- a job 

usually reserved for whites. A photograph of him proudly 

holding his two fine horses appears as Figure 

Pace of Develovment 

Black families settled in several areas around Clarksburg. 

One of the earliest settlements was known as Rocky 11111, south on Rt. 

355, where the Pleasant View N.E. Church and later the Clarksburg 

Negro School were built. The nucleus of the Rocky Hill com- 

munity was the 24  acre tract that Lloyd Gibbs purchased for 

$600 in 1884. Two years after purchasing the land, he gave 

one acre for the site of the future Pleasant View N.E. Church. 

Across the road he constructed a two-story frame house. Warner 

Wims the Moores, and the Masons settled here as well. 

Teachers who taught at the Clarksburg Negro School roomed in 

the Mason family home. The presence of the Wims family has 

survived in the name of Weems Roads  which passed along Warner 

Wims' property. 

Other families settled on "Foreman Hill" along Stringtown 

Road, and east of Clarksburg along Rt. 121 and in. the Purdum 

area. 
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Figure John Henry Wims, mail carrier, shown'holdiflg his two fine horses beside his house on 

the Frederick Road in Clarksburg. Born c. 181+9 as a slave, Wims purchased land in 1885 and built 
his two story frame house soon thereafter. He was one of the few black mail carriers in the County. 

Melvin Wltns Collection. Copy by Joe Davis 
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Early 20th Century Community Auearance 

Some blacks lived in the center of town. John Henry Wims 

house was located close to the post office, a convenient 

location since he carried the mail. His home was a two story 

frame dwelling with decorative woodwork inside and outside, as 

was the vogue at the time. 

Not far from the center of town, along Stringtown Road, 

Robert Perry Foreman purchased land and built a log house in 

1903. It was later enlarged with frame additions resulting in 

a seven room house. In 19321  Foreman's daughter Zelma received 

in acre of land and purchased a two room house for $50. She 

had the house moved on skids with a steam engine to her land, 

hiring Arthur Gibson, a local black carpenter, to add four more 

rooms to her house. 

Scattered throughout the Clarksburg area were settlements 

of productive homesteads, each occupied by families with 

special skills. East of Clarksburg along Rt. 121 and Piedmont 

Road lived the Snowdens and Randolphs, skilled and successful 

farmers, who grew and sold a variety of farm products. 

Figure 4-1 is an aerial photograph of the Snowden farmstead. 

Nearby lived William Eackey and Arthur Gibson, two brothers-in-

law who were capable carpenters. Several houses they built 

remain -- the best example being Gibson's house, constructed in 

1918 and later renovated by Gibson's nephew and namesake, Arthur 

Randolph (Figure42). North of Clarksburg, in the Purdum areas  

lived the Hawkins and the Lyles families who were also 
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Figure4i. Snowden homestead, Clarksburg. This aerial photograpfshows the layout of a small black- 
owned farmstead, one of the most successful in the survey area. The bank barn (rarely seen on 

- 

sites surveyed), pasture, two gardens, hog pen, small brooder houses, and other sheds represented 
tl fforts of the Snowden family to raise and p rye much of their own food. 

(( action of Madessa Snowden. Copied by George laniel 
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FigureL . Arthur Gibson House, Clarksburg. This two story house was built in c. I910 by the Diac 

carpenter, Arthur Gibson., and renovated by Gibson's nephew and namesake, Arthur Randolph. It Is 
perhaps the best preserved of the houses built by black carpenters in the survey area. 

Photograph by George McDaniel 
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farmers. Arnold and Joe Eawkins, who are black, remember that their 

mother was the midwife for the community of both blacks and whites. 2 

Community Institutions 

The church in the Purdum community, the Pleasant Grove 

Church was built in 1868 and is one of the oldest churches 

constructed by freed slaves in Maryland. According to Elsie 

Carter, whose father Warner Wins was born in 18+6, this church 

and the Montgomery Chapel Church at ayattstowm were the first 

two churches built for blacks after slaver7.3 

The John Wesley Methodist Church, formerly the small, 

frame Pleasant View Methodist Episcopal Church, was reportedly 

built in 1878 although the land was not purchased until 1884. 

The present brick structure was built in 192.  It stands 

today as the largest and most architecturally stylish black 

church in the survey area (Figure vs.) 

The Clarksburg Negro School first met in the Pleasant View 

N.E. Church, but later had its own building erected in the 

1880s. This building was later destroyed, and its site is now 

a recreation area. Many current residents of Clarksburg, 
such as Ethel Foreman, Arthur Randolph, and Virginia Gray, 
attended school there and recall the details of school life, 

including the design of the one-room school, the layout of the 

interior and how lessons were taught. They particularly 

remember the responsibilities that students had in the upkeep 

of the school, such as hauling water and chopping firewood. A 

school photograph of these students with their teacher in the 

late 1920s,  copied as part of this survey, appears as Figure44. 



Figure/43 John Wesley Methodist church, Clarksburg. Built in 192 as the replacement for a smaller 
frame church of the 1880s, this brick structure with gothic motifs is the largest and most architec-
turally stylish church in the black communities in the survey area. Behind it is the well kept 
cemetery. 
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Figure )4)4.Clarksburg Negro School Class, C. 1932. Grades one through seven. The sheer number 
(45) and the different ages and abilities of the students of this one room school would have con-
stituted serious challenge to the teaching skills of any person. The teacher, Inez HalL-nan, from 
Bi" ods, is second from the right on the back row. (Collection of Ethel Foreman. Copied by Jo Davis  11 
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Historical Resources of Soecial Significance 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to 

historical significance: 

• Foreman house 

• Arthur and Ella Mae Gibson house 

• Pleasant Grove Community Church and cemetery 

• Thomas and Henrietta Snowden house 

• John Wesley Methodist Church and cemetery 

• Benjamin Wims house 

• John Henry Wims house 

Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization: 

None. The historical houses are either beyond repair 

or in good condition. 

1. Ethel Foreman, interview (not taped) by George McDanie1 
Clarksburg community, February, 1979. 

2 Arnold Hawkins, Joe Hawkins, Ethel Foreman Arthur Randolph, 
interview (taped) by George McDaniel and Karen Sewell, 
Purdum community, February, 1979. 

3. Ethel Foreman, interview (not taped). 



WESTN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SD 1rEY 

C0NIT71r: Clarksburg 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICLL DATE OF 

SITV. ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTP.UCTION 

im I97 

HISTORICAL 
S IGT I I CANCE 

 Clarksburg Negro 
School (Site) EV 1+3 

- p. 1+08 Destroyed c. 1880s Site 

 Foreman house Signif1ct M-13-10.-3 EW 41 - p. 61 Good early 1900s Historical 
Resource 

 Arthur and Ella Mae 
Gibson house EW 32 - p. 612 Good c. 1918 Historical  
M-13-1O-1+ Resource  

1+. Lloyd Gibbs house 
(Site) EV 1+3 - p. 1+08 Destroyed c. 1884 Site 
M-13-1O-5 

 ii11iam L. Hackey 
Historical  house EW 1+3 - p. 61+9 Good c. 1919 Resource urce N-13-1O-6 

 Hawkins Fi1y 

Ic. 1905-1910 
Historical 62 - p. 500; Good Resource 559  

 Jeremiah Lyles 
house (Site) EX 1+3 - p. 887 Destroyed late 19th  cen. Site M-13-1O-8 

 Maurice and Sari 
Hi tor i s ca Mason house (Payne) EV 4-3 - p. 195 Good c. 1910 

M-13-1O-9 Resource  

 Wm. and Rachel Historical Mason house EV 4-3 - p. 1+61+ Poor c. 1922 Resource 11-13-10-10 

1.0. Moore house (Site) 
M-13-1O-1J. EV 1+3 - P. 319 Destroyed c. 1890-1900 Site 

 Pleasant Grove Not Listed Significant Church & Cemetery Good C. 1868 Historical M-13-10-12 On Tax Map Resource 

 Clifton Snowden 
house (Site) EW 33 - P. 726 Destroyed c. 1890-1920 Site 
M-13-1O-13 
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WESTERN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SDVEY 

COUNITY:Clarlcsburg (cont.) 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL SITE ON TAX MA.? CONDITION CONSTRUcTION SIGNIFICANCE 

13. Thomas & Henriettz 
Snowden house 
M-13-10-14  EW 52 - P. 5+1 Good C. 189 

WANOMOMMMOMMMOM 

Significant 
Historical 
Resource 

146 John Wesley M. 
Church 
11-13-10-15 EV 53 - P. 5+0 Good C• 1925 

Significant 
Historical 
Resource 

 Benjamin Wims 
house 
M-13-10-16 EV 62 - P. 784 Good C• 1885 Historical 

Resource 
 John Henry Wims 
house 
M-13-1O-17 SW 31 - P. 233 Good C. 1885 

Historical 
Resource 

 Warner I Tjms house 
-13-10-18  

EV +3 - P. 2+7 Good c. 1891 
Historical 
Resource 
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Collection of Melvin Wirns. Copi& by Joe 
Figure43. Melvin Wims, Clarksbiirg. He is standing on the front parc. 
of the house of his grandfather, John Henry Wims. This photograph of 
around 1914 shows the style of highly for.al  dress for children 

of the period. 



ro 
0 
0 Figure )46.Wims kitchen, Clarksburg. The kitchen of the home of John Henry Wims, now occupied 

by Melvin Wims. The assortment of utensils on the stove, tables, and walls were part of a 
traditional- wood stove kitchen. (Pliotograph by Joe Davis) 



HYATTSTON 

Black historical resources of Hyattstown have virtually 

disappeared. Only Montgomery Chapel remains, and it is 

abandoned. There are no old houses from the historical black 

community still inhabited with one possible exception -- the 

home of Bill Lyles. He did not respond to messages left at 

his house, 80 It could not be surveyed. 

Ethel Foreman from Clarksburg confirmed that all the black 

fa.mi.lies of the historical community had left to find work 

elsewhere. 

His tory 

The Montgomery Chapel indicates the presence of a once 

sizeable black community that dates back to the 1870s  at 

least, since the church was founded at that time. The land 

was given to the church by George Butler, a black landowner 

nearby. As with the Seneca/Berryville community, the loss of 

black historical resources in. Hyattstown exemplifies the 

importance of jobs for the survival of a community, and illus-

trates how fortunate other communities are to have sites and 

owledgeable informants. 

Historical Resources of Secial Significance 

There is no longer an historical black community in 

Eyattstown. Sites recommended for special recognition due to 

historical significance: 

. Montgomery Chapel 



Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization: 

• Montgomery Chapel 

It is abandoned and has been vandalized (Figure 

Ermrts by Friends of Historic Hyattstown to preserve it have 

been fru.itless. It is one of the earliest black churches in 

Montgomery County. 

1. Ethel Foreman interview (not taped) by George McDaniel. 
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Figure 47 Montgomery- Chapel, Hyattstown. This one room frame 
i building s said to have belonged to another church and was moved 

to this site, donated by a black landowner George Butler in l881,. 
Along with other black members of the historical black community of 
Eyattstown, he is buried in the cemetery behind the church. Like 
other churches in black communities, this one also served as a 
school (until 1936). In  196  it ceased operation, and the interior 
has since been vandalized. (Photograph by George McDaniel) 
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WESTN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SVEY 

El 

COUIIT!: Hyattstowr 

PRESEIT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF EISTORICAL 
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Present Descrition 

Jerusalem is a small community of approximately 25 house-

holds located along Jerusalem Road and Jerusalem Church Road 

north of Poolesville. In the heart of the community at the 

junction of Jerusalem and Jerusalem Church Road stands the 

Jerusalem Baptist Church, one of the few black Baptist Churches 

in rural Montgomery County and certainly one of the oldest, 

having celebrated its centennial in 1974. Northwest of the 

present church, along a lane leading from Jerusalem Church 

Road, is the old cemetery near which the original church stood. 

Further from the community, near the junction of Jerusalem 

Road and Rt. 109,  stands the handsome Elijah United Methodist 

Church which also serves the community. The present cinder 

block building with a tall bell tower is the third building to 

stand on the site. Behind it is the old. cemetery. 

Most of the houses in the community are of recent con-

struction with cleared front and back yards and with woods sur-

rounding the tracts. These woods have recently grown up on 

land that was once cultivated. The two surviving log houses --

one built in the 1870s, the other about 17 -- are abandoned 

and in the midst of collapse. Located back in the woods, they 

cannot be seen from the road. The other 13h century house is 

the two story frame dwelling of the Johnscn family, on the 
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south side of Jerusalem Church Road (Site #2 on Map +, Jerusalem 
community). It is still inhabited but in serious need of repair. 

El st or 

The origins of the Jerusalem community are unclear. There 

were plantations in the areas  and it is possible that the 

first log cabins had originally been slave cabins. We do know, 

however, that as a community of free blacks, the Jerusalem 

settlement has existed for 120 years. 

It is reported that the settlement had its beginnings 

during the winter of 1861-62, when General Charles P. Stone, 

conanding Federal forces in the areas  established a camp 

behind Poolesville for runaway slaves from Virginia.1  

Perhaps it was they who named the community Jerusalem, since 

they perceived it as the "promised land". Ora Lyles, born in 

1894 nearby, recalls that older people told her that little log 

cabins were scattered all over the community, and that it re-

sembled a camp. Perhaps these were the temporary houses built 

by the freed slaves. Community tradition also maintains that 

the community was begun by John Harper who was a farm laborer 

and post and rail maker after emancipation. He was allegedly 

given land in return for his services to Wallace Poole. 

However, according to tradition, Poole did not keep the agree-

ment, and Harper received only an acre of the larger tract 

promised him (Site #21 on Map 



Slaves living in the area were probably attracted to the 

community of free blacks. For example, William Robinson, the 

maternal grandfather of Howard Lyles, had been a slave of 

Samuel Milford, who owned the miil nearby on Dry Seneca Creek 

(see Map 2) and whose farm was located along the southern edge 

of the future Jerusalem community (Site #1, Map 10. Not until 1891 did 

Robinson purchase three acres from MiJ.ford (bringing that por- 

tion into the developing community of Jerusalem). But it is 

highly likely that Robinson had previously lived on that pro- 

perty as a tenant before buying it since older residents re- 

member his house as "quite old" and as the only place where he 

lived. 3 

Pace of Develoi,ment 

Title searches on the different parcels of land in this 

community show that most of the landowners acquired their land 

between 1885 and the early 1900s- Compared to the Sugarland 

and Joneaville communities, this time of land acquisition was 

rather late. It is probable, however, that these families had 

been living on the land earlier (in the 1860s or 1870s) and 

were only able to purchase the land after several years of 

residency. The tracts of land that they did purchase were 

adjacent to one anotber so that by the early 1900s a solid 

community of black landowners had developed. 

Though most blacks acquired title later, the first black 

to do so was Wallace Hamilton whose deed is dated 

1876 and whose 2.5 acres cost $75 (Site #16). Three 



years later,  Dennis Hamilton -- perhaps his cousin -- purchased 
(Site #17). 

land adjacent to hi/ The 1900 census listed Wallace Hamilton, 

who was born in 18i-3, and his wife Alice (1814) along with 

their five children. The same census shows Dennis Hamilton, 

born in 1812 and his wife Henrietta (Duffin) in 181. Both 

men are listed as farm laborers. 

Early 20th Century Community kpnearance 

As in the Sugarland community, the land in this now 

forested community was cleared in the early 1900s. "You could 

see from one house to another" as Howard Lyles, grandson of 

William Robinson and lifelong resident of the community re-

called. Map Lf  showing the community layout from 1900  to 192 

indicates the earlier appearance of the Jerusalem community and 

illustrates how the land was used for the cultivation of crops, 

pasturage, garden vegetables and fruit trees. Map 5 shows the 

Frank Dorsey homestead around 1900, as it is remembered by oral 

informants. The space around the house was probably more 

extensively used than shown -- more like the layout of the 

Tilghman Lee homestead today (Map 12). 

According to Lyles, the clearing of the land. was a "to.. 

getherness project". The ccmmi.uiity pitched in to help a 

neighbor. "The men would grub up wild underbrush and work that 

land so that it would produce crops. The women were right there 

toot  preparing the meals for them". 

The cooperation among the community residents extended into 

other areas of daily life. "If you had someone in your household 
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sick, and needed constant cares  that care was there day and 

night". Deep religious faith was integral to the old com-

munity, says Lyles. "What they had been through as slaves 

drew them closer to God. In those days the church was the 

gaithering point." And in rearing their families, especially 

on Sunday mornings, they had a family prayer together. 

Community Institutions 

The Jerusalem Baptist Church, the community's first insti-

tution, began in the log home of Robert Williams (Site l, Map +) 

on property he purchased in 1877,  but had been founded in 1874 

according to church tradition. Near the turn of the 20th 

century a two story frame building with a balcony (Site #10) was 

built by George Dorsey, a black carpenter and resident of the 

community. The two story structure burned, and the present 

structure was built about 1922  on a new site (Site #8a) 

on land donated by one of the founding faniilies -- the Clarkes. 

The original cemtery (Site #ic) is still in use. 

Fire destroyed the records of the Elijah United Methodist 

Church, but its church history dates that church from 1871, 

the first church having been built on the ground given by John 

Adams of Poolesville. Several churches have since stood on 

that spot, the most recent (built after 1950)  being the hand-

some church used by the congregation today. 

As in other aspects of community life, blacks had to pro-

vide their own education for themselves. Since in the 19th 

century and first quarter of the 20th there was no county-built 

school for black students, they had to attend school in the 
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Loving Charity Hal1 located behind Elijah's Methodist Church 

(Figure (This is identified in Hoykins Atlas as the 

"Colored School north of Poolesville".) In 192  citizens of 

Jerusalem and other nearby black commimities raised money to 

buy property for a new school for which the Rosenuald fimd5  

paid the construction costs. The educational experience of 

blacks in Jerusalem is but one example of the historical 

neglect on the part of the county for the educational needs of 

black chjldren and of the efforts of blacks to meet the edu-

cational needs of their children.6  

Historical Resources of Soecial Sinificanoe 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to 

historical significance: 

• Dennis and Henrietta Hamilton log house 

• Frank and Mllie Dorsey log house - (Figure 13) 

• Johnson family house 

• Jerusalem Baptist Church and cemetery 

• Elijah Methodist Church and cemetery 

• McPherson-Harmer house 

Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization: 

• Johnson fani.J.y house 

This house bu.1t by the community carpenter, George 

Dorsey, near the turn of the 20th century. It has no running 
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F e 43 The Poolesvllle Negro School class, c '909. Behind tiie students is the Imposing Lrg 
C ty Hall, the downstairs of whIch was used Lie school. The hail now demolished, served a 



water and is in a poor state of repair, though its framing 

timbers may still be sound. The house is owned by a number of 

heirs today; no one takes adequate responsibility for its up-

keep. The two log houses in the community are abandoned, in 

ruins, and beyond stabilization. The more recently built 

churches and houses of the 1910s and 1920s,  such as the George 

and Cra Lyles house and the McPherson-Harper house, are in 

good condition, and do not require stabilization at this time. 

Untitled study in Maryland Collection, Montgomery County 
Library. 

Ora Lyles, interview (taped) by George McDaniel, Phil Mudd y  
Bill Kelley, and Anne Fitzgerald; Joe Harper, interview 
(not taped), by George McDaniel, Jerusalem community, 
September, 1978. 

3, Howard Lyles, interview (taped) by George McDaniel, Jerusalem 
community, January 26, 1979. 

f. Ibid. 

Rosenwald Fund - a foundation begun by the owners of Sears-
Roebuck, Inc. that gave money for construction of black 
schools throughout the South, and for public health 
improvements. 

These educational concerns are more fully described in 
History of the Black Public Schools of Montgomery County,  
Maryland, 12-1961, by Nina Clarke and Lillian Be Brown. 



WSTN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLAa HISTORIC SITES SVEY 

CO1flfONITY: JERUSALEM 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL SITE ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTRUCTION STGNTTNCE 

 Clarke Family 
houses (Sites) 
M-17-51-1 CT 32,33,73 Destroyed c. 1890s Sites 

 David Copeland 
house (Site) 
M-17-51-2 CU 31 - P. 90 Destroyed c. 1881 Site 

 Frank & Mollie 
Dorsey house Historical 
M-17-51-3 CT 33 - P. 177  Deteriorated C. 1890s Resource 

+. George Dorsey 
Family house (Site) 
M-17-51-+ CT 33 - P. 125 Destroyed c. 1890s-1900s Site 

5. James Dorsey house 
(ate) 
M-17-1-5 CU 31 - P. 793 Destroyed c. 1900 Site 

6. Wm. H. Dorsey 
house (Site) 880 & 
M-17-51-6 CU 31 - P. 882 Destroyed c. 188+ Site 

7. Thizzie, Grimes 
house Historical M-17-51-7 CT 33 - P. 314 Good c. 1913 Resource 

0. J0rLfl & Mary 
Hallian house(Sit 
M-17-51-8 CT 33 - P. 371+  Destroyed c. 190+ Site 

9.Dennis Eamilton - 
Signif1ca€ house 

M-17-51-9 CT 33,635117,126  Deteriorated c. 1879 Historical 
Resource 

 Wallace & Horace 
Historical Hamilton houses 

M-17-51-10 CT 33 - P. 13 Deteriorated early 1900s Resource 

 John & Annie 
Harper house(Site)  
M-17-51-1l CT 33 - P. 317 Destroyed possibly 1880 Site 

12: Jerusalem Baptist Significant Church & cemetery Historical M-17-51-12 CT 32 - F. 32 Excellent c. 1922 Resource 



WESTN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC STES SURVEY 

CCUNITY: JEFJJSAL (cont,) 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF 

SITE ON T-A-t MAP CmT'PT rflT'T 
HI ST CR1 CAL 

TT' r' 

13. Jerusalem Church 
Parsonage (Site) 

M-17-51-13 CT 33-  P. 19 Destroyed c. 1918 Site 

14. George & Ora 

Lvles house Historical 

M-17-51-14  CT 33 - P. 265 Good c. 1924- Resource 

15. Ann Maria & Wm. 
Moore house(Site) c. 188'+ & 
M-17-51-15 CU 31 - P. 770  Destroyed early 1900s Site 

16: William & Mary 
Lyles house(Site) 
M-17-151.-16 CT 33 - P. 311 Destroyed c. 1890-1902 Site 

17. McFherson-iiarper 
house 
M-17-51-17 CT 33 - P. 169 Good C. 1913 Historical 

Resource 
18: Eart1ey 400re 

house (Site) 
M-17-51-18 CU 31 - P. 825 Destroyed c. 1890-1900 Site 

; .00i.esvi..i.e 
Schocl(Sites 1&2) late 1800s & 
M-17-51-19 CT 23 - P. 876  Destroyed 1926  Site 

 Susie Proctor 
house (Site) 
M-17-51-20 CT 33 - P. 255 Destroyed c. 1912 Site 

 T11iam & Virgini 
Robinson house C. 18911 or 
(Site)M-17-51-21 CT 33 - P. '+26 Destroyed earlier Site 

 Robert Williams 
house (Site) 
M-17-51-22 CU 31 - P. 770 Destroyed c. 1877 Site 

23; E1ij& 
United Methodist Significant 
Church Historical 
M-17-51-23 CT 23 - P. 876 Excellent c. 1950 Resource 

2.0 .'Jis-oore house 
M-17-51-2'+ CT 32 - P. Good 1880-1900 Historical  

Resource 



WESTERN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SURVEY 

CO UNITY: JERUSALE! (cont.) 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL 

SITE ON TAX MAP CMMTTT0N rn7,T.qT*PT7rTTnm TTT' 

25. Johnson Family 
house 
M-17-51-25 CT 33 - P. 387 Fair 

Historical 
c.  1896 Resource 



 

Figure 49 Frank Dorsey log house, Jerualern. With one room down and one up, and a frame shed 
kitchen on the back length, this house was smaller than most. Like other log houses of black 
families in the survey area, this one will soon collapse, leaving little trace of its existence 
above ground. Photograph by Anne Lewis 

ro 
co 
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Figure 50 • Frank and Mollie Dorsey, Jerusalem. 
Iave inc. 1861. Soon after their marriage in 
small log house seen In figure 249 where he lived 

(Collection of Beulah 

Frank was born a 
1893, he built the 
the rest of his lIf. 
Calrke. Copied by Anne/ 

Lewis) 
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Figure .51.Descendents of two communities/ing; Lawrence Turner of 
Jonesville; Virginia McKilroy in the chair, and Evelyn(Moore) Harper of 
Jerusalem. Behind them is the two story frame house of William Noore, 
built in the 1890s  in Jerusalem as the replacement of his original log 
house. This succession of house types was typical in black communities. 

I - .. - -' -. .3. I.3 * 1 •3 ** - - .3 - -. 4 
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figure 52 Ora Lyles, Jerusalem, is holding a photograph of her mother, 
Josephine Duffin 11cPherscn, born in 1862. The Duf fin family has been 
traced to the turn of the 19th century, and is one of the oldest 
documented black families in the county. 

(Photograph by George McDaniel) 



JONESVILLE 

Present Deseriton 

Jonesville is a small community north of Poolesville 

between Jonesville Road and Cattail Road. It consists of 15 

or more houses and mobile homes at the end of Jonesville Road. 

Much of the land is either wooded or in residential lots. 

Thus its appearance today does not reflect its history which 

extends back for more than a century. Five of the old, houses 

from the community still remain and a few informants have sur- 

vived to tell of the old houses and ways of life. 

History 

Like only one other community, Turnertown, in the survey area, 

Jonesville received its name from the founding families, Erasmus Jones 

and Richard Jones, who may have been brothers. The first 

tract of 9 1/8 acres was purchased in. 1866 by Erasmus Jones. 1,Thi1e 
Jones 

the identity of Erasmus/and the location of his house are not 

remembered, the home of Richard Jones still stands. 

He purchased nine acres in 1871+ from the heirs of Joseph 

Bruner, a white farmers  whose residence was shown on the 

Martinet and Bond's Mao of Montgomery County of 186.51.  (Map 6) 

It was part of the tract of Aix la chappelle, a plantation 

nearby where Erasmus and Richard Jones may have worked. 

Pace of Development 

In the late 1800s and early 1900s other black families 

settled in the Jonesville community. They were either 
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descendants of Erasmus and Richard Jones or had married into 

the family or were simply seeking available land. These 

people included the families of Basil Bailey, Mary Genus, 

Horace Genus Thomas Harper, Levin Hall, George Martin, Henry 

Noland, and Perry Davis. The homes of Noland and Davis are 

shown on the Hopkins Atlas map of the Medley District (Map 2). 

Early 20th Century Community Aearance 

At this time Tonesville Road continued from Jerusalem 

Road to Cattail Road, and the land was cleared so the community 

was not an isolated cul-de-sac as it is today. As the map of 

the historical community  in the first quarter of the 20th cen-

tury (Map 7) shows, the houses were surrounded by gardens and 

outbuildings and one could see all the way to Cattail Road. 

The home of Richard Jones, later of Levin Rail, and now 

of the Sims family (still standing, Figure 53)  was 1fle most 

log houses of black families after emancipation in Montgomery 

county! ai 10iA eZnce it stood two stories high and 

contained two rooms down and two up. Close by was the dwelling 
(Site #7). 

of Mary Genus Davis! A smaller frame house of one room down 

and one up it still stands today. Next to it stood the home 
(Site #6). 

of Horace Genus, the son of Mary Genus Davis! Like the houses 

built by the second generation in other communities it was a 

two story frame house with two rooms down and two up and had 

decorative features that were popular near the turn of the 

century. Similar in construction and design were the homes of 

Basil Bailey and Solomon Owen on Cattail Road (still standing) 

(Sites 3 and 1). 
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Figure53 . Jones-Hall-Sims :Log house, Jonesville. Probably built in 1874,  this was the home of 
Richard Jones, who helped found the Jonesville community. Changes include the addition of a two 
story frame block to the back length, weatherboards over the logs, and a shed porch to the front. 
In 1896 Levin Hall purchased the house, and four generations of his descendants live there today. 

?hotograph by George McDaniel 

r\) 



The third generation continued with these building traditions, 

as can be seen in Figure 5'/ )  the house constructed by Elmer 
(Site #13).--- 

Jones c. 192/ Thus the houses in Jonesville reflect the tran- 

sitions in housing of black landowning families from the period 

a'ter emancipation through the 20th century and indeed up to 

the present. 
tommuriity Iristitution 

Institutions such as churches and schools did not develop 

within Jonesville itself, probably because it was less acces-

sible than the nearby Jerusalem coriity located along 

Jerusalem Road and the Beallsville-Poolesville Road. For 

this reason the members of the Jonesville community belonged 

to the two churches in Jerusalem, attended school in Jerusalem, 

and were probably members of the Loving Charity  Society there. 

Historical Resources of Special Significance 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to histor- 

ical signiftcance: 

• Basil Bailey house 

• Mary Genus Davis house 

• Thomas Harper house 

• Jones-Hall-Sims house 

• Elmer Jones house 

• Solomon Owens house 

Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization 

• Mary Genus Davis house 

9 Jones-Hall-Sims house 



Figure 54. Elmer Jones house, jonesviile. The two story friue sectIon was builL between 1915 ad 
1925 by Elmer Jones. His descendants continue to live in the house. Jones was a jack-of-all 
trades -- carpenter, stone mason, bricklayer. His house Is representative of the type built 
for the more prosperous landowners in the black communities throughout the county and state 
around the turn of the 20th century. / iPhntnraDh by GeorRe McDaniel) 



These two houses were the first built in the community by 

its founders and need repairs. The structures themselves are 

still sound. Both are still inhabited by descendants of the 

founders. 

Today the members of the Jonesville community still re-

tain some of the traditional ways of life and are concerned 

about the preservation of their community's heritage. The 

Sims family are trying to rehabilitate the Jones-Hall-Sims 

house since it is so much a part of their family's history. 

Imong the families interviewed during the survey they are one 

of the relatively few who continue to produce their own food, 

raising and butchering their own hogs, and curing the meat, and 
af /f7' 

growing their own vegetables. In the fall as part of this 

survey, students from a class in Maryland history at Montgomery 

College participated in a hog butchering with them and recorded 

their methods in a photo essay (Figure r3). 

—(Site #5) 
The Harper family house in Joneaville/was dismantled and 

reassembled in 1976 at the Brookside Nature Center in Wheaton 

Regional Park as an example of "a pioneer cabin" • It has been 

changed radically from its earlier appearance but three of the 

Harper brothers are still lIving. Two of them, Joe and Cole 

Harper, reside in the Jerusalem community nearby. All 

three could participate in historical workshops or 
tours of the house as oral informants for school groups and 

could provide a ricii history, not only of the Jonesvilie com-

munity, but of the black exerience in Montgomery County. 
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WESTN MONTGOMERY COUNTY ?LACK HISTORIC SITES SDVEY 

C0fl1DNITY:Jonesvil1e 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PHYSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL 

SITE ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTRUCTION SIGNIFICANCE 

 Easil Bailey Historical house 
1899  

Resource 
CT - o. 70 Fair 

 Mary Genus Davis - $ignricant house Historical I-17- -2 CT 343 -p 689 Fair c. 1870-1890 Resource 

 Horace Genus 
house (Site) 

- 

1-1-17-8-3 CT 343 -p. 717 1 Destroyed c. 1911 Site 
. Thomas Harper 
house (Site) 

Wheaton Regional 
Late 18th cen. 

,', 7  - ~7-8-4 
Park's 
Brookcside Early 19th 
Nature Center Recontructed century Site 

 Jones-Hal1-Sins 
Significant house 
Historical 

CT 4 - 0, 497 Fair -  c. 187+ Resource 
 Dennis Z Henry 
Jones (Site) 
M.17_8_6 

- CT3'43 
527& 

-p. 529 Destroyed Unknom Site 

 Elmer Jones house 
M-17-8-7 Historical  

CT 
6 

343p. Good 191-192 
Resource 

 Frank Jones house 
(Site) 
14-17.8-8 

CT 43 
- . 495 Destroyed c.1870- 1890 Site 

 George M. Martin 
house Historical 
1-17-8-9 

CT 43 - P. 390 Good c. 1880s Resource 

 Noland house (Site) 
M -17-8-10 

CT 43 - P. 769 Destroyed Late 1880s Site 

II. Solomon Owens 
house Historical 
M17811 CT 343 

- p. 890 Fair c. 1901 Resource 

I 
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MART IISBURG 

Present Description 

Martinsburg is a small community centered at the junction 

of white's Ferry Road and the Martinsburg-Dickerson Road. 

Although comparatively few of the 30  or 40 houses of the his-

torical black community remain standing, those few that have 

survived, along with three important community buildings, have 

significant connections to the rich history of the community. 

For the most part s  the houses and buildings are still occupied 

and are well kept. 

His tory 

Martinsburg began as a cross-roads village before the 

Civil War with a store, a post office, and a blacksmith's 

shop. From its beginning it was a bi-racial community. Some 

of the early black settlers had been slaves in the vicinity, 

although one mane  Nathan Nailor, was allegedly free before 

the Civil War and had purchased his wife, who had been a 

slave. After emancipation the ex-slaves stayed in the community, 
purchased land, and continued to work as farmers, farm laborers, 

or craftsmen. Most blacks owned small homesteads of one to five 

acres though Nathan Nailor owned more than 90.1 

Among these freed slaves was a man named Major Graham. He 

was identified in the 1867 census of treed slaves in Montgomery 

County as the former slave of Margaret A. Hickmri, whose farm 

was on the east side of Elmer School Road. His son, Lemuel 

Graham, born in 189+, still lives in the Martinsburg area in 



his family's house. Other founders of Martinsburg whose names 

appeared in the 1867 census were: Albert Green, Gilmore Green, 

James Ridout, and John Peters (a blacksmith and the maternal 

grandfather of Lemuel Graham). 

Pace of Develoment 

The begizming point for the black community was on the 

sunit of the hill northwest of the junction of Martinsburg 

Road and Ferry Road, near the present-day cemetery of 

Warren X.E. Church. Ninety-seven acres there had been pur-

chased for $1,1i-1 by Nathan Nailor in 1866, and on a portion 

of this tract a samU church was built. In the late 1800s the 

church building was moved down to its present site on White's 

Ferry Road, and in 1903 a new church was constructed by Scott 

Be11 a white carpenter hired from Poolesville. In the late 

1800s other black settlers purchased land on the Martinsburg-

Dickerson Roads  White's Ferry Road7  and Elmer School Road. Not 

far from the heart of Martinsburg, other blacks lived along 

Trundle Road and Club Eollow Road. Of the original center of 

the community, little remains except for the cemetery and 

several houses. Most of the hilltop itself is wooded, and the 

road is in poor condition. 

Of all the communities studied in the up-county area, 

Martinsburg is the most thoroughly identified in the 182 

pkins Atlas of MontRomery Cimty (Map 2). Whereas the other 

black conunities that are known to have been in existence at 

that time -- such as Sugarland or Jerusalem -- were not 
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indicated on the map, in Martinsburg ftve houses of black 

families were identified by name: those of Gilmore Green, John 

Peters, Isaac Warren James Ridout, and Albert Thompson. The 

last three are still standing. Photographs of Albert Thompson and 

John Peters were copied as part of the survey (Figures and EL). Als 

shown in the atlas is the site of the blacksmith shop of John 

Peters, 

Early 20th Century Community Appearance 

Oral informants Evelyn Herbert and Leniue]. Graham 
remember that in the first quarter of the 
20th century, there were about 4c black homesteads in the 

Martinsburg vicinity. Community centers had developed along 

two road junctions -- Martinsburg and White's Ferry Road. 

along Elmer School and White's Ferry Roads. Near the former 

were the church, school, and benefit society lodge. Also the 

homes of prominent blacks were built nearby: John Peters, 

Albert Thompson, GiJ.more Greene  and Isaac Warren. Near the 

other junction were the stores  post office, blacksmith's shop, 

and the home of James Ridout, another prominent black land-

owner. The road from the old cemetery on the hill also inter-

sected White 's Ferry Road near this junction.2  

Community Irstitutions 

Martinsburg is the only rural black community in Maryland 

known to still have the three principal institutions of the 

historical community -- the church, school and benefit society 

lodge -- still standing in its center. Warren M.E. Church was 

named after Isaac Warren, a member of its first board of 
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Figure Portrait of Albert Thompson, Martinsburg. A former slave 
born in 1817,  Thompson was one of the founders of the black communi-
ty in Martinsburg. His residence is shown on the Hopkins Atlas of 
Montgomery County of 1879, map  2 . His son Charles was a black-
mith in Martinsburg, and his granddaughter, Evelyn Herbert, taught 

school there. (Collection of John Thompson. Copied by George McDaniel) 
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F.gure5 .POrtrait of John Peters, MartinsbUrg. Born c. as a s'ave, re 

was a blacksmith in MartinsbUrg and was obviously prosperous. This is 
- r.r1-rr Nrn blacksmith to have sur 

one of the very few prxotograPfl w. . yt'i* 

vived. His grandson Lemuel Graham inherited his manual dexterity. 
(Collection of Lemuel Graham.Copied by. 



trustees. The handsome frame church with gothic motif s, 

constructed in 1903,  is still in use and shares its minister 

with the Mt. Zion Church in the Big Woods community. A 

painting of the church by resident Lemuel Graham appears as 

Figure 67- Close to the church is the lodge hall for the 

Loving Charity Society, a community benefit society found 

throughout Maryland and Virginia, and headquartered in Richmond Va. 

The large two-story and once attractive hail (Figurel 51) was 

constructed c. 1911+ by carpenter Scott Bell (who had built the 

Warren M.E. church in 1903).  Like other lodge halls, the 

building served as a community center for plays, dances, lec- 

tures and other coimity activities. It is one of the few 

lodge halls in the state that has survived. 

Iext to the church is the one room Martinsburg Negro 

School (Figure ) probably built in 1886. It is now used as 

a community center. Many of the residents of Martinsburg have 

attended this elementary school. Oral informant Evelyn 

Herbert attended this school and later taught there. She 

remembers large classes -- as many as 45  to 50 in the small 

one room. In a taped oral interview she recalled the plea-

sures of teaching, as well as the "deplorable conditions" of 

black schools, especially the difficulty of obtaining adequate 

books. Those provided were out of date, cast-offs from the 

white schools. Pay for black teachers was only about $57 a 

months  while white teachers received almost twice that. 
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Figure 57. Painting of Warren Methodist Church, Martinsburg. Painted by Lemue]. Graham 
)f Martlnsburg in the 1920s, this is the on' ainting of an historical black site to 
iave been found, and Graham Is the onlyel y black artist idetipçd during the survey 
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Figure 58., Loving Charity Hall, Martinsburg. This two story frame building of handsome proportions 
was constructed in c. 1913  as the hail for the Loving Charity Society in Martlnsburg. Once a center ro 
for the community, it is now abandoned. In front is an old pew removed from the adjacent Warren Go 
Methodist Church. (Photograph by George McDaniel) 



Figure 59. Martinsburg Negro School. This originally one room building was constructed in the 1880s. 
Grades one through seven were taught. Although educational fac1lites were severely limited, one 

ft r teacher recalled that during her tenure hero in the 1930s, every student who finished could 

r€ md write. (Photograph by George McDaniel) 



School began in September and lasted to April, but many 

students could not attend the complete session because they 

had to work. For example, Lemuel Graham attended only two 

months a year, working on farms from spring to Christmas, and 

received formal education only through the fourth grade. Yet 

like many older blacks who did not complete their education, 

he learned to read and write; his mind is alert and disciplined; 

and he enjoys learning. During his working years, he was a 

jack-of-all-trades: barber, cobbler, farm laborer, cook, chauf-

feur, and custodian. 

The recollections of Martinsbtrg's teacher, Evelyn 

Herbert give us a perspective on black education all over the 

cointy. As Evelyn Herbert recalls, "Reading, writing, and 

arithmetic were a must, every morning, and spelling. You also 

had geography and history. In the first grade it was mostly 

reading. You train them to write. Yes. Most of them were 

beautiful writers, I'll say that. Most of them could read. 

I don't think any child that went out of this door couldn't 

read or write."3  

Given the conditions under which she and other teachers 

and students worked, this was a remarkable achievement. 

Schools like this one are therefore an important legacy of the 

black experience in Montgomery County. 

Historical Resources of SDecial Significance 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to histor-

ical significance: 



• Warren Methodist Church 

• Martinsburg Negro School 

• Loving charity Hail 

• Thompson house (Figure 

• Graham house 

• Hood-Herbert house (Figuref) 

• Betters house 

Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization: 

• Loving Charity Hall 

This building should be rehabilitated. Ideas for its 

re-use (perhaps jointly with the school) are as a community 

center, gathering place for senior citizens, a farmer's 

market s  or even adapted to become a private home. 

• Thompson house 

This house is the only surviving log house from the his-

torical community and shows the changes in house styles. Its 

original occupant/oimer was one of the founders of the black 

community in Martinsburg. 

George Nai1or,  interview (not taped) by George McDaniel, 
Martinsburg community, May 1979. 

Evelyn Herbert and Lernuel Graham interview (taped) by George 
McDaniel and Iudy Docca. 

Ibid. 
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Figure0. Albert Thompson house, Martinsburg. John 
log house of his grandfather Albert Thompson. It is 
(c. 1877). It was covered with weatherboards In 19160  
frame section at left. 

Thompson j s 
the one and a half story block at right 
when John's fathers  Otho Thompson added the 1") 

(Photograph by George McDaniel) 1'0 
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Figure IJood-IJerbert House, J'artinsburg. This two story frame house with a typical three bay 
facade and a cross gable pediment was built in 1901+  by George Columbus Hood. He was a landowning 
farmer, and his wife taught school in Martinsburg, Sugarland, and other black communities in ro 
Montgomery County. His daughter, Evelyn Herbert, also a school teacher, continues to live here. UO  
She remembers that the building materials for the house cost $60.00. pho ograph by George M&".e1) 



FIgure 62 Graham house mantelpiece, Martinsburg./the mantelpiece re the family picture of I 

Florence Graham, born in 1855, and two of her sons. Florence was the taughter of John Peters, : 
figure 6' This mantelpiece represents a type of decorative detailing In the homes of  more g 
prosperbus black families. Traditionally family pictures hung above the mantel. (Photogra h b 
George McDaniel) 



'1ESTN MONTG0MY COUThTY 'BLAcX HISTORIC SITES STEY 

COUNITY: MARTINSBTJPLG 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PISICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL 

IT ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTRUCTION S GNIFI CANC 

1, Betters house 
BU21 - P 11 Fair c. 1390 Historical 

Resource 

 Dorser-SCctt house 
Historical •11 - 

- BT31 - P. 765 Poor C. 1900 Resource 

 Fairfax house 
M16123 Historical 

BT23 - P. 33 Fair c. 1926 Resource 

f. Fisher-Dlggs house 
M-16-12-'+ H is orical 

BU21 - P. 837 Fair c. 1900 
Resource 

 Grahan house 
M-16-12-5 1911 Historical 

T13 - P.  Very Good c. 1926 Resource 

 Graham house (Site) 
M-16-12-6 c. 1870 Historical 

EU31 - P. 817' Destroyed 1880 Resource 

Historical 
Green-Hebron house 
M-16-12-? C. 1870 

3T31 - P. 817 Poor 1890 Resource  

 Gilmore Green hous 
(Site) 
11-16-12-8 BU31 - P. 865 Destroyed c. 1876 Site 

- 

 Hood-Herbert house 
4-16-12-9 

Historical 
BT23 - P. 588 Very Good 190+ Resource 

 Jenkins log house 
(Site) 
N-16-12-1O BT2J. - P. +38 Destroyed Unknown Site 

 Loving Charity Significant 
Hall Historical 
M-16-12-11 BU31 - P. 919 Poor co 191+ Resource 

 Martinsburg Significant Negro School Historical -16-12-12 3U31 - P. 919 Very Good 1886 Resource 



WESTN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SURVEY 

CCONITY: MARTINSBIJRG (cont.) 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL SITE ON TAX MAP COITION CONSTRUCTION SIGNIFICANCE 

 Hailman house 

3T33 - P. 85 Poor . 1900 

Historical 
Resource 

 Oak Hill Post Of-. 
fice(SIte) Green 

-- 

dwelling house 
5.1 K-i BT31 - P. -76 Destroyed 187 - 1900 Site 

l. Peters' Log house 

_ 
BU21 - P. 8 Destroyed c. 1870's Site 

 Poole-Peters Black 
smith Shop (S1.te) 
161216 BU21 - P. 933 Destrored c. 1870's Site 

Historical 
Resource 

Ridout house 
v-16-12-17 

J21 - P. 938 Deteriorated 1930's 
 Thompson house 
M-16-.12-18 

T33 - P. 7 Fair 
c. 1870's 
c. 1916 

Significant 
Historical 
Resource 

 Warren .E. Church 
N161219 

U 31 P. 919 Excellent 1903 

1880s 
rossibly in 
use earlier 

Significant 
Historical 
Resource 

Significant 
Historical 
Resource 

Warren N.E. Church 
cemetery 
111161220 U 21 -P..C/12 Fair 



MT. EPAIM 

Present Description 

The Mt. Ephraim community is located along the old. Mt. 

Ephraim Road which winds its way along Sugarloaf Mountain in 

Frederick County. Only a few sites of the historical black 

community remain. Two of the older houses have been modernized 

and are still inhabited, while others have been torn down or 

simply abandoned and are now in ruins in the woods. The oldest 

house in the community is now converted into a nature cabin. 

Around the turn of the century there were 15 or more black 

families living in the community, but today descendants of only 

one family remain - the Paul Wilson and John Wilson families. 

Fortunately, the Wilsons have keen memories, plus a rich col-

lection of photographs and artifacts of the old community. Two 

other black families, the Bowies and Naylors, live on Comus Road 
in re-modelled log houses. 
History 

Like the Big Woods community in Montgomery County, the 

roots of the Mt. Ephraim community extend back into the ante-

bellum eras  beginning with the purchase of land in 181 by 

David Moody, a free black. According to Groves' History of 

Carrollton Manor, David Moody -- a "half Indian" -- was a 

charcoal burner and contracted to supply the iron furnace of 

Roger Johnson with charcoal.' At that time there were a number 

of charcoal burners active in the production of charcoal in 

the forests on Sugarloaf Mountain. In 1813 3enjanin Latrobe, 

noted American architect, visited Sugarloaf Mountain and 



sketched a Negro family living in a bark wigwam and engaged In 

charcoal burning (Figure 10 )• It Is possible that Latrobe's 

sketch was of David. Moody. Later, in 1833,  Moody acquired 53 

acres from the Bank of the United States which was selling off 

a large portion of the Roger Johnson estate. Moody's holdings 

appear on a map of Sugarloaf Mountain of 1832, which shows Moody's 

property adjacent to land owned by whites. 

Pace of Develoinent 

In the 1873 Titus MaD of Frederick Count (Urbana Dis-

trict) (Map 8), the same tract of land is shown as owned by 

L. Moody, who presumably was Levi Moody, a close relative and 

probably son of David Moody. (Site #]-'+a on Map 10, Mt. Ephraim 

Community shows the center of the original Moody tract). 

David Moody's descendants married into the Proctor family of 

Frederick County. In 1907  William Proctor (whose wife was a 

Moody descendant) purchased the main portion (75 acres) of David 

Moody's land from his heirs (Site #11+c). Proctor's children then 

built log houses on small parcels of land given them (without 

title) by their father (Site #]1a-d, 12, l-Fb, d). These small 

homesteads continued to be occupied by Proctor descendants 

throughout the first half of the 20th century (Figure 27). 

In 1883 John Beall and his grandson Bene Haliman purchased 

two 10-acre properties almost adjacent to the Proctor holding 

from Ephraim Harris, a white storekeeper and postmaster. It 

was from him that the community took Its name. Other grand-

children of John Beall settled on their land, living in log 

houses (Sites #5, 6 and 7). The Bene Hailman house and tools 

are shown in Figures 4,Yand 5 Another relative, Moses Haliman, 
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perhapsnamesake of David Moody, the mixed blood (Indian, white, and black) who founded the 
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Figure!. Bene Halimari house, Mt. Ephr.1in'Sárbara Spencer Hall. 
man is in front of the log house built by her husbands  Bene Ha 
man. This & F.63ai photograph3 located that show a log hou 
while it was occupied. Notice the typical whitewashing and well-
kept front yard. Most log houses had a window on each side  of 
front door. 

(Collection of Wilson family. Copy by Joe Davis) 



Fidureb5 • Tools c Berie Hailman, Mt. Ephrain. He used these broad axes and 
adze to build his log house seen in figure 64 . Now in the possession of Paul 
Wilson, his grandson, these are among the very few historical tools used by 
blacks that have survived in the county. (Photograph by Joe Davis) 



later acquired the land of John Beau, living there most of- the 

first half of the 20th century. (Site 9) 

Bene Hailman's wife was Barbara Spencer from Greenfield 

Mills, daughter of James and Martha Spencer whose home is shown 

on the Titus Atlas of Frederick County (Buckeystown District, 

Map 9). James was probably the son or grandson of the free 

black James Spencer who founded the black community in Big 

Woods. Spencer family photographs are shown in Figures 
97/, 

Mt. Ephraim was also connected to other communities by 

marriage. For example, Augustus Hood who owned a home on the 

west side of Sugarloaf Road. (shown on the lloDkins Atlas of 

1879, (Map 2) married Susan Thompson, daughter of Albert 

Thompson from Martinsburg and whose log house is shown in 

Figure 2+. Their sons  George Columbus Hood, returned to 

Martlnsburg and married the school teacher there. 

Like many blacks of that time John Beall, the Hallinans 

and Proctors were jacks-of-all-trades. For example, Bene 

Haliman worked as a stonecutter at the quarry at Dickerson 

(Figure 4), as a farm laborer, a broommaker, and as a tradi-

tional housewright (the log house that he built for Gordon 

Strong on Sugarloaf Mountain in the 1920's is still standing). 

Paul Wilson, Bene Hailman's grandson, still has the broom- 

making machine used by Hallman (Figure ) along with his 

broad ax and adze (Figure ). Both the Halimans and Proctors 

probably worked at the sawmill near Sugarloaf Mountain, 

Figure 67. 
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Figure 66 • Black workers at the Dickerson Stone Quarry/ The man on the far right has been iden-
tified as Bene Hailman. This Is one of the few photographs of Montgomery County work scenes 

which includes blacks. Collectlon of Wilson farnilv Copied by Joe Davis) 
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Early 20th Century Community Arnearance 

By 1910 the black community consisted of 15 or more 

families, all descendants of either David Moody, John Beau, 

or Bene Ealiman. Their houses were built of logs and usually 

consisted of two rooms dawn and two up. Two of the old log 

houses of the Proctor family are still standing, Ones  Linwood Proctor' 

(Site #])+d) was reportedly the home of David Moody. The land around 

the houses was cleared and a person could usually see from one 

homestead to another, effectively,  linking one place to another.2  

Kinship also joined the community. Near Bell's Chapel 

lived the descendants of John Beall and Bane Rallman, and along 

the present "Banner Park" Road lived the numerous descendants 

of David Moody and William and Mary Proctor. Thus by the early 

1900s the community consisted essentially of two extended 

families, the Eal1mns and the Proctors. The families inter-

married to some degree, effectively converting the community to 

one extended family, and younger members had to turn to other 

cotunities f or mates in order to avoid marrying their first 

cousins. 

Shared work practices also linked the community. For 

example, the older adult generation -- Bane Haliman, Moses 

Hailman, Frank Proctor, and James Proctor -- worked at the 

Dickerson Quarry. The next generation -- John Proctor 

Thomas Wilson, John 3o'tie, Charles Bowie, Thomas Proctor --

were "track men", laying track for the B & 0 Railroad. 
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According to oral informant Paul Wilson, eight men would haul 

a rail with long tongs (like ice tongs), lay it onto the bed, 

and then two men would "hammer those spikes down before you 

could hardly blink you eyes".3  

Mt. Ephraim was a bi-racial community of small white and 

black landowners. For example, near the Proctors along Banner 
(Site #2), 

Park Road lived members of the Nichols family/ who were white, 
(Site #1). 

as were the Turners! On the east side of the community along 

the Comma Roads  lived other white families, who occupied log 

houses. Three of them still stand. In the first quarter of 

the 20th century, two were acquired by black families, the Woods and 

Naylors, and descendants still live in the houses today (Sitesl5 & 16) 

Community Institutions 

The two institutions of the black community at Mt. Ephraim 

were the church and the school. The church, now known as Be1l's 
(Site #3)

' Chapei/ may baveorigmnally been called Beall's Chapel, since 

one of its first trustees was John BeaU when the church was 

founded in 187+. The original church was log (Figure a). 

Significantly other trustees of the early church were William 

Taylor, Patrick Rebron, and John H. Digga, trustees of M.E. 

Church at Sugarland, about 15 miles away, a considerable 

distance at that time of horse and wagon travel. 

In 1925,  an attractive, simply designed, one and a half 

story frame church was built as a replacement. Behind the 

church is the old cemetery where many of the Proctors and 

Hailmans are buried. 
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Figure  68 . Bell's Chapel (log), Mt. Ephraim
.  -, 
/ Built by the Mt. Ephraim community in C. 187 4 . It is 

F') 
possible that other communities built. si4lar churches before their replacement around the turn of 
the 20th century by frame structures. This is the only photograph of a 19th century. log chapel 
of a black community known to exist in Montgomery County. of the Wilson family. Copied by 
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In the late 19th century, school for black children was 

held in the log church. In. the 19101s the wealthy philari-

thropist Gordon Strong constructed a handsome one story 
(Site #+). 

school with nec-classical motifs! It was named the Comstock 

School. Both the school and Bell's Chapel are still standing, 

but are only used for special occasions since only a small 

portion of the community remains there. 

Historical Resources of Siecial Significance 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to histor- 

ical significance: 

• Linwood Proctor house 

• Bell's Chapel and cemetery 

• Comstock School 

• Frank Nichols house 

• William and Rachel Proctor house 

Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization: 

• Lin.wood Proctor house 

Though this house at Banner Park is in good condition now,  

It is not inhabited and could deteriorate rapidly unless 

it is cared for. According to family tradition it was the 

original home of the Moody family, the family of free blacks 

who founded the black community there in the first hail' of 

the 19th century. It is one of the rrr 'ew log houses of an 

antebellum free black family to have sur-ri.7ed in. Maryland. 



WillIam Jarboe Grove, History of Carrollton Manor, Frederick 
Countv Maryland (Frederick, Md.: Marten & Bielfeld, 1928), P. 407. 
Charlotte Ambush and Polly Gutheim interview (taped) by 
George McDaniel and Steven Doolittle. 

3, Paul Wilson, interview (not taped) by George McDaniel, 
Mt. Ephraim communIty, AprIl, 1979. 
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CO"UNIT!: Mt. Eohraim 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PHYSICAL DATE OF 

SITE ON Ti MAP CONDITION CONSTRUCTION 
HI ST CR1 CAL 

SIGN171CANCE 
 Bell's Chapel & Map  10 Significant 
Cemeterr No Parcel #, Historical 

Adjacent to p.22 Good 1925 
- 

Resource 

 Ccmstock School Map 110 Significant F712 No Parcel #, Historical 
Adjacent to p.22 Good C. 19105 Resource 

 Cosgrove..N7o 
F..7.1-.3 house Historical 

Map 110-p.17 Fair C . 1850-1873 Resource 

+. Bene & Barbara 
Hallman house (Site) 
F-7-1- Map 110-p. 36 Destroyed c. 1896 Site 

5, James Malinda 
HaJ1man house 

IlMao110-p.22 (Site)F-7.1-5 
&35 Destroyed C. 1885-1905 Site 

 Moses Hailman 
house (Site) 

11  
F716 Map 110 - P. 34 Destroyed c. 1880-1893 Site 

 William & Hariah 
Hailman house 
(Site) 7-7-1-7 Map 110 - p.22 Destroyed c. 18808 Site 

 Frank Nichols 
Significant house 

F-7-1-8 Map 110 - p. 26 Fair C. 18751895 
Historical 
Resource 

 Morris & Agnes 
Proctor house 
(Site)F-7-1-9 

Map 113 - P. 12 Destroyed 
- 

c. 1875-1895  Site 
 Charles & Laura 
Proctor house 
(Site)F-7-1-10 

Map 110 - D. 63 Destroyed c. 1875-1895 Site 
 David & Sally 

Proctor house 
(Site)F-7-l-11 Map 110 - P. 63 Destroyed C. 1875-1895 Site 

12: Frank & Maggie 
Proctor house 
(Site)F-7-l-12 

MaD 113 
- p. 30 Destroyed C. 1875-1895 Site 



WESTN MCN'GOMEBY COUTTY BLACX HISTORIC SITES SURVEY 

CCUNIT: it (trrit.) 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL SITE ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTPLUCTION SIGTIICANCE 

 Linwood Proctor 
house 
F-7-1-13 Map 113 - P. 12 Good C. 1850 - 1873 

Significant 
Historical 
Resource 

 William & Mary 
Proctor house 
(Site)F-7-1-14  Map 113 - P. 12 Destroyed mid 19th cen. Site 

 William & Rachel 
Proctor house 
F-7-1-15 Map 110 - p. 63 Fair c. 1875-1895 

Significant 
Historical 
Resource 

 Wood-Eowe house 
F-7-1-16 

Map 110- p.  40 Good c. 1850-1873 
Historical 
Resource 
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Figureq. Five generat1on, Spencer/Halimari families, Mt. Ephraim. Page from the family photo- 
album compiled by Barbara Hailman and her ' -iddaughter Barbara Wilson. This is one of thp 

fl lack families in the county that has docume [in phatographe itahistory for rive gene 



, c0p1ea Dy .J • iaviz 
Figure 79 Martha Spencer,  Mt. Ephra The mother of Barbara Spencer 
Halirnari. She probably was the great granddaughter of David Moody. 
She married James Spencer and lived in Greenfield Mills, Md. Their 
residence is shown on the Titus Mar rf Prrit.1r Mr,  0 



eeikiQuntx.L 1860 
Figure i • James & Caroline Spencer j.Jreenf1e1d Mi11hay were borñIffTUl5 and in 1823 respec-
tively, as free blacks. The "James Spencer" who fouded the Big Woods community in l8l1- was 
probably the father of this man. His granddaughter was Barbara Spencer Hallman of Mt. Ephraim. 
Other than photographs of prominent black leaders, there are virtually no photographs of 
identified blacks from Maryland born earlier than this couple. (Wilson family collection. Copied 

Joe Davis) 
by 

r\) 



SENECA/BERRYVILLE 

Present Description 

Although there is no black community today at Seneca, 

there are some black landowners in the nearby community of 

Berryville at Violet's Lock and Berryville Road. All the 

old houses, the churches, school, and other buildings are 

gone in both communities. The 82 year old oral informant 

from Sugarland, Tilghman Lee, remembers that the Seneca/ 

Berryville black community was neither as old nor as large as 

the one at Sugarland (which dates from the 1870s). James Henry 

Jackson, a middle-aged informant, confirmed that no historical 

sites are standing, and that all the old timers had passed on. 

Lee, Richard Lyles from Sugarland, and I did try to locate and 

interview an elderly black farmer who was raised in the area, 

Cecil Murray, but unfortunately he died before we could meet 

for an interview. Thus, no sites were surveyed nor interviews 

conducted in Seneca/Berryville,  

Community Inatitutions 

Tilghman Lee, stated that the old Seneca Community Church 

was originally located on the east aide of Violet's Lock Road. 

Sharing the site with the church was the school house for the 



black community. Behind the church was the cemetery. Since 

access to the cemetery is blocked on Violet's Lock Road, it 

could not be surveyed. Nothing remains above ground of either 

the church or school house. A new church has been built on 

Berryville Road. This survey experience in Seneca/Berryville 

and Hyattstowri illustrates that this survey of black sites 

has been conducted five or ten years too late. We are Indeed 

fortunate in the other communities to have sites and Inf or-

mants such as Tilghman Lee with us today. 

1. Tllghman Lee and James Henry Jackson, interview (not taped) 
by George McDaniel and Richard Lyles, Berryville community, 

June, 1978. 

Mi 



SUGARLAND 

Present Descrition 

This community of about 20 houses is located along Sugar-

land Road and Sugarland Lane. At the junction of the two roads 

stands the old church, built in 1893,  with the cemetery behind 

it. The houses today are of different types of constructions  

ranging from trailers to bungalows to ranch style brick houses. 

Most of the landmarks of the historical community -- houses 

fields, paths, farm lanes, stores -- are gone. Only one house 

of the old community -- the William Taylor house -- remains, and 

it is abandoned and in the midst of collapse. Driving through 

the wooded and residential community today one sees little 

evidence of the once well-established historical community of 

approximately 30 families. 

HI at cry 

This community was created by freed slaves who bought 

adjacent tracts of small acreages in the 1870's and 18801 s. The 

tract was called Sugarland Forest in the antebellum 19th century -- 

referring to large stands of sugar maples. According to 

Tilghman Lee, born in 1893  and the son of one of the founders, 

"one of the slavery-time families" divided one of their 

fields into parcels and sold off the tracts one by one to 

freed slaves. The tightly knit configuration of the com- 

munity surrounded by large landholdings Indicates that 



this oral account is probably true. On the 1879 Hopkins 

Atlas (Map 2), this area is designated as the residence of 

Jane Pleasants, and it is the Pleasants family and their 

relatives that sold this land. They were probably Quakers,1  

hence more willing to cooperate and support the freed slaves. 

Whereas blacks in other communities were usually sold 

less desirable land, the Pleasants family sold to these freed 

slaves fertile agricultural land. It was gently sloping, 

neither too hilly nor too low and wet. According to recol-

lections, the land had already been cleared and cultivated. 

The founders of the community were not former slaves of 

the Pleasants family. Instead, they had belonged to nearby 

families such as the Allnutts, Pooles and Brewers, as shown 

in the 1867 census of freed slaves. According to Tilghman 

Lee, they were able to buy land with a small down payment and 

continued monthly payments. Deeds show that the land was not 

mortgaged, so apparently this method of payment was a gentle-

man's agreement. 

Thanks to the fine memory of Tilgbman Lee, all of the 

founding families of the community have been identified and 

are named in the list of historical sites. The earliest set- 



tiers were Patrick Hebron who bought four acres in 1871 (Site 

#6a on Map 11, Sugarland Community); Rezlin (Luke) Lynch, ten acres 

in 1871 (Site 18); Nancy Dorsey, wife of Basil Dorsey, two acres in 
(Site #19). 

1874 (Site #10); and William Taylor, two acres in 1876/ The one house 

still standing is the solidly constructed two story log house 

of William Taylor, now ruinous. Like most of the other houses 

it had two rooms down and two up. Those settlers who were 

financially better off, such as Patrick Hebron, built two 

story frame houses, as did the second generation of residents. 

Another founder, Phillip Johnson, was one of the few 

former slaves in Maryland interviewed by the W.P.A. in the 

19308. In the interview, he recalls that he had been a slave 

of Dr • White near Edward' s Perry. He remembered that we 

all liked the Missis", but the overseer was "so oruel ... I 

promised him a kuhn if I every got to be big enough". He 

enjoyed agricultural work. "It was pretty work to see four 

or five cradlers in a (wheat) field and other3. following them 

raking the wheat in bunches and others following binding them 

in bundles". Later he was taken to Poolesville and remembers 

when Confederate and Yankee soldiers raided the town. The son 

of Johnson's owner, CaptaIn Sam White, "came home from the 

Confederate Army and said he going to take me along back with 

him for to serve him. But the Yankees came and left very sud- 
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den and, leave me behind. I was glad I didn't have to go with 

hi&'. He described a Confederate raid on the Methodist Church: 

a Confederate soldier "came to the door and he pointed his pis-

tol right at the preacher's head", and while other Confederates 

guarded the windows, their comrades stole the horses and wagons 

of the congregation.2  

Johnson's recollections show that slaves did have a strong 

sense of family. His father, who was named Sam Johnson, lived 
(Site #2), 

to age 89, died in his son's house/ and was buried in the ceme-

ter'y in Sugarland. His mother was named Willie Ann and died 

when he was small. His father then re-married. 

After emancipation, in addition to farm work, Phillip 

Johnson was a minister and preached at Sugarloaf Mountain 

(Bell's Chapel) for six years. In conclusion, he said that 

"I think preaching the gospel is the greatest work in the world. 

But folks don't seem to take the interest in church that they 

used to."3  

Pace of Development 

The Sugarland landowners worked as farm laborers on farms 

nearby for cash wages. The early wages are not remembered, but 

were undoubtedly low, as for all farm work. Tilghman Lee re- 
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calls by the early 1900s that the pay was 50  cents a day. 

"When there wasn't work on one farm they'd go to another." 

The more successful landowners such as Patrick Hebron were 

able to rent other farmland, raise their own crops, such as 

corn and wheat, market it themselves, and therefore had more 

control over the products of their labor. Hebron sold his 

harvests to middlemen who shipped them down the C & 0 Canal 

to Washington. Some of the men -- such as Sam Lee, John Adams, 

and Lewis Garnett -- worked as stone cutters at the Seneca 

Rook Quarry, as did blacks from other nearby communities. The 

photograph in Figure 72 shows these Sugarland men at the Quazry.  

Early 20th Century Community Appearance 

By the turn of the 20th century, all of the land was 

settled and cleared for use. Homesteads had crop fields, pas-

tures, gardens, and orchards. As Lee recalls, "if there 

wasn't a building on it, it was used to grow something. They 

had to, you know, grow and put up everything themselves." 

Today much of the community is wooded, but Lee recalls 

that one could look out from the church and see almost all of 

the thirty or so houses in the community. Thus there were 

visual relationships from one homestead to another, as shown 

in Map 11. 
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Figure7Z. Black stonecutters at the Seneca Quarry, c. 1900. The man on the right of the top 

13 
 SamueL Lee, father of Tilghman Lee. This photograph shows the historical black presence at 

t eneca Quarry and could be used in educatior' exhibits about the Quarry or C & 0 Canal. 
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Behind the church is a small building, used as a com- 

munity center. Further west of the church was the home of 

Nathan Johnson, who was the postmaster for the community (Site #7a). 

West of his property along Sugarland Road was the small Sugar].and 

School. About 200 yards west of the school was a small store, 

which sold household supplies and foodstuffs that the families 

did not grow themselves. 

The traditional uses of homestead space are continued by 

a few present-day inhabitants of the community. The best ex- 

ample is the homestead of Tilghman Lee, seen in Map 12. The 

map shows that almost all land available was used towards 

some purpose and includes details such as dog houses, wood 

piles, work tables, and a truck van now used for storage of 

farm tools. This map and photograph of Leers  side yard 

(Pigure73) enriches our picture of early 20th century home- 

steads. 

CoTnmurlity Institutions 

By the last quarter of the 19th century, the community 

had developed its own institutions. In 1871 land was acquired 

for the church and cemetery, indicating the importance of the 
(Site #11). 

church to this community of freed slaves! The date of pur- 

chase, which is earlier than the time of acquisition of pro-

perty by most of the settlers, shows that they were living in 
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Figure • Ttlghman Lee homestead, iugariana. iet wu ittu 

work taliles at right, wood pile in the center, and behind his house at right Is the meat house. 

J' hown In the more complete plan of his homestead, these buildings and work places were exten- 

of the house itself, and their presence 1 continuation of the traditional use of spac 

4 v1 h-mf(i (1 --flgraph by Anne LE ) 



the vicinity and were planning to settle there, even though 

they had not yet bought the land. A small church was built 

at that t1me and in 1893 the present church (St. Paul's Corn-

nrnnity Church, Figure 7) was constructed by Scott Bell, the 

same (white) carpenter who built the Warren N.E. Church in 

Nartinsburg in 1903. The one-room Sugarland School, near the 

church, was built in the late 18801 s or early 1890t5  (Site #13). 

It was replaced between 192  and  1930  by the present schoolhouse, 

which has now been converted into a dwelling. The community 

also had a small post office (Site #76) where mail was collected 

and distributed by Nathan Johnson, the postmaster. A small 

store was attached to the home of the storekeeper (Site #16a 

and 16b). One of the storekeepers was Isaac Beall, whose 

daughter Cora Campbell lives in the Big Woods community. These 

places -- church, school, post office, store -- were the prin-

cipal institutions of the community and were for the most part 

staffed by people who lived in the community and had been a 

part of it since its founding. 

flistorical Resources of Special Significance 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to historical 

significance: 

• Saint Paul's Community Church and cemetery 

• Sugarland School 

• William Taylor house 

• Tilgbman Lee homestead 
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Figure 714•  St. Paul's Community Church, Sugarland. Built in c. 1893  on land purchased over a 
c- miry ago. To the right is the community center. on the site of the earlier church, and 

1 id it is the cemetery. 
(Photogi by Anne Lewis) 



Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization: 

• None. The William Taylor house is beyond repair, 

and St. Paul's Community Church is in good condition and 

does not need repair at the moment. The Sugarland School, 

now a private residence, is not the original school house. 

Those Buz'viving schools in the survey area that are original 

should have greater priority for rehabilitation. 

Basil Pleasants who lived near Poolesville was a Quaker, 
and it is believed that Jane was a close relative. 

George Rawick, Autobiograhy of an American Slave, 
Vol. 16, Md. Narratives, pp. +1-42, 

Ibid. 

Tilghman Lee, interview (not taped) by George McDaniel, 
Sugarland community, July, 1978. 



WESTN MONTGOMEY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SVEY 

COftINITY: Sijgriand 

PRESENT 
LOCATION P1SICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL 

SITE ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTRUCTION S:GNIFICANCE 
1. John Adams house R 43-p. 512 Destroyed c. e 

(Site) C. 1890-95 
M-17-41-1  

3. Sam Beander house S Si-p.  922 Destroyed C. 1844 Site 
(site) 
M- 17-1-  3  

L.. James BeckwithhousCR 43-p. 562 Destroyed c. 1886 Site 
(Site) 
M- 

 17_14.1_14  

 Thomas T. Becic.zith CR '+l-p. 398 Destroyed . 1886 Site 
house (Site) 
M-17-1-5 

 Isaac Beall house CR +3-p. 35 Destroyed c. 188'+ Stte 
(Site) 

___________ 
 

 John Branison CS '+1-p. 682 destroyed . 188'+ Site 
house ( Site) 
M-17-41-7 

 Raf Branison house S 41-p. 883 Destroyed c. 1880s Site 
(Site) 
M-17 1418  

 Lloyd Coates house CS 51-p. 167 Destroyed . 1679 Site 
(Site) . 1902 
M-17-1-9 

10Joe Curtis house CR 53-p.  66 Destroyed . 1870s Site 
(Site) 

M- 17-U1-1O  

 John Henry Diggs CS '+1-p. Destroyed C. 1879 Site 
house (Site) 
M-17-1-i1 

 Eas1 Dorsey house CR 53-p. 40, +2 Destroyed ;. 1874 Site 
(Site) 
M- 174112  

13.Lewis Garnett house CR 43_p. 398 Destroyed c. 1884 Site 
(Site) 
M-17-41-13 

14.Levi Hall house CR 43-p. 255 Destroyed . 1885 Site 
(Site) M_17.J4.1_1L. 



WESTERN MONTGOMERY COUNT! BLACK HISTORIC SITES SDVEY 

COIUNIT!: Sugarland (cont.) 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PHYSICAL DATE OF HI STORI CAL 

SITE ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTRUCTION S IGNII CANCE 

15. Luke Hebron house CR 53-p. 210 Destroyed c. 1885 Site 
(Site) 

16, Patrick Hebron CR 53-p.  210 Destroyed c. 1873-1885 Site 
hupe(Si6te) 

17.Robert Hebron CR 53-p. 210 Destroyed c.1885-1895 Site 
house (Site) 
M-17-41-17 

18. John Higgins CR 53-p. 118 Destroyed c. 1880 Site 

house (Site) 
M-17-41-18  

Charles Jackson CS 41-p. 837 Destroyed . 1880s -Site 
house (Site) 
17-41-19 

Horace Jackson CS 41-p. 837 Destroyed c. 165 Site 
house (Site) 

M-17-41-20 
Mom 

Peter Jackson CR 53-p.  210 Destroyed 1880s Site 
house (Site) 

r- 17-41-21  

Nathan Johnson CR 53-p. 48 Destroyed c. 1885 Site 
house (Site) 
M-17-41-22 

Phillip Johnson CR +3-p. 955 Destroyed c. 1880 Site 
house (Site) 
M- 17-41-23 

Sam Johnson house ds 51-p. 326 Destroyed C. 1870s Site 
(Site) 
M-17-41- 24 

25.'Sam Lee house Cr +3-p. 145 Destroyed c. 1884 Site 
(Site) 
M- 17-41-25 
Tligftman house j-p. In ood 1930s 24-17-41- 

- istoricai 
c Resource 



WESTN MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SDLVEY 

_90- 

00mTITY: Sugarland (cont.) 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL SITE ON TAX MAP CONDITION COTSTPUCTION SNTCC 

 Deleted Site 

 Luke Lynch house 
(Site) 
M-17-1-28 

CS 1 - p. 

_____________ 

781 Destroyed C. l71 
Site 

29 se Torn icho1s hou S 
(Site) 
M- 17-1-  29 

C. 51p. 15 stroyea c.  1512 
Site 

 St. Paul's 
community church  
M- 1" +l-  O 

CS 51 - ,. 987 .Good c. 1893 Significant 
Historical 
Resource 

 Sugarland School 
M-17-41-31 

CS 51 - p. 910 Good 1925-30 
Historica' 
Resource 

 Sugarland store 
(Site) 
M-17- 1- 32 

CS 
CS 

+1 - 
51 - 

p. 
P. 

9+2 
973 

Destroyed c. 1880s Site 

 Williarn Taylor 
house 

17 1 133 

CS 51 - p. 63 Deteriorated c. 1876 

- 

SignifIcant - 

Historical 
Resource 



THOMPSON'S CORNER 

Present Description 

This small community, located along Comus Road west of 

Rt. 270, consists of small residential lots. There was little 

to survey since nothing remains of the black historical pre-. 

sence except for one homestead. Except for that home and two 

modern ranch style houses, all of the other houses are owned 

by whites. Their styles include at least one old log house, 

a score of ranch stile and bungalow houses, and one new log 

house, purchased as a do-it-yourself kit from a commercial 
manufacturer. 
History 

Clarksburg oral infornant Ethel Foreman remembered only 

two houses of black families, and the home of only one family 

remains today, the Davis homestead (Figure 75). it is in-

habited by Florence Davis, the widow of the son of the 

original Davis family. Since Mrs. Davis was raised elsewhere, 

she does not know much about the history of the family or 

community 

The deed for, the property shows that William and Annie 

Davis purchased the 13 acre tract in 18c. According to 

Florence Davis, the family built this two story frame house 

soon after purchasing the land. Originally the house con-

sisted of only two rooms down and two up, Li many log 
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Figure 75. William Davis homestead, Thompson's Corner, This two story frame house with a one story 
shed addition was constructed in c. 1880. It is the only old house of a black family remaining in 
the community. Behind it is the board and batten meat house and much smaller dog house. Other 
out clings also remain showing the traditional 1 t of a rural homestead. 
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houses of both black and white families in the last quarter 

of the 19th century. 

Though this was the only black homestead to be surveyed 

in Thompson's Corner, the outbuildings that doremain and 

the ways in which they were used during the residency of 

Florence Davis in the 20th century reveal the efforts of 

black families to provide for themselves. Directly behind and 

conveniently located close to the kitchen was the meat house, 

where bacon, side meat, shoulders and hams were stored. Some- 

what further from the house was the corn house, and behind 

it, a shed where the Davis family kept their plows, harnesses, 

and (later) tractors, and other farm machinery and equipment. 

Close to this was the hen house. Further behind the house 

was the hog pen, and behind that the pasture. The Davis famiy 

raised steers, which, in addition to hogs, they butchered 

themselves, curing and storing the meat in the meat house. 

Mrs. Davis says that they did not have a milk cow and bought 

their milk and butter from the general store in Clarkzburg 

and Thompson's Corner. 

Since there were so few blacks in Thompson's Corner, 

there were no black churches, schools, or other institutions. 

Instead, blacks there participated in the institutions in Clarks- 



burg, which was the closest community with a sizeable black 

population. 

Historical Resources of Special Significance 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to his- 

torical significance: 

. The Davis Family homestead 

This is the only historical black homestead remaining 

in Thompson's Corner. Combined with its outbuildings, the 

homestead illustrates the ways of life of landowning black 

families in the late iBOOs and through the first half of the 

20th century. 

Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization: 

• None. 

The Davis homestead is in good condition. 

1. Ethel Foreman interview (not taped) by George McDaniel 
Clarksburg communIty, December, 1979;  Florence Davis, 
interview (not taped) by George McDaniel, Thonipson's 
Corner community, January, 1979. 



WESTI'T MONTGOMERY COUNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SURVEY 

COUNITY: THOMPSON'S CORI'1ER 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL 

SITE ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTRUCTION STTTCNCE 

1. Davis Family house 
M13102 DW 62 - P. 600 Good c. 1880 

Historical 
Resource 



JRNERTOWN 

Present Description 

Turnertown is a small community of black landowners located 

on Old Bucklodge Lanes  east of its junction with Bucklodge Road. 

Today, three or four houses of different types of modern con-

struction stand on the parcels of land that were owned by black 

families in the early 1900's.  Only one of the old houses -- an 

abandoned log house on the north side of Old Bucklodge Lane --

remains standing. It is located back in the woods and is not 

visible from the road. Except for the old meat house that 

stands near the site of the Harry Turner houses  none of the 

other old buildings remain. Nonetheless, residents and relatives 

such as Betty Hawkins, Dolores Talley, and Mary Turner, recall 

descriptions of houses that once stood there and have photo-

graphs of some of the founders of the community. 

History 

Of the black communities surveyed, Turnertown was the most 

recently established. It was founded by the Turner family, hence 

the name. In 1897  Emma Turner acquired three acres from John 

Jamison "in consideration of services rendered unto the said John T. 

Jamison and Jane E. Jamison, his wife and further consideration of 

one cent". The description of Emma Turner's purchase in the 
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1925. 
Figure .76 . David Turner, Turnex Born in 168, he was the grandson of 
the founder of the community, Emma Turner. Judging from his erect posture, 
intelligent gaze, and formal dress, one would not guess that he lived in a 
plain log house. (Collection of Delores Talley. Copied by Joe Davis) 
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c. 1925 
Figure"7. Susie Turner, wife of David Turne< She was 
raised in the Jerusalem community by her grandfather, - 

Wallace Hamilton, one of its founders. 
(Collection of Delores Talley. Copied by Joe Davis, 



Turner was a musician and played the fiddle at dances in 

both white and black communities. His brother Richard, a 

Jack-of-all-trades, is remembered by his daughter, Mabel Irvin, as 

able to "fix everything for everybody". In addition to farm works  he 

shoed horses and did carpentry, building barns and silos in the area. 

For a while he worked in Union Station in Washington but he soon 

lefts  as Mrs. Irvin recalled, because the job 

"took him away from the things he liked to do". In the 19308, 

he replaced his grandmother's (Emma Turner) log house with a 

four or five room bungalow that he built himself. Descendants 

of the Turner family continue to own most of their ancestor's 

land, and live on two of the sites.2  

Early 20th Century Community Appearance 

On each of the tracts, two story log houses were built 

f or the tamilies, and they were surrounded by outbuildings, 

gardens, fields, and orchards as shown on Map 13. 

Community Institutions 

The community was too small to have a school or church 

of its own, so residents attended St. Mark's Church in White 

Grounds as well as the Boyds' Negro School. They were also 

members of the Odd Fellows Lodge on White Crounds Road, where 

they attended dances and other social occasions. 
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Historical Resources of S'oecial Significance 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to 

historical significance: 

. David and Susie Turner log house 

Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization: 

• None. The David and Susie Turner house would be a 

candidate, but it is abandoned, inaccessible, and in deteriora-

ting condition. C:ther log houses, which are either still in-

habited or more oonveniently located for community use, have 

greater priority. 

Mabel Irvin, telephone interview by George McDaniel, 
March, 1979. 

Ibid8 



WESTN MONTGOMERY COTJNTY BLACK HISTORIC SITES SDFVEY 

COUNITY: TIERTOWN 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PESICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL 

S I T E ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTRCTT0N 

 David & Susie Significant 

- 

Turner house 
M_18_40_1. DU21 - P. 888 FaIr C. 1908 

Historical 
Resource 

 Emma Turner Duff in 
- 

Iriheritarice(no hous 
built) -18-40-2 

D721 - P. 7QA 
Not 
A1icab1e 

Not 
A'licab1e  

Historical 
Resource 

 Emma Turner house & 
& Richard Turner 
house 

ç 
 (Site) DU21 - P.  72 Destroyed c. 

- 
1897 Site 

 Harry Turner house 

DU21 - P. 775 Destroyed C. 191f Site 

 Mallie Turner & 
Nathan Hebron house 
(Site) M180-5 DtJ21 - P. 832 Destroyed 1900 - 1910 Site  

 Nancy & Douglas 
Turner house (Site) 

DU21 - P. 779 Destroyed c.1900-1910 Site 



\Q1iITE GROU1DS 

Present Description 

White Grounds, located at White Grounds Road and Hoyles 

Mill Road, is a small community made up of whites and blacks 

and is considered a part of Boyds. Less populated and less 

concentrated than either Jerusalem or Sugarland, the White 

Grounds community today consists of only about ten households, 

of which the Duff in family is the oldest. 

His tory 

We do not know the exact origin of the black community 

as the records are unclear. We do know that in the 1880s and 

1890a blacks began buying land and building houses. Among the 

earliest settlers were Henry Duff in, born 1829,  and his son 

Addison, born in 1859.  Henry Duf'fin, his brother and other 

Duffin relatives were former slaves of Benjamin Gott and Wil-

liam Offutt, White landowners • The Duff in family history has 

been documented at least to the early 1800s and probably to 

the 179Cs to Mara 1Duffey', who died in 1814.8, and who was 

born near the turn of the century. After emancipation her 

descendants helped to found not only the White Grounds com-

munity, but Jerusalem and Clarksburg and probably others as 

well. Today her descendants number in the hundreds, probably 



in the thousands and can also be found throughout the county 

in Laytonsville, Rockville, and elsewhere. Thus the Duffin 

family constitutes one of the major historical black families 

of Montgomery County.1  

William Gibbs, born in 1855,  was also one of the community 

founders and lived in a small log house, of which only the early 20th 

century frame addition remains (Site #3 on Map 11+,  WhIte Grounds 
Other founders 

community). /were John and Lucy Hebron, who later acquired 

Henry Duffin's property (Site #+). The Thomas family developed 

an extensive farm along Seneca Creek near Hoyle's Mill. 

Pace of Develoiment 

In the 1890's much of the land was still owned by whites 

(Delauders, Leapleys, Williams, Stivers, and Shorbs) most of 

whom did not live in the community. Beginning in the 1890's 

and continuing through the first quarter of the 20th century, 

they sold off sml1 parcels to black families. One white man, 

Jacob Rub1e a German immigrant (born in 1833) lived in a 

one and one half story log house like the log houses of black 

families (Site #7). The 1900  census lists him as a "day laborer". 

According to local tradition, Ruble's wife Anna was a herbalist 

doctor, treating people in the community with the medicines 

she made. 

The 1900  census lists William Gibbs, Addison Duffin and 

his relatives Joshua Duffin and Nathan Duffin, as farm 

laborers -- indicating that they worked someone else's 

land, even though they were landowners themselves (Joshua 

and Nathan's houses are Sites #14 and #20). John Wesley Dorsey, 



a cobbler, rented a house on the site of the present day 

school from Addison Duff in and later purchased a small parcel 

next to the church parsonage on which he built a one story 
(Site #9). 

house which he also used as a shoe shop! He and Benjamin Winis 

are the only black cobblers identified during the survey. Blacks 

may also have had jobs elsewhere, using the railroad for trans-

portatiori. For example Mary Naylor, White Grounds oral infor-

mant, reports that Grandpa Gibbs helped to build the Washing-

ton Monument.2  

Early 20th Century Community Appearance 

In the first quarter of the 20th century, the community 

consisted of small homesteads centered at the junction of 

Hoyle's Mill and White Grounds Road as shown on Map 14. The 

houses were a mixture of log and frame houses. ljnlike other 

black landowners after emancipation, Henry Duff in built a 
(Site #1+ and Figure '&). 

frame house instead of log/ Its simple design stands in con- 

trast to the more elaborate and decorative style of the house 

built by his son Addison on adjacent property c. 1890 (Site #5a  and 

Figure ). Behind the houses were the typical outbuildings 

and workplaces. As shown on the map, most of the land was 

cleared and cultivated. For example, the site where the Tay-

lor Elementary School stands today was cultivated by Addison 
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Photçrrah. by Joe Davis 
Figure8. Duffin-Hebron House s  White Grounds. This two story iarri not'ise was constructed, 
'-rding to family tradition, by Henry Duff in, 'ormer slave, in the 18705 on land that he 

hased. its basic two room down and two up r plan is similar to that of most houses of 
1,- 1 4' +- 1 (H-1- +,,,.r , v r.r t'rrqfvi,rti nn 



Figure . . Duff in Family House s  white Grounds. This two story f 
Duff in, son of Henry Duff in, in C. 1890 on land adjacent to his f 
tion -- the three bay section at left -- is similar in floor plan 
78,. but is more elaborate in decorative details. 

raine house was built by Addison 
ather's. The original por- 
to his father's houses  figure 

LU 
0 Photograph by Joe Davis 



(Site #c). 
Duftin/ Houses lined White Grounds Road and the north side 

of Hoyle's Mill Road. There were also scattered homesteads 

beyond the heart of the community along White Grounds Road 

as shown on the map. 

The log dwelling of one family still remains, though it 

is abandoned (Site #1). It originally had two rooms down and two up. 

It was occupied by the family of Martha Carter, whose daughter 

Mary Naylor lives nearby in the parsonage of St. Mark's Church, 

built around 1895 (Site #86). 

Community Institutions 

St. Mark's Methodist Church, which is still in use today, 

was built in the early 1890s on land purchased by the trustees 

of the church in 2879.  It is located in the heart of the com- 

munity at the Junction of Hoyle's Mill and White Grounds 
Site #8&and 

Roads (/?lgure sb). Behind It is the cemetery where the founders 

of the White Grounds, Blocktown, and Turnertown communitieB 

are buried. Nearby is the one-room Boyds Negro School, built 
(Site #11). 

in 1895/  It served as the elementary school for children of 

the White Grounds, Blocktowri and Turnertown communities and is 

now abandoned. (A photograph of the students in front of this 

school in the 1920s  has been copied, Figure II). The Boyds-

Clarksburg Historical Society is presently attempting to re-

habilitate the school fcr use as a community center. 
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P1'aph by Joe 
F1uro 80 . St. Maks Methodist Church, White Grounds. Built in C. 1894, it is still standing and 
is the center of the White Grounds community. To the right is the Sunday school building, behind 
it is the cemetery, and to the left of the church is a portion of the parsonage. 
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Formerly one of the most handsome buildings in the historical 

community was the lodge of the Grand United Order of Odd Fellows 

(Site #13).  The lodge.had two chapters (one for men and one 

for women): the Golden Crown Lodge #8779 and the Isabella House 

of Ruth #67. Inside the now deteriorating building is the 

old piano which has been vandalized. The Odd Fellows Lodge is 

remembered fondly by people in this community as a gathering 

place for members and visitors, and "for the good times we had 

at dances there". Mrs. Hester (Praither) Hamilton from Praitherstown 

remembers driving to dances here as a youth, and it was one of 

the few entertainment centers for blacks in the rural county. 

Places like this lodge are abandoned now throughout rural 

Maryland but they were important centers of the historical 

black communities, providing social identity, civic services, 

and fellowship with the larger community of the black middle 

class in America. 

Historical Resources of SDecial Significance 

Sites recommended for special recognition due to his- 

torical significance: 

• Duffin family house 

o Du.ffin-Hebron house 

• Carter log house 

• Odd Fellows Lodge 

• St. Mark's Church and cemetery 

• Boyds Negro School 

• St. Mark's Parsonage 
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Sites recommended for rehabilitation/stabilization: 

• Boyds Negro School 

Efforts are underway by the Boyds-Clarksburg Historical 

Society to preserve and re-use the Boyds Negro School as a 

community center and gathering place for senior citizens. The 

structure is in good condition, and its histo'y is integral 

to the community. 

• Carter log house 

The house is abandoned and is deteriorating. However, 

most of the timbers are sound. It is not likely that it 

could be converted into a dwelling at a reasonable cost, so 

a more practical choice would be to stabilize it as a storage 

facility for the Taylor school across the road. Or, the house 

could be moved to another site, perhaps to a school ground, 

and re-used as a storage shed or home museum. It is con-

veniently located near Hoyle's Mill Road, so it is readily 

accessible. 

Edna Duffin 3ohnson and her sister Lorraine Duffin still have 
four or five family Bibles, including those of the Duffins of 
White Grounds and the Nolands of Jonesville. They contain 
family records of these and many other families related to 
them by marriage, such as the Hacketts of Big Woods. 

Mary Naylor, interview (not taped) by George McDaniel, White 
Grounds community, March, 1979. 
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CO1UNITY: WHITE GROUNDS 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICLL DATE OF HISTORICAL SITE ON TAX MAP CONDITION CQNSTFXTCTTC)N T'TCNC 

T. Boyds Negro School 
Significant M-18-11--1 DU 52 - P. 851 Good C. 1895 Historical 
Resource 

 Carter Log House Significant 
Historical - 

- DU 52 - P. 955 Fair C. 1900 Resource 

 Duffin family house Significant 
Historical M-18-11-3 DU 52 - P. 738 Good c. 1870s Resource 

L Duffin-Hebron house 
Significant M-l8-l1- 
Historical DU 52 - P. 722 Excellent C. 189+ Resource 

 John Wesley Dorsey Date of con- house (Site) s-truc-tion M-18-11-5 DU 52 - P. 795 Destroyed 
C. 1895-1905 Site 

 Joshua Duffin 
house (S 

1
te) 

DU 41 - P. 603 
- 

Destroyed c. 191 Site 

 Na-than Duffin house 

[
Site  DU 41 - P. 655 Destroyed C. 1907 

 Gibbs-Coates house 
M-18-11-8 Historical 

DU 5 - P. 
37l & Resource 

702 Good early 1900s 

 Lawson house Historical M-18-11-9 
flU 63 - P. 220 Geod C. 1930s Resource 

 Lucke-tt house 
Site 
M181110 DU 52 - P. 901 Destroyed c. 1875-1900 Site 

Odd Fellows Lodge Significant M-18-11-11 
Historical 

DU 52 - no P. #f  Deteriorated C. 1916 Resource 
 Parker house Significant (Belle Duffin) Historical M-18-11-12 

- 

DU 41 - P. 235 Excellent C. 1910s Significant 
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CC1UNITY: White Grounds 

PRESENT 
LOCATION PSICAL DATE OF HISTORICAL 

SITE ON TAX MAP CONDITION CONSTRUCTION SIGNIPTCNCE 
13. St. Mark's Church

and Cemetery 
M-18-11-13 DU 52 - 7 

 

P. 
719 & 
740 Good. c. 1890s 

Significant 
Historical 
Resource 

14. St. Mark's Parson-
age 
M-18-11-114 

- 

DU 52 P. 74o Fair c. 18945 

Historical 
Resource 

15. Stivers-Hawkins 
house 
M18-11-15 DU 51 - P. lOLl. Excellent c. 1860-90s 

Historical 
Resource 

16. Taylor School 
M-18-11-16 

DU 51 - P. 100 Excellent C. 1951 

Significant 
Historical 
Resource 

17. Williams-Diggins 
house 
M-18-11-17 DU 

- 

52 P. 669 Fair c. 1880s 
Historical 
Resource 
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Part III 

EXPLANATION OP SURVEY METHODS 

Community surveys of many different kinds reflect their 

several purposes. Among these such a survey of historical and 

cultural resources as this is relatively new, and previous ex-

amples are few in number. The closest precedents are to be 

found in anthropology and folklore rather than in the social 

sciences. Census and other population data, sociological and 

economic analyses, family and community studies all contribute 

to the cultural investigation attempted here, but they do not 

define its objective and by themselves would not provide a 

suitable methodology. 

Experience is the best guide. This survey of historic 

sites and the families and communities that have occupied them 

is like an exploration into uncharted territory. However ex-

perienced the surveyor may be, he will be seeing new things for 

the first time, and looking at them with a fresh eye. He will 

have prepared himself by reading extensively what earlier sur-

veyors have reported, but these will not have had the same ob-

jective and they will not have covered the ground as closely or 

as extensively. Like other surveyors, the adventurer on the 

cultural frontier will have equipped himself with maps, guides, 
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transportation, survey and photographic equipment. Most of all, 

he will carefully plan his approach to the community. 

The results from field work in a community survey like 

this one are in the form of written notes, tape recordings, 

photographs of sites and people, photocopies of family and com-

munity records, historical and original maps. These are the 

raw material for written history, now and in the future, by 

the present author and others who will later make use of the 

same material for other purposes. 

The collection of such basic data requires team work. 

Just as a surveyor in the field is supported by his base camp 

and still more remote headquarters, the administrative support, 

Bpecialized skills and financial resources of the project sup-

port the surveyor of historical sites. 

Because the present survey of black communities in 

upper western Montgomery County is an original effort, its 

approach should be more fully outlined. What follows is an 

explanation of the survey procedure; it is presented in out-

line form for ready reference and includes comments on per-

sonal experiences along the way which may facilitate othr 

in future work for black or white communities. 
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I. Preliminary planning and preparation 

1. Define and articulate the purpose of the survey. 

The surveyor and administrators should be clear 

about the purpose and the products to be produced 

from the survey. So many ti.mes, he/she will be asked 

"Why are you doing this work?" or "What's this all 

about?". 

2.... Learn all you can about the survey area and the 

communities. 

Read secondary sources describing survey area, its 

history, geology and architecture. 

Acquire historical, geological, and county road 

and tax maps. 

Plan agenda for survey. 

Allot time for survey of each community. Invariably 

there are more resources/sites than initially perceived. 

Prepare for introduction into the community. 

Establish contacts with community leaders. 

Prepare hand-outs to explain survey and its 

products to community. 

II. Introduction into the community 

3.0 Work through established community institutions -- 

&uch as churches, community schools, civic organiza- 
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tions -- or individuals such as community leaders, 

teachers, ministers. 

Introduction through community institutions a
nd 

leaders enables you to meet a large number of
 people 

at one time, to explain the purpose of the su
rvey, 

and to solicit their help. Once you get star
ted 

there, then word can spread about the project
, and 

other informants can be located. Also, if th
e work 

is attached to an institution, especially a s
chool, 

then the survey can become more of a communit
y effort 

in which many members of the community can pa
rtici-

pate in the process of learning about their h
istory. 

2. Try to give introductory slide talks befo
re beginning 

the survey of each community. 

At the meetings of introduction to the commun
ity, 

have hand-outs to give to people explaining t
he pro-

ject. Lack of communication is one of the m
ost 

serious problems with survey work, and for th
e survey 

to reach its maximum potential there must be 
ways 

in which the people can address their questio
ns to 

the surveyor. Being from the outside, the su
rveyor 

can not know fully the past experiences of t
he com-

munity, nor does the community know of the su
rveyor's 
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experience and of the nature of the survey. 

III. Survey of the community 

1. Locate historical sites. 

Tour the community with community leaders or com- 

munity historical informants. The latter are 

uBually elderly persons who remember sites 

still standing as well as those destroyed. 

Identify house sites on the county property tax 

map. 

Interview informally the leader or informant for 

a general history of the house or building)  and 

for a physical description of it, if it has been 

destroyed. 

2. Examine the sites. 

Meet the current owner/occupant and explain the 

survey. Give that person a hand-out explaining 

the project. 

Investigate and record the design, construction, 

and floor plan of the building. 

3. Photography 

a. Take color slides and black and white pictures 

as required. 



b. Inquire if family has any old photographs of 

the house or of its historical owners/occupants. 

If so, copy them or make arrangements to copy 

them. 

k. Interview the owner/occupant informally (without tape 

recorder) regarding the history of the site. 

Ask owner/occupant about other houses or sites in the 

community, and for other informants knowledgeable 

about his/her house, 

Obtain the telephone number and address of owner and 

occupant for future correspondence.. 

IV. Research of sites 

Courthouse research 

Using the liber/folios of deeds of the sites identi-

fied on the county tax maps, begin researching the 

history of the land in the deeds. From the current 

deeds, conduct a title search to the historical period 

with which you are concerned. 

Other courthouse records 

Check wills, tax assessments, and probate inventories 

of the orphans' court for evidence related to sites. 1
, 
 

1. NOTE for black history: Black sites were rarely described 
in written documents since blacks usually did notleave 

wills, or own estates large enough to be described in detail 

in tax assessments or to be inventoried at. the time of death. 
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3. Secondary sources 

Historical maps 

Historical maps of the area sometimes show the 

homesteads, schools, churches and/or shops of 

black communities. 

County histories 

County histories usually have a section providing 

an overview of black history in the county. How-

ever, except for general descriptions of slavery 

life, brief portraits of notable blacks, demographic 

details, or discussion of the struggle for civil 

rights, most county histories do not provide the 

substantive historical analysis that would be 

1 
especially helpful to a survey of black sites. 

4. Censuses 

The United States manuscript censuses of 1870, 1880, 

and 1900 provide important evidence for the social his-

tory of communities and homesteads. After obtaining 

1. NOTE for Montgomery County: Local histories that were of 
benefit were: 1) the autobiographies of Josiah Henson --
the fugitive slave upon whose life story Harriet Beecher 
Stowe based her novel Uncle Tom's Cabin; 2) T.H.S Boyd's 
The History of Montgomery County, Maryland From Its Earliest 
Settlement in 1650 to 1 79; 3) Jeffrey Brackett's Notes on 
the Progress of the Colored People of Maryland Since the 
War; and 4) Nina H. Clarke and Lillian B. Brown, History of 
the Black Schools of Montgomery County, Maryland, 172-1961. 



the nanle8 of owners or occupants from oral in
formants 

or from deeds, the censuses can be checked fo
r vital 

statistics about them. The compositions of h
ouseholds, 

the types of families present -- whether nuclear or 

extended -- the kinship patterns among memb
ers of the 

community, their occupations, and the degree 
of educa-

tion, all can be determined from the manuscri
pts. Such 

information allows the surveyor to go beyond 
simply 

recording the house and to begin to create a 
solid 

historical context for the historic sites.1  

5 Taped oral interviews (Figure 5,t) 

Oral interviews should be taped with specific
 infor-

mants about specific topics. Oral interviews
 are 

simply another method of recording evidence a
bout 

a given topic. Interviews should be focused o
n a set 

of topics, and not merely be an opportunity f
or a per-

son to ramble on about his or her life's stor
y, unless 

that is the express purpose of the interview.
 In this 

sense, the interviewer does, and should, shap
e the 

1. NOTE for Montgomery County: The census o
f freed slaves of 

i.b67 in Montgomery County is an espec
ially valuable docu-

ment. After emancipation, former slaveholder
s were to be 

compensated for the loss of their slaves, so 
each slavehol-

der was to submit a list of their former slav
es for reim-

bursement. This census gives the names, ages,
 and family 

compositions of many of the owners and occupants of surveyed 

sites, who were freed slaves. 
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Photograph by Joe Davis 
Figure A. Taping oral hi.Btories. Clarksburg community hi.atorian Ethel Foreman (lert) explains 
the history of her community and family to research assistant, Karen Sewell, and to historic sites 
surveyor, George McDaniel. 
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interview process. Otherwise, the results are hours 

of tape which require even longer h
ours to transcribe. 

xamples of specific topics which we
re investigated 

through interviews with oral inform
ants include: tradi-

tional construction methods; school
 life; religious 

values and praotices; traditional m
edicinal practices; 

occupations and patterns of work li
fe; furnishings 

plans of houses; layout of historical homesteads and 

communities. 

V. Survey reports 

1. Inventory form 

The Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service through 

the state historical preservation a
gency -- in this case, 

the Maryland Historical Trust -- requires that an in-

ventory form be completed for each surveyed site and 

that a summary of its significance 
be written. The 

inventory form consists of several 
sections which in-

clude identification of the locatio
n and ownership 

of the site; a reference to its pre
sence or absence in 

previous historical surveys; a detailed description of 

the history of the land and of the buildings; and an 

analysis of its architectural, social, cultural, or 

historical significance. 



2. Photography 

The state historical preservation agency usually re-

quires that black and white prints be made of the site, 

in addition to color slides. The photographs may be 

taken by the surveyor, a professional photographer, or 

a volunteer. Along with the inventory form, they are 

deposited in the archives of the state agency. 

VI. Educational derivatives of the survey 

The survey can enrich the historical awareness of citizens 

in the community by connecting it to educational institu-

tions usually found in any survey area, as suggested in 

the following ways: 

1. Community colleges and universities (Figure3) 

Internships (paid or for academic credit) can be 

offered to students as research assistants. They gain 

training and experience by researching courthouse re-

cords and manuscript collections and assisting in in-

terviews in the field, as well as in such fields as 

cartography or cultural geography. Maps 3, 4,  5, 7, and 

are maps 'of historical communities created by 

an intern as part of this survey. 

Student volunteers can participate in the survey, 
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V / Photograph by Elodie HoXme8 

Figure 83. Montgomery College student at a hog butchering, Jim Lane, iert center, a Montgomery 
College student participating in and recording the hog butner1ng  with the Sims family in Jones-
yule fora photo essay for his class in Maryland History. 



using oral informants and surveyed sites -- buildings, 

houses, work places, neighborhoods -- as sources for 

classes in history, English, anthropology, photography, 

folklore. For example, they can research and describe 

the history of a given site for a term paper, or write 

a photo essay on a traditional tolkway still in use. 

2. Local high schools 

Students can participate in the survey as volunteer 

or hired researchers and can use the historical re-

sources located and investigated in the survey as 

part of their classes, especially in social studies. 

Since high school students usually require more 

supervision than college students and have less 

access to transportation, working with them will 

probably place more demands upon the time and work 

load of both the surveyor and, their teachers. 

VII. Returning the history to the community 

1. Community presentations 

In order to return the results of the historical 

survey to the communities, slide presentations can 

be given to local churches, senior citizens groups, 

historical societies and/or civic organizations. At 
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the sessions after the presentations, people can bring 

family photographs to be copied as part of the survey. 

Also, slide presentations inform members of other com-

munities about historical preservation and the value 

of local historical resources, so they will perhaps 

become interested in sponsoring an historical survey 

in their area. 

Folk Festivals 

A survey locates a significant number of valuable 

informants who can convey to wider audiences their 

knowledge of past traditions, crafts, and ways of life. 

Local, state, or national folk festivals provide an 

excellent forum for these living historical resources. 

Newspaper articles 

Articles in local newspapers are a useful way to spread 

the word about the purpose and results of the survey 

to the public at large. Ideally, articles should 

appear 1) at the outset of the survey to inform the 

oornznuntttes about the forthcoming survey, 2) during the 

course of the survey to keep the people abreast of its 

progress, and 3) at the end of the survey to explain 

to them the survey's results and to identify the places 
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of deposit of the survey for the citizens' use in 

the future, 

Television appearances and radio programs 

Television, of course, constitutes an excellent medium 

f or the transmission of information about historical 

preservation and historic sites surveys. For tele-

vision features, keep in mind that the television 

staff and audience are visually oriented, and select 

sites and/or informants that are visually engaging and 

that do not require lengthy explanations. Otherwise, 

those lengthy sections will be edited out once the 

film is in the control of the production staff at 

the television station. Try to inform the community 

about when the feature will be shown. 

Final Note 

Try to feature each community or neighborhood in at 

least one newspaper article, folk festival, or tele-

vision appearance. 


